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Livermore Says He Does
TO GIANTS. 3-- 0
Not Think Operations of
Individuals Influences the
Scott, Three Months Ago
Prices of Commodities.
Regarded
as, a "Has
New York, Oct. 6. Jesse R. Liv.
Pitches
Himself
Been,"
ermore, stock and grain market
Into Baseball Fame,
operator, appearing as a witness

Washington. Oct. 6 fbv the As
sociated Press) All vessels, Amer- -'
are proioan and foreign-ownehibited from
liquor on
having
board
in American
territorial
waters under an interpretation of
the prohibition amendment and
tho enforcement act handed down
today by the department of justice.
Moreover, the transportation or
sale of intoxicants on American
craft, wherever operated, was held
to be inhibited,
American territorial waters were
construed to include those not only
within the three-mil- e
limit of continental United States, but also
those within tho same limit of the
Philippines, tho Hawaiian islands,
Porto Kirn, tho Virgin islands and
Alaska. The law would not apply
in the Panama, canal zone, as that
zone is specifically
exempted by
the statute itself.
So far as American
ships are
concerned, the sale or transportation of liquor will cense at once,
or ns soon as those vessels reach
their home ports. In the case of
foreign ships the decision will become operative as soon as the necessary regulations can bo prepared
ami promulgated by the treasury

Supporting Turks.

HIE

WORLD'S SERIES

before the federal trade commission investigating speculation in
Be
the grain market, declared today
that he had never known of any
"manipulation" in the commodity
Constantinople, Oct- - 6 (by the Associated Press.)
markets and stated that he did not
Italy has ordered General Mombelli, its representatove
think the operations ot any indiat the Mudania conference, to support the Turkish claims.
viduals influenced market prices of
commodities.
London, Oct. 6 (by the Associated Press.) Despatchlie declared that the grain mares received here tonight give even a graver aspect to the
ket was an institution beneficial
Near Eastern situation than that of earlier in the day.
both to the farmers and to the con.
'
The Kemalists are insisting on the right to the immedi
sinners, stating that a market for
futures was necessary to allow
ate occupation of eastern Thrace and have given the
farmers to dispose of their prodallies a time limit, expiring liis evening, for a reply on
ucts. Rut tor the market, he
stated, tlneo or four large elevathis question. The Turks have refused to accept the
would control
tor corporations
proposal for allied occupation of Thrace or any allied
grain prices at their will.
Explaining his operations, Mr.
control, and apparently they are supported in this stand
Livermoro paid:
by the French and Italian governments.
"My operations in the grain marEverything seems now to depends
ket aVo ju.st like those in any of
on tho British cabinet reply to the
the other markets. 1 figure and
'
report of Brigadier General Har-- i
at future supply and demand
guess
was
said to be
ington, which
by similar events in
by JudB-inin
awaited
Constantinoanxiously
the prist and by studying tho presdepartment.
ple this evening. It was expected
ent statistical position. The only
Court, Action Foreseen,
that General Ilarington would ask
of Senator Tom Watson being taken irom funeral ear at Thompson, Ga., for funeral cervices at bit time a speculative
Investor makes
Court action looking to a final Body
of the Turks an extension of their
home, Hickory HilL"
money Is when he forecasts the
determination of the application
time limit for the occupation of
when he sees
of American 'dry laws to foreign
Thrace until tomorrow morning,
Practically the entire population funeral of the late Senator Tom funeral car. Great crowds of future correctly, conditions and
when he hoped ,o be in possession
ships entering American ports was of Thomson, Ga., and the surround- - Watson. Broad bands of crepe were mourners thronged Watson's coun- probable future
stretched abollt th staliol wh(!r0 try homo where the funeral serv- judues future prices."
foreseen by both Attorney Genenl
of his government's Instructions. In
e
Mr. Livermore difined a
j the meantime General
Daugherty and Chairman Lasker ot ing countryside turned out for the the casket was removed from the ices took place.
Ilarington
IN
S
investor as a man "who
the shipping board. Mr. Daugherty
had proceeded with the other al-- I
and
sizes up" future conditions
said ho already had been advised
lied representatives back to
who trades on the basis of his conin the hope of renewing the
that a case was about to be filed
botn
lie declared that took
clusions,
the vissue to the
which would
NEEDLE SWALLOWED
j conference.
ALLIED ENVOYS.
LANE
Rector's Widow and James supreme court.bring
speculator and gambler, whostabilThe tact that M. Frankltn-BoulBY
MOTHER
LOCATED
short flying chances, were
Chairman Lasker was of the
Ion, the French envoy, again has
Mills Are to Be Sum1 accompanied, the French delegates
izers of the market.
opinion that the first move of forIN
BABE'S
SHOULDER
'a to
"Short buyers," Mr. Livermore
moned Before the Author- eign lines would be to seek an inMudania, is Interpreted In offi-- I
declared, "were the saviors ot the
junction restraining the govern
ARE
rial circles here as a bad sign, hk
FOR
when
G.
ities
for Requestioning. ment from enforcing the law. He
h
Stockton, Calif., Oct.
aa nnnnnrtimr
ift in regarded
market at critical moments moveThree years ago Mrs. Frank J.
said it was reasonable to suppose
bad news caused
'.views of Mustapha Kemal pasha,
fhfa Turkf.H nntlnnnliut Inuring at.
ments. Ho described some ot his
that the courts would grant such
New Brunswick, N. J Oct. 6.
Schwing, who then was Miss
Ethel
a
swallowed
Krick,
transactions in the stork and comj though It Is not definitely known By en Intensive investigation of an injunction with a resulttothat
AS
his
IN
ar
1 whether the French government
reetllo two inches- long. Two
ships would continue
modity markets to illustrate
of the earliest clues discov- foreign
on board until
months later she was married.
On one occasion, he said,
rive with
factually Is backing him in his atti- - several
liquor
point.
ered in the double shooting of the there was a final decision by the
tude.
Charlotte, her 22 months old
he purchased 7,500,000 bushels af-ot
baby, began to cry yesterday
wheat in ZS minutes without
Apparently" Venlzelos, the former Rev. Edward Wheeler Hall and highest court. The attorney gen
Received
coNews
No
Definite
Greek premier, is putting no ob- Mrs. James Mills, wife of the eral said hia department would
and continued apparently withMachine
Two fecting the price. He held tho
auchurch
to
in
ocstate
and
sexton,
stacles In the way of Turkish
every effort
expedite
operate
county
wheat for several weeks until thea
From Mudania But It Is outMrs.cause.
Lieutenants
market had recovered from
cupation of Thrace and is advising thorities announced tonight they a ruling by the supreme court.
Schwing investigated the
Publication of the opinion of the
little girl's repeated rubbing of
the Greek government against a had constructed a framework on
and then sold.
the
Believed
MinNegotiations
Aloft
slump
18
35
Hours,
which they expected the entire department of justice followed a
a spot on her left shoulder and
military attempt to retain the case
Successful.
Will
White
Be
House
which
to
conference, to
felt a foreign body under the
hinge.
province.. Vanizelos even is said to
utes, 30 Seconds.
This framework, the authorities President Harding summoned Mr.
be willing to agree to a rectificaskin. She probed and found the
CURRY HOPES TO GET
6
the
tion of the frontier of Thrace on said, consists of four cardinal ques- Daugherty, Secretaries Hughes and
Oct.
(by
needle.
AsSan
6
Constantinople,
Oct.
DIpeo,
Calif.,
TO
am ftPPRfiPRI&TION
(by
tions to be put to Mrs. Hall and Mellon and Chairman Lasker, Vari- Associated Press). Although, no.
the line of the 1914 frontier.
The head of the needle had sociated Press). Lieutenants John
In the meantime the British are James Mills, when they are sum- ous phases ot the situation, were
reot
Tho
GRANDE
end
blunt
RIO
been
disappeared,
DEEPEN
news
has yet
A. MacReady
and Oakley Kelly,
the possible definite
which discussed, including
strong forces, both moned for
assembling
needle finally protruded
results of enforcement., upon fre ceived from Mudania, w we the, the
naval and .military in th. Cftatmit probably win bo tomorrow. ..
tne: mother withdrew' it. who- - liar1 b'oert flyli.g over San
and
have
gone.
allied
El Taso, Tex., Oct. 6. George
representatives
The first of the questions which international relations of the Unit
region of Asiatic Turkey,
Diego since 6:56 a, m. yesterday In
Neighbors wero present when
comerencu
W. Curry, United Stuies uounaary
One Constantinople dispatch rep- - the authorities say they want to ed States.
agaiit to renew tneir
she
withdrew
tho
needle.
the
landed
Turkish
great monoplane
declares that ho hopes
with the envoys of the
Must Knforee the Law.
resents Murtapha Kemal Pasha as clear up, is the exact number of
The mother and daughter
at Rockwell Field soon after 6 p. to obtain at tho next session of
at mld- High administration officials ex nationalist government,
being tired of the delays incident to times which Mills met Mrs. Hall on
never
suffered
had
from
distinct
was
pain
a
m.
there
an
all
known congress
today, having broken
appropriation to deepthe negotiaions and conferences the day before the discovery of the plained that there was no course night tonight
among the the needle until the girl felt it records for sustained
in the en the river channel at El Paso.
and as wanting some understand bodies of the rector and Mrs. Mills for the executive branch of the current of optimism
flight
in
shoulder.
her
a
heavler-than-ain the Somerset county orchard. government except to enforce the allied diplomats here regarding
ing in writing from the allies.
flying machine. The Rio Grande needs to be deepof the
mado
Mills has said that he met Mrs. law as interpreted by the legal de possible successful outcome
They were in tho air 35 hours, IS ened here and tho stream
swifter to rid Juarez and El Paso
ALLIED PROTOCOL IS
Hall .four times on this day; first partment. The interpretation was negotiations.
minutes, 30 seconds.
notwith
mos
This
prevailed
and
feeling
based
floods
menace
of
recent
decisions
of
BY
the
TURKS
upon
REJECTED
Tho aviators were well tired out of tho
at tho
early In the morning
that the Kemalists today
but willing, they said, to have con- quitoes.
twice at his own home and supreme court in a case involving standing
church;
ames,
to
tne
o
noun
the authority of the United States issued an ultimatum
6. Ismet once at her home. Mrs.
Oct.
The United
Constantinople,
tinued their flight except for their
Hall, dethe transfer of a demandine their consent to Turk
desire to reach the ground before darv commission, which looks af
Pasha, the Turkish nationalist tectives said, has told them that to interfere with
the
and
Thraco
of
on
ish
one
from
Interest
States'
defioccupation
United
cargo
foreign ship
darkness should' make landing ter the
representative in Mudania,
she saw Mills but once, and this liquor
to another in an American port.
previous rejection by the Kemalists
all boundary matters, was appointmore
nitely rejected the allied protocol was at the church.
difficult.
of
In a divided opinion the court of tho proposal for the sending
BELEFJ
for the occupation of Thrace by
The landing of the big plane was ed only recently. Mr. Curry is the
Tho second
concerns the
the authority of prohibi- allied troops and the establishment
lie is from New
He also de- statement ofquestion
3,000 allied troops.
the slgna lor a mighty chorus of commissioner.
William Phillips, confirmed
in
commission
of
an
tion
allied
control
to
transsuch
a
agents
clined the establishment of allied night watchman of the New
prevent
whistles from the vessels in the Mexico. R. E. Flshburn, of Tuc
Jersey fer, and
The ultimatum re
in the view of the attorney the province.
is
control commissions in Thrace. state college for women, that
son,
Ariz.,
boundary engineer,
harbor. When the airmen circled
the
J. Harris fioonan of El Paso,
The Turkish demand Is for imme- woman in the polo coat, who en genoral, went so far as to hold that garding the evacuation of Thrace
ft BLKLWON HEAD down to the field, a small army ot and
demanded a reply by 2:30
is
Tho
three comprlso
diate occupation of Thrace, with- tered the Hall home early on the the eighteenth amendment and the at first in
secretary.
tho
Rockwell
spectators including
Later ,
Volstead act repealed a prior ex- o'clock
the afternoon.
out foreign control.
Field force and many civilians was the commission.
6:30
morning after the double (mooting, isting treaty with
to
was
extended
the
time
Great
was
Mr.
Britain.
General
Admiral was' unaccompanied.
formerly gover
Curry
Harington,
Mrs. Hall,
waiting to greet them.
Chairman Lasker predicted that o'clock this morning and still later
nor of New Mefico, former conMombelli, General Sharpie, the al- who has admitted she is the
Captain R. G. Erwin, command
enforcement of the law would op- to 8 o'clock. Meantime the allied Death Follows a Fight With
from
lied military representatives, with woman to whom
that
state, was
gressman
soon
ant of Rockwell Field,
after
Phillips refers, erate to an immediate disadvantage generals had sailed for Mudania
Hamld Bey, the Turkish delegate, has declared that she
the flight ended gave out the tlmn governor of the province of Minwas accom- of the American merchant
Fellow
Elrov
a
Lucero,
the
received
during
Dispatches
Franklin-BouilloM.
marine
and
and
the panied
Philippine Islands,
had been aloft as 35 danao,
the
her brother, William and would make more necessary day from London and Paris seemed '
special French envoy, left here for Stevens. by
Workman at the Belen hours,aviators
IS minutes and 30 seconds. was one of Roosevelt's rough ridenactment of the ship subsidy bill, to indicate that the French and
ers.
Mudania at S o'clock this afterThe official time ot departure yesThe third question is why Mrs. if the American flag was to
still were
governments
Ice Plant.
noon. General Harington Is ex- Hall
stay British
failed to make any declara- on the high seas.
terday was set down in the field
seeking ground for an agreement
MeCORMACK DIES.
pecting the British government's tion of the large sum
records as 5:53 a. m. instead ot
of
money
which
face
could
upon
enagain
they
and
to
foreman
James
the
Komalist
Johnson,
note by found in Hall's home, and the
ply
5:56 a. m., as unofficially given
Bwesford, Calif., Oct. 6. Robert
tne
with a
Turkish delegates
tireless at Mudania.
at
ice
at
Helen, out, and the time of the landing H. McCormack, assistant United
the
plant,
fourth is why neither she nor
The feeling among gineer
united front.
Three additional British
district attorney for northin their original questioning
the British here was summarized died at 2:30 o'clock yesterday af- today was given officially as States
arrived before Chanak to- Mills,
ern California, died today as the
Somerset county
authorities,
by a staff officer this evening as ternoon at his home, the result, it 5:11:30 p. m..
day, bringing the strength in first by
of an automobile accident
result
statement
close
Kisses
made
of
Son
the
Mother
follows:
any
is claimed, of a blow on the head
class battleships up to nine. The
The aviators were begrimed with last night.
"We showed a willingness to go which
and interest which the
received at the hands of
he
(British are making extensive na- friendship
to any honorable length to avoid
oil
when they stepped
val concentrations in the neighbor- rector and Mrs. Mills had shown
Elroy Lucero, alsoemployed at the fromandthegrease machine
a rupture. If our pacific advances ice
in which
in each other.
big
hood of Ismid.
plant. Lucero was arrested by they had remained
are not acceptable or ere not re- Sheriff
The most important new discovaloft, circling
Tondre, of Los Lunas,
ciprocated we are ready for even shortly after the death of Johnson. over the city for virtually two days
ery, which was made in the sysIS
a night. That did not stop
tematic questioning of members of
COURT INTERCEDES;
According to reports, Lucero and and
L tualities."
OF
Most of the Italians here ex Johnson
Mrs. Benjamin MacReady, mother
the church choir and persons livat
a
in
had
fight
RECONCILIATION
of the aviator, from rushing to
pressed regret over orders received the ice plant engaged
OF
ing near the church today was the
and, Lucero, after greet
from Rome
General knocking Johnson
her son. She kissed him full
directing
finding of what detectives called
an
with
down
'
Mombelli, the Italian representa
COUPLEJS RESULT the "love fence." This was a spec-i- The Demand Has Continued tive
ice pick which it is said lie took on his grimy cheek and when she
at Mudania, to support Turk from Johnson after
her
chicken and barbed wire fence
being struck turned around, smiling gladly,
ish claims.
Chicago, Oct. 6, When Mrs. which Hall ordered Mills to build
to tho justice of the lips were black with grease and
Strong and Well Diversi
An announcement received from with it, went
Isabelle Mattison appeared in court about a shed in the rear of the
oil.
peace and swore out a warrant for
G.
former Premier Veni-zel- Johnson's
today to charge her husband with church. Detectives said they were
Lieutenants MacReady and Kelly
tied; Further Advances LondonIs that
arrest. When the offiwilling to have the Greek cer, went to serve the warrant, it joined in making
neglect, Judge Morgan told her:
informed by persons living near
the following
on Goods Are Reported.
"In my estimation you are a hun- the church that on occasions they
eastern Thrace, was learned that Johnson had stag- statement:
troops evacuate
thus permitting tho early establishdred times more
beautiful than had seen Hall and Mrs. Mills leave
"It was the wonderful Liberty
gered homo and died a few minyour husband's alleged affinity. I the church separately, by a rear
motor which kept us up. There is Big Rally Is Held in Opera
Boston, Oct. 6. The Commer ment of a Turkish civil adminis utes after dropping
unconscious
tration there, as considered as of on the
don't see why she should be able door and go to this shed. The cial Bulletin tomorrow will say:
no question that this flight proves
porch.
o,
to cut you out."
xne demand for wool has con- fering a way out of the present
House; Hill, Pankey,
barbed wire barrier, the detectives
Lucero claims that he went into tho motor to be the best and most
but
the
"I agree with you. Judge." mid said,
crisis,
belief
that
tinued
prevailed
strong and well diversified the Kemalists would adhere to the engine room of the ice plant efficient in the world. It is due
anyone from apprevented
and
Others
Address
the husband, Gerald Mattison. who proaching the shed from the rear. with prices showing a slight up
to fix a hose connection and that to the development ot army aviaintention not to Johnson
previously had been accused by his
the
Colonel N. A. Swarzcops. com wara turn ot possibly a cent a their expressed
tion. The primary purpose of the
Meeting.
started
with
quarreling
the
"two-milor
e
in
Thrace
of
wire
presence
indulging in a
state pound, on the average for the permit
of the New
him, claiming that he had no right test, It should bo said, was to test
kiss" while riding in a taxicab with mander for the first Jersey
Ispsclnl to The Journal
time today week. The strong position of the allied control commissions.
in that part of the plant. Lucero the motor in the United States
police,
another woman.
adis
in
market
reflected
further
says that after some words. John- army transport 2 and the result
participated in the investigation. vances on
Wagon Mound, N. M., Oct. 6.
,Tha intercession of the court re- Besides
WANT
the
ALGUIN
American
TURNED
goods
re.
was
son
by
all
could
authorities
be
that
expected.
assaulted hm with the Ice
An enthusiastic
Phillips, the
republican rally
sulted in a reconciliation, Gerald
"We are going to make the was held at the
questioned Mrs. Benjamin Vogt, Woolen company of 10 to S7
pick, but that he dodged the blow,
OVER BY MEXICO TO receiving
Opera House Monbeing cautioned to devote more one of the women who have re- cents a yard, which is due wholly
to
San
York
New
from
flight
Diego
a
und was attended by a
only
slight wound on
day
l&me to his wife.
the rise in the raw materials.
AMERICAN OFFICIALS his head, and then took the pick and we are confident that we shall crowdnight,
ported hearing two automobiles to The
which filled tho lower floor
Commercial Bulletin tomor
be successful."
from
away
JohnRon
In
racing along Easton avenue after row
and
and
the
all
the
seats. A comLEATHER MAGNATE DIES.
will publish wool prices as folThe first peraon to greet Lieu- mittee headedbalcony
shooting is believed to have lows:
Los Angeles, Oct. 6. Formal de- fight which followed, struck him
Boston, Oct. 6. Arthur C. Law- the
by Mrs. J. R. Agullar
over
was
tenant
Charles
occurred.
Dworack,
the
head
Kelly
with it. Johnson
as chairman, escorted tho speaker
rence, head of the A. C. Lawrence
Wisconsin half blood. 46347e; mand upon Secretary of State then started
"W3 know something about these
home and Lucero chief mechanic, who came ahead to the platform while the Wagou
s
Leather company, died here yester- automobiles."
blood, 45 46c; quar- Hughes that the Mexican govern- went to the
stat- to
was
the
from
the
of
O.,
aviators
only
Dayton,
of
td
Mound band played "America." A.
justice
over
ment
be
turn
to
the
to
peace
in
his
He
74th year.
ter blood. 43 44c.
requested
had been
day
install the new motor in the mono-pian- C. do Race, who
out a complaint.
local officers
Phil Alguin. alias swear
vice president of the leather com- - ment which Prosecutor Strieker
acted as the inScoured basis:
enLucero
the
would make after the "questioning
will
lie
superintended
be given a prellmi- Texas Fine 12 months, $1.26; Baca, wanted in connection with
terpreter, introduced the guests of
of Mrs. Vogt."
the
with
tire
watched
and
flight
job
hearing Monday morning at
the Klaying of Detective Sergeant
honor, after which each one adfine eight months, $1.10 1.20.
as keen an interest as anyono at dressed
tothe nudfenco along various
Territory Fine staple choice, J. J. Fitzgerald here, was made
Field.
Rockwell
accordGovernor
of the coming election isVETERANS AT BAYARD
blood
half
day
by
Stephens,
phases
$t.30(S)1.35;
combing,
"Wo
Tlccorrt"
(lot That
three-eight- s
sues,
blood ing to advices from Sacramento.
1.20:
$1.16
CHINA MAY GAIN AN
said
"We
WANT BETTER MAIL combing,
that
record,"
Kelly
got
hos90 95c;
BeiiJ. F. Pankey, former
"Little Phil" Alguin is in a
quartef blood
to Dworack, as the two met, "if
ADDITIONAL-INCOMwas the first speaker
7982e.
pital at Juarez, Mexico, having
SERVICE FROM DEMING Qombings,
we never get another."
been wounded during a recent efand
$1.20
Pulled
1.25;
Delaine,
gave a resume of tho
FORECAST.
Dworack's broad smile told his can candidates on the staterepubliBY
HIGHER
Chief
AA.
$1.00
A
officers
and
DUTIES
fort
$1.10
Paso
supers,
El
1.15;
ticket.
by
Denver. Oct. 6.New Mexico:
hud He was followed
Fort Bayard, N. M., Oct. 6. Sil- 1.08.
pleasure at the way the flight
of Police Oakes of Los Angeles to
"
by C, L. Hill,
I Saturday and Sunday, fair west, ver
Fort Bayard, Santa Rita
gone.
City,
a
Best
a
Mohair
:
Peklmr. Oct
combing, 6065c; seize him and carry him over the
candidate for governor, who made
ch
unsettled east portion; cooler Sa- and all towns and rural routes on best
MucReady expressed a brief but succinct address. Then
border.
carding.1 50l55o.
?resa).-chinwt" B"ln an hisLieutenant
manner
in
which
at
turday; warmer north portion Sun- the Santa Fa branch northwest of
the
delight
H. Williams, corporation
additional
Hugh
beannual income of
day.
tween $15,000,000 and $17,000,000 the big machine had acted in its commissioner, mado a forceful
Deming, N. M., will be served with
FILED
STRIKING MACHINIST,
g
run.
! 'Arizona: Saturday and Sunday, a morning delivery of mail at an APPLICATION
y inc. eased import duties, if the
speech. A. A. Sedillo, republican
tfalr, not much change in temperu- - earlv date, if plans ot he Chester
g
"I shall never forget that
TO BUILD RAILROAD
nominee for attorney-genera- l,
adlindings of the tariff mmmi..in
SHOT LAST TUESDAY,
L. Thompson Post No. S3 of the
june.
he said. "It was sim- dressed the audience,
whloh
night,"
has
bee
emphasizing
MEXICO
'
N.
THROUGH
are
'
carried
IMPROVED
as
we circled over the the work that is
American
SLIGHTLY
legion
beautiful
at
ply
are
Shunghal,
done
being
by thu
LOCAL REPORT
to a successful conclusion.
Interested nations. approved by the city."
republican administration.
Conditions fnr th tw.htv.rmti. through
'
of the post
.
An
At
Oct.
the
meeting
6.
Washington,
ine commission, with the latiShort address were made bv R.
Slight
Trinidad, Colo.. Oct.
hours ended at 6 p. rn. yesterday,
tho
Wednesday evening a resolution
P. Barnes, O. A. Matson and Fred
FACES CRUELTY CHARGE.
application was filed with
improvement is reported today in tude accorded China at th- r rwwueg ny me
was adopted petitioning the
university:
Commerce commisInterstate
ington
'
the
condition
Atkhis,
of
6
conference,
Ralph
has
candidate for justico of the
Muller,
finished
its
John Sail,
Detroit, Mich., Oct.
Highest temperature
n
.80
sion today by tho Stalcy
department, and congress if
striking railroad machinist, who work of revising the tariff and has a factory worker, today faced a suprome court, state treasurer and
iiowest , . . ,
..
to inaugurate an auto
railroads
for
Elcctrif.ed
necessary,
of
was shot last Tuesday by Caslmlro
nurieuio tne federal government, charge of cruelty to a minor, fol- land commissioner, respectively. At
11 mail route
.Saniia
.t
through this territory,
permission to build a 950 mile
Garcia, a stationary railroad fire recommending an Increase in fiv lowing the finding in the attic of the conclusion of the moeting, the
Mean
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In Colorado, New Mexico
line
cent to go into operation De- - his home in Hamtramck. of his candidates came down to the front
over
per
an
the
altercation
man,
during
Humidity at 6 a. m
......64 and bringing up the big mail delivand Arizona with 223 miles or
railroad strike. The bullet that ttiinoer j. next.
Wanda, door and shook hands with the
daughter,
Humidity at
p. m.. . , . . . ...14 eries brought in by the evening
iS Understood
branch lines. Tho projected
It
(llO ' nrnnn.nl whose wrists had been chained to people.
lodged in Atkins stomach has not
0 and night trains from all sections,
. lino will start
Precipitation
Mexican
will
the
be
at
been
removed.
submitted for
physi
Attending
A big dance, attended and para rafter. The girl was so imprisWind velocity
,18 which now lie over at Deming 12 - border, in l".ma county. Aricians say he has a fighting chance without delay to the approval
different oned. Sail told the police, because ticipated in
a large crowd, folDirection of. wind.
. ,West or IB hours before being delivered
Is
zona,
and run northward
in the countries that participated in the he had been told sho conducted lowed tho by
for
Garcia
recovery.
and was en
meeting
Character of day.
, .Clear to the residents of tills fection,
San
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FANS CROWD
INTO POLO GROUNDS

37,620

Hugmen

Are Held to Four

Safe Hits While the
Pile Up Twelve;
Ruth Fails to Connect.
New York, Oct. 6 (by the Associated Press). A little more than
threo months ago John William
Scott dropped out of tho baseball
box scores and no tears save posJack
sibly hiy own were shed.
li d never ranked with those whose
names are passed on. A hardout
working plodder had just worn Toand was expected to fade away.
most
about,
talked
he
13,1110
night the"
United Stales, and his
man in
name will live.
lie transformed himself today
and became an identity by pitching
112 balls that resulted in his team,
the New York Giants, defeating the
New York Yankees 3 to 0 in the
third game of tho world series, ami
e
supplied his club with a
lead in the classic, an advantage
that has been overcoma only ones
two-gam-

In

history.
Shunted Out by Tied
Nearer to having been a "never-was- "
in cold
than a "has-beefact, a discard, a castoff, a useless
was
Scott
Jack
ball player
shunted out of the baseball world
by the Cincinnati club last July.
He had gone to Cincinnati in a
trade with Boston last Leoember.
but didn't make good. His arm
was dead. They said he was
through.
creditable
A
story travelled
among tho 37,620 fans who oc-

cupied every possible bit ot space
at the Polo grounds today, that
Scott, after his Cincinnati dismissal, sought a chance with Manager McGraw, who needed pitchers
more than any man in the baseBut he needed good
ball world.
ones. According to his story, McGraw, desperate, took a chance,
and had Scott's arm treated by a
specialist and it helped some
Just "some." Scott won eight out
of ten games, but he still was rated

'

Toiiay 5ohh J. McOraw, famed
for his decisiveness, instantaneous
and permanent, let his team out on
the field with his mind open ana
anxious to be closed. McGraw wa4
in distress. His face betrayed his
miranxiety. Their faces, too,
feelings-Camrored their manager'sOApitchers to
the time for
get ready for some one, any one.
to "warm up."
McGraw Pondered
Still McGraw pondered. With the
final time for a decision approaching dangerously near, the "Napoleon of Baseball" nodded silently
to Hugh McQuillan to "warm up."
Word was sent to the press box
that the assignment had been made
and the wires buzzed. Temporarily
bin
relieved, the manager watched But
selection twirl a few balls.
only for a moment.
McGraw didn't like McQuillans
form. He turned to Scott, sitting
on the bench and, with the air ot
a man who is resting all his hopeto
on a broken reed, ordered him
replace McQuillan. It was almost
unprecedented for a manager to
in so important
change his choice
a matter at such a time.
Hoyt, the "Boy Wonder."Wane
that
Every one knew
won
Hoyt, the "boy wonder" who
two out of three games from the
Giants in the 1921 series, striking
out 18 men, allowing only 18 hits
and yielding only two runs, both
the
unearned, was to pitch for that
Yankees. One fan remarked
McGraw virtually was conceding
the game, believing Hoyt unbeatable and had decided not to throw
away a man who might win tomorrow.
Jack Scott's record is in the
books now. It says there that the
castoffs pitching was so marveloutfielders
ous that the Giant
made only six putouts that the
Yankees were so thoroughly subdued that 18 out of their 24 outs
were of the easy infield variety.
Only four hits were made by the
Yankees, with their touted "Murderers' Row" and only six times
did they get a man on first.
Scott Never Smiled.
On tho mound, facing 40,000
pairs of critical eyes, listening to
the blasts of the mighty shouts,
Scott was the incarnation of earnestness, faith and hope, but he
never smiled. He remained
inscrutably calm and cool.
Jack Scott combined his head
and his right arm today and be
followed orders. Earl Smith, the
catcher, said afterward that every
time he called for a high pitch, a
high one came. Not once, ho said,
did Scott fail. He used onlv a
curve but he had such remarkable
control that it always went where
hnutn, whoso knowledgo ot the
Yankee
batters and dlscemintr
judgment cannot be overlauded, or- -

uerea

It.

McGraw

was

voluble

In

hi

praise for Scott, and Miller Hnc- gins, the beaten and crestfallen
mentor of the Yankees, was not
remiss.

Though Scott's marvelous pitching stood out today as onlv the
victory of tho "under dog" can
two other incidents furnished ma
terial for the crowd, a better tempered and more appreciative gath
ering than yesterday.
Until and t.roli in a Tilt.
Babe Ruth, from who so much
Is expected and so little comes, al
most got into the
headlines
through a tilt with Heinle Uroh,
the Giants' third baseman.
In
Rutlt
play in the fourth inning,
tried to go from first to third whew
Frlsch banted Mensel's hit. Frlscll
whipped the ball to third anil
Heinle was waiting for Ruth.
caught under full headway,
Ruth bumped into Oroh, wlin
tuaUuucil vu race lwe.
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Fage Two"
order again leading the attack, the
youthful Yankee twirler was hit
hard throughout the ficVtn innings
WORLD'S SERIES he worked. The Oiants collected
two hits off his delivery in each of
Continued from f:ige OneThe fifth was the
the five InningsHAVE NO
only hltless inning for the winners.
tagged him and then fell from the Sam Jones pitched the eighth after
uron jumped up, snout- Frank Baker had batted for Hoyt.
impact,
and drew back his fists. He He retired the sido after Young
ing
TASK didn't strike, however, and Umpire had singled for his third hit and
FOR
walked.
Hildebrand 6tepped between
the Cunningham
The Yankees, on the other hand,
two.
threatened only once, in tne
Greet Bal.
seventh, but It was a golden opporCaptain Guest of Charities Babe Booes
came to the dugout- in a tunity they missed. With Pipp out,
Bureau Suggests Practi- roar of booes
Meusel bounded an infield hit
and a faint mingling Bob
il
over Scott's head and Schang
cal
Undertakings, But of applause maybe the applause
the first ball down the right
was for Groh. It was repeated field foul line for a double. Mesel
Fails to Get Response.
when Ruth came to bat but the holding third.
Grounds Out.
"We're traveling across the coun- cheers and clapping weo stronger,
the game's crisis for Scott.
that it must have been TheIt was
try to San Francisco, where we indicating
infield
Larleyeu wun
(linnt
for him. The next time ha crossed
the pitcher and Coach Hughey
hope to enter the Bible school.
came from the dugout
We'd like to hold some meeting to explain what happened,
hut Jennings
The outlook was
here and do some good. Also, we'd uron rerusea 10 De appeased In the with instructions.
more
dubious with Elmer
even
hent
of
In
moment.
the
the
to
like
collect enough money
Smith, a dangerous hitter, batting
Ward's hnnt nf T?inrnf'
But with the
In place of Ward.
city to enable us to go farther on er
two-ru- n
the
for
paved
way
the
count
and one, Smith let the
our way doing the Lord's work." lead acquired
the
Giants in the Hnrnnrt three
by
shoot
strike
by and men
this was the statement mado third lnninir nnri au It (nr.ia
m.
missed the third one. Everett Scott
were
Bichard
more
to
they
Captain
than
to
yesterday
enough
ended Yankee hopes by grounding
Guest, of the charities bureau, by win, as Scott turned back the Yan- nut to Tlnncroft.
a party of three young women and kees inning after inning with bafThe Yankees
got two hits off
two young men, who called at his fling cunning and relentless courin the other eight Innings,
A
age.
third
was
in
tally
been
who alsp
office. They eald they had
pounded
off
In the seventh but It wa one in the second by Fipp,
stole second, and another In the
attending Bible school In St. Louis, not Hoyt
needed.
the first
were
ond now were called to go to San
Both
sixth
by Hoyt. ,
Ward Nips a TSnlly.
Francisco.
The two men pointed
to face Scott, wno quicKiy ikuicu
out two of the women as their first and
thn novt three batters ench time.
second
innings, before
wives.
The Giants, with two victories
the
Giants
broke
Ward
through.
told
the
that
Guest
no defeats, now how a rormia-nhl- e
party
and
Captain
a
in
nipped
the first, grabrally
over their rivals.
if they wished to serve the Lord, bing
Meusel's
hot
drive
toward Their advantago
here was a good place to do It,
supremacy in pitching, gen- and
FVisch
right
at
doubling
as-first
n and
aeiensive
j after Groh
as there are many sick needing
and the Fordhatn flash pralsh
and offensive work, while especialimiwa. una
sisiance irura vuiumecr
Toung und Cunning- ly clear cut today, has been out
and many bedridden people who ham singled.
in the second, hut Pep
in tne entire eeriei iu
would enjoy having somebody to was singled
by Bob Meusel's ac- standing
come In and read and pray with curatecaught
date..
to
throw,
his
stretch
trying
"Come Through."
I'lii'lifra
them. He suggested that they stop single, and Cunningham was forced
Few more startling reversals of
here and get work, and use their by Earl Smith for the third out.
in the
spare time In doing the Lord's
Jack Scott started the Yankee form have beenrivalrecorded
twirling staffs,
work.
downfall in the third with n single fortunes of the stars
was
on,
to
with
rely
The young people said they to center. Bancroft hit
Hugglns,
sharply to conceded an overwhelming adguessed they'd be on their way west Ward and when the second
McGraw, on the other
as soon as they could raise the kicked the ball Into the leftsaoker
field vantage.
ineffunds.
Scntt raced to third and Bancroft hand, with a staff considered faced
by a hard campaign,
Captain Guest said this was typ- pulled up at second. Groh bounced fective
HnhlmiB outlook with the chance
ical of many of the people that call one to Hoyt. who caught Scott off
more of his mounds-mr- n
on htm. All feel called to travel third, Dugan taking the throw and that one or come
mlerht
through. That
called
seem
none
but
and pray,
running down the pitcher. Banthrouch Nchf and
to work. The charities bureau has croft, who had gotten to third on Karnes and Scott
and displayed
never often been able to get any the play, scored on Frlsch's sacri- more
skill, resourcefulpeople of that class to do volunteer fice hoist to Witt in deep center. ness pitching
than Bush,
and courage
Groh advanced a base and came
i
work, even for pay.
the sensahome on Irish Meusel's wallop to Shawkey and Hoyt, is
the series.
right.
forced Meusel to tion ofFirst
Young
Inning, Yankees. one.
MEMBERS OF MEXICAN. end the inning.
WTltt up. Strike one. Ball
Scores.
Banrroft
Witt's bunt
MUTINY
BATTALION
Scott
.
Bancroft scored the third run in Ball two. him outtook
at first. Dugan
and threw
the seventh.
Two
were
out
and
one. Ball one. la
Mexican, Lower Calif., Oct. 6.
Hoyt had the Giant captain "in the up. Strike hit a high fly to
Mexican hole" with two strikes
two. Dugan
Men of the Twenty-nint- h
one
and
ball
one. Strike
battalion mutinied and killed those but walked him with three wide Young. Kuth up. Ball two.
Fnsch
of their officers who refused to onrs. Groh hit the first ball pitch- one. Strike two. atBall
first.
out Kuth
join them In deserting to the rebel ed to right field, on a hit and run tossed
errors.
No runs, no hits, no
forces of General Juan Carraseo, play, and Bancroft easily reached
Giants.
when the battalion was sent from third, from where he scored on
Bancroft up. Strike one. Hoyt
Mexlcala to fight in SInaloa two Frlsch's single.
Warn ended the
bunt and beat him
Bancroft's
rebelIn
now
took
weeks ago and are
rally by tossing out Irish Meusel.
up. Strike one.
lion, aceording to delayed advices
Hoyt was never a puzzle. With to the bag. Grohinto
right field.
singled
received here today.
the top end of the Glunt batting Groh
VriM-nil. Ball one. Strike one.
rFrisch singled over second, Groh
going to the middle bag. jueusei
up. Strike one. Foul, striko two.
Ball one. Ball two. Meusel lined
out to Ward, who doubled Frisch
at first with a quick throw to
Pipp.
No runs, two hits, no errors.
Second Inning, Yankees.
Pipp up. Ball one. Strike one.
Pipp singled eharply into right
Striko one.
Meusel up.
field.
Strike two. Ball one. Ball two.
A large Eastern Service Corporation with excelout to Kelly.
Meusel fouled
lent banking connections desires to open a branch
Four, strike one.
Schang up.
Strike two. Schang flied out to
office in New Mexico. Service is obligatory to
Ward up. Strike
Cunningham.
one. Ball one. Ball two.
Pipp
merchants and professional men. Position open
stole second.
Strike two. Foul.
Ball three. Bancroft threw out
for sales manager and is permanent with excepWard at first.
tional opportunity for substantial earnings. SucNo runs, one hit, no errors.
Giants.
cessful applicant must have an outlay of $500. Do
Young up. Strike one.
Foul,
strike two. Ball one. Young liftnot answer unless you have the necessary financial
ed a high fly into left field for a
outlay.
single and when he tried to stretch
it Was out, Meusel to Ward. Kelly up. Foul, striko one. Strike
Address Western Representative, 237 First Natwo. Foul. Ball one. Hall two.
Scott threw out Kelly at first.
tional Bank Bldg., Denver, Colo.
Cunningham up. Ball one. Ball
two.
Strike one.
Strike two.
got a single into
Cunningham
right. Smith up. Foul, strike one.
Smith forced Cunningham, Ward
to Scott. No runs, two hits, no errors.
Third Inning, Yankees.
Scott up.
Strike one. Scott
flied out to Young. Hoyt up. Ball
one. Strike one. Ball two. Frisch
took Hoyt's hopper and threw him
out. Witt up. Ball one. Ball two.
Strike one. Ball three. Strike
two. Witt walked. Dugan up.
Ball one. Strike one. Witt waB
caught asleep off first. Smith to
Kelly. The crowd gave Witt the
big laugh.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Giants.
Scott up. Strike one. Scott
over second hase. Bancroft
up. Strike one. Ball one. Ward
booted Bancroft's grounder
and
the ball rolled into the left field,
Scott going to third. Groh up.
Hoyt took Groh's grounder and
Scott was run down, Hoyt to Dugan. Bancroft went to third and
Groh to .second on the play.
Frisch up.
Ball one. Bancroft
scored on Frlsch's sacrifice fly to
Witt, Groh going to third. Meusel
up. Foul, strike one. Ball one.
Strike two. Foul. Groh scored
on Meusel's liner into right for one
base. Young up. Young forced
'
You won't want to miss the demonstration of the great
Meusel, Ward to Scott.
&
at
store
of
Jlaabe
the
Two runs, two hits, one error.
Majestic Range
Mauger yet today is
Hundreds have attended and learned much of
, the last day.
Fourth Inning, YunkecH
the economy and cooking qualities of this, "The Range with
Dugan up. Groh threw out Dui the
gan at first. Ruth up. Ball one.
Reputation."
Ruth was hit by a pitched hall.
1'iPP up.
Strike one. Ball one.
$15
Strike
two. Pipp fanned. Meusel
B
up. Strike one. Foul, strike two.
Foul.
Ball one. Babe Ruth
started to steal second and when
the pitcher threw to second base
Today Is the last day that you are given your choice of
he darted safely back to first. Bali
the $15 set of copper or enameled cooking utensils free with
two.
Frisch made a muss of MeuInthe purchase of a Majestic Range. This offer is made to
sel's grounder and when Ruth tried
duce people contemplating the purchase of a Majestic to do
it during the demonstration.
It's worth while.
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Wanted

District Sales Manager

Last Day

TODAY

of Big

V

Majestic
Range

Last Day to Get the

sln-ul'- -d

Set of Utensils

Free

Last Day to Watch the

World-Famou- s

30 Million
Bottles
Sold

Prof. Becker Cook and Bake
.

Today is the last day Albuquerque will have the privilege
of attending Prof. Becker's cooking and baking classes. Here's

the menu:

SATURDAY,

2

to

4

Between

',.
'

A SPLENDID
TONIC
,

Maket You
EAT BETTER

ESAABB
First and Copper.

"If It's Hardware. We Have

If

McNally played second in place
of Ward. Smith up. Strike one.
Hoyt took Smith's roller and threw
him out at first. Scott up. Dugan robbed Scott of a hit and
threw him out. Bancroft up. Strike
one.
Ball one. Strike two. Ball
two.
Foul. Bail three. Bancroft
walked. Groh up. . On a hit and
run play Groh singled to right.
Bancroft going to third. Frisch up.
Bancroft scored on Frisch's single
to right, Groh ftoing to third. Meusel up. Meusel went out, McNaily
to Pipp.
One run, two hits, no errors.
Eighth Inning, Yankees
Baker batted for Hoyt. Baker
up. Ball one. Kelly took Baker's
roller and touched first. Witt up.
Ball one. Strike one. Foul, strike
two. Witt filed to Cun.ilnsham.
Dugan up. Groh took Dugan's
hot grounder and threw him out.
No runs, no hits, no e.rors.
Giants
Jones went into the box for the
Yankees.
Young up. Bail cne.
Strike one. Ball two. Ball three.
Striko two.
Young singled into
center, his third hit. Kelly up. Ball
one. Foul, strike one. Kelly sacri
ficed, Jones to Pipp. Cunningham
up. Strike one. Strike two. Ball one.
Foul, strike one. Kelly sacrificed,
Jones to Pipp. Cunningham
tip.
Strike one. Strike two. Ball one.
Ball two. Ball three. Cunningham
Smith
walked.
up. Ball one.
Smith sent a high one to MaNally.
Scott up. Foul, strike one. Strike
two. Ball one. Scott fouled to
Dugan.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
Ninth lulling, Yankees
Ruth up. BaU one. Strike one.
Foul, strike two. Frisch threw out
Ruth. Pipp up. Foul, strike one.
Ball one. Ball two. Bancroft robbed Pipp of a hit and threw him
out. Meusel up. Bancroft tossed
out Meusel.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Yankees.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
o
1
0
3
0
0
cf
Witt,
C
2
4
0
0
3
Dugan, 3b
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Is
J niwia

WORK BETTER
FEEL BETTER
SaUBt ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS

MONTOT. TELLS

TUT

SOLDIERS

on

IS SURE

Congressman States at Ft.
Bayard That Measure
President Will Sign Will
Pass in December.
Speclnl

to The Journal
N. M., Oct. 6.

The
solemn pledge that the house will
bonus adjusted
pdss a soldiers'
that
compensation bill in a form when
President Harding will sign, was
It reconvenes in December,
given before an audience of wounded and gassed veterans by Congressman Montoya Tuesday evening in the Red Cross house. The
occasion was a republican rally in
behalf of the state and county
tickets In the November elections.
SteOther speakers were Judge
phen B. Davis, candidate for the
senate, and E. Delgado nominee
for state auditor. Contact Officer
Bennett presided. After the rally
a permanent republican club was
formed for the purpose or getting
out the vote.
Dr. H. E. Whltledge, formerly
commanding officer at Fort Bayard, has been placed In charge of
the hospitalization section of the
Veterans' bureau with headquarColonel
ters in Washington.
Whitledge made an enviable record while commander here, and
many employes and patients have
sent him a telegram of congratulations. His post as medical officer in charge of the Veterans' bureau hospital at Dawson Springs,
Ky., is said to have been filled by
the transfer of Dr. O. S. Death-ridg- e
from Fort Lyon, Colo.
At the request of Capt. C. Hamilton Cook, national commander of
the Disabled American Veterans of
the World War, Director Charles
R. Forbes will issue an order
changing the names of the bureau
hospitals to "rehabilitation" centers. This means that Fort Bayard will soon be known as Veterans' Rehabilitation Center No. 55,
instead of hospital center No. 55.
At a meeting of heads of districts of the Veterans' bureau in
Washington
Director
recently.
Forbes outlined sweeping changes
in tho hospitalization progrnm for
veterans.
In future, he said, it
would be the policy of the bureau
to discharge ambulant cases and
return them to their homes, provided
tho atmosphere of their
homes will bo conducive to their
continued recovery.
He further
stated that their compensation
would not bo reduced by reason of
such discharge as long as their disability exists. About 50 tier rent
of the patients at Fort Bayard are
About 40 per cent of
ambulatory.
these have home environments of
tne required nature, it Is estl
mated.

Fort Bayard.

3

0

....

0
0
1 10
1
1
2
1
2
0
1
0
4
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
2
4
1

0

there.

Mrs. Nixon declared that
there is every possibility
of the
women rolling up a heavy vote
for the democratic nominees.
Mrs. John W. Allen is chairman
and Mrs. J. E. Pardue is chairman of the publicity committee of
tho Fort Sumner organization. In
San Miguel county,
considerable
activity is being carried on under
the direction of Mrs. A. C. McMillan and Mrs. B. Archibald.
Women generally feel particularly gratified that the democratic
convention selected women candidates of the type of thoso on the
ticket.
i

German prohibitionists are urging their reform on the ground
that a dry Germany could save
3,600,000,000
gold marks a year
to apply on the reparations debt,
but there ore Drnhnhiv o
.i
many Germans who would rather J
mum aim nave mat as an excuse
for not paying. Detroit Free
Press.

Baker's Cocoa
is the ideal drink
for growing children

Not only Joes

cdvit,

Carter's Creek, Tenn.

years ago

-

I was
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i
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u

large

in

CHARGE

Santos Garcia, Joe Napoleon and
Filemon Martinez were fined 115
each in police court yesterday afternoon by Judge George Roddy.
The case grew out of the raid on
a West Central avenue club several
days ago. Tho men said
not guilty, but paid the fine rather
than go to the trouble of defending
the case. The proprietor of the
club was fined several days ago.

Scott's Emulsion.
a

I.L
.11
assures you neaiuvDuuaing,
1

vitamine-bearin- g

cod-liv-

er

oil in Its purest torm,

pleasant to take,
readily assimilated
and transformed
into strength.
Tha " Fluharmnrt

they-wer-

Vant Ads Bring Quick Results

I

should . be on twery
Mark"
. ...
1

Dottle

or emumon you ouy,

geottftBowne, BkxMBlletd.K.J.
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lt

.liy8

.15
.13

12,8

.28
.21
48
.44
27
28
16

-

.24
23

15
Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour
Great West Flour
$2.25
Great West Flour
...$1.15
63
Great West Flour
Homeseeker Flour
$2.15
Homeseeker Flour
$1.10
8" ounces
Schilling's Black Tea (Vacuum
46
Packed)
4 ounces Schilling's Black Tea (Vacuum
24
Packed)
ounces Schilling's Black Tea (Vacuum
14
Packed)
8 ounces Folger's Green Tea (Vacuum
46
Packed)
4 ounces Folger's Tea (Vacuum Packed) .V .24
Palmolive Soap
.08
Creme Oil Soap
,
.07
o
Twin Bar
Castile Soap. .
07

Potatoes
15
One
bag to the customer)
We deliver your order up to 100 pounds for 15c.
Over 100 pounds, 25c.
10 Pounds

good cocoa
eb!e aid in

li a
tht

10-pou-

-

valu--

care-

fully arranged diet.
But its quality muit
be good and no cocoa
can quite so well meet the requirements
of dietitian, physician, nuns ot housekeeper as " BAKER'S."

f

""

MADE

ONLY

BY

Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
Established 1780

,

Boekl

:l

MASS.

DORCHESTER,

of Choke Recipes tent fret

C. H. CARNES

PHONE 360
Parcel Delivery

SPECIALIST IN OCXlJiB
REFRACTION
107 &

Fourth.

Phone

And Messenger

1057--

Service.

Messages- - Packa ges- - Bagga go.

phone 305.
Wind Shield
i. C. BAI.IIRILKiK
421

Glass-Lumb-

Soulii Flrat Mrret.

PfeflM

er

LVHBEB CO.

I'bno.

oa.

aft

INVESTIGATE

Dr. Whittington's
TREATMENT

I

FOR

Tuberculosis

JlK
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Write for free booklet and
Information about our money-bac- k
guarantee.
J. D. VAN DEVENTER,
Special Representative.
S24 W. Coal.
Phone 2028--

GLASS
CEMENT
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THE MERITS
OP

BY NOON TODAY

ljuju

IF YOU CAN.'

Bring them in, or phone them, if you are a subscriber, bo they will reach ua by Saturday noon
if you can possibly do so. While we can take
copy at the want ad counter up to 5 :30 o'clock
Saturday afternoon, from 4 o'clock up to closing time is the congested period and you may
not be able to reach the Want Ad Department
by telephone after 5:30 p. m.

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

Morning Journal
Albuquerque
'
; ; Phones 13 or 66.

423 North First Street
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Look for the Mark!
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Eggs............

- "Three
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I
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SATURDAY SPECIAL

se

a Well Woman

-

.12i8

.15
.17

frequently

Bring your roofing
troubles
to Raabe &
SPENT HALF HER
Mauger'8, or tele-

Made Her

2
2
2
2

.15
.11
.11.
.08
.09
09Vi
.15
19

Co-C-

canvass in every precinct,
with the result that the aims of
the democratic party are being

Com-poun-

...

Tomatoes.......'.

Can Standard Corn
Can Extra Standard Corn
Can Country Gentleman Corn
Can Maine Corn
2 Can Empson's "Champion" Peas....
2 Can Empson's "Daisy" Peas
..,
No- 2 Can Empson's "Morning Glory" Peas..
No. 2 Can Empson's Stringloss Beans
No. 2 Can Empson's Wax Beans
No. 22 Can Empson3 Sauer Kraut
No. 212 Can Empson's Pumpkin
No. 21g Can Empson'3 Hominy..
1
pound rirt Calumet Biking Powder....
Can K. C. fJnking Powder......
1
pound r.Joverbloom Butter...
1 Dozen Meadow Gold
1 Large Armour Oats
1 Large Quaker Oats
Grape Nuts
Cream of Wheat
Life O' Wheat

Children, erring to
their almost ceaseless

.

Farmer's Wife Tells How Lydia
d
E. Pinkham's Vegetable

2V2 Can Happyvale Tomatoes
1 Tall Can Royal Gorge Tomatoes.
1 Can Old Reliable

jr.

l

Two-bas-

its delicious flavor

and aroma appeal to the palate
but it supplies the body with a
considerable amount of pure,
"Wholesome and nutritious food.

Bprrlnl to The .Tournnl

BED

Tomatoes

2 Can Lakewood

24-pou-

Santa Fe, Oct. 6. Organization of
women workers for tho democratic
ticket Is progressing.
This announcement was made
here today by Mrs. Frances E. Nixon, vlco chairman In charge of the
n;rs. Nixon said
women's work.
women s
there are democratic
clubs being formed in every county, with results that are beyond
of
even the early expectations

TIM

-

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

12-pou-

?

local

No-

te

48-pou-

WOMEN
CLAIM
CONVERTS
IN THREE COUNTIES

house-to-hou-

and sanitary
Fruit and Vegetable department in the city.
Everything you desire and at the lowest prices.
No. 1 Can Van Camp's Pork and Beans.. .09
No. 2 Can Van Camp's Pork and Beans., i .I2y2
No. 3 Can Van Camp's Pork and Beans... .23
No. 1 Can Van Camp's Chile Con Came.. .12y2

We now have the most

24-pou-

DEMOCRATIC

headquarters.
In De Baca county the
workers are conducting a

FRUITS AHD VEGETABLES

48-pou-

require

....

A GAMBLING

thoroughly understood, Mrs. Nixon
said.
Fort Sumner women have orin
ganized a club, membership
which includes republicans and
democrats, Mrs. Nixon announced.
Women who previously had been
following the lead of the republican party have switched this year
in Fort Sumner and De Baca county, she said. Fort Sumner is Mrs.
Nixon's home.
While De Baca county is obtaining converts to the democratic
ticket, similar work also is being
carried out in the other counties
throughout New Mexico, the vice
chairman said. There Is considerable activity going on in Colfax
county, Union county and other
northern districts, while in
and southern portions of
the state the organization work has
been under way for several months
with the result that women's clubs
have attained considerable strength

amount of nourish
ment a adultt, and

almost an invalid. I
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time in bed. being
R. Meusel, If . . 4 0
afflicted with a
3
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0
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1
trouble which wovi
Ward, 2b
0
men of a certain
- V
McNally, 2b ... 0 0
1
3
0
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10. Scott, ss
age are apt to
0
2
2
0
have. I took Lydia
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1
0
0
0
E. Pinkham's VegJones, p
0
0
xElmer Smith.. 1 0
etable Compound
1
0
0
0
xxBaker
Tablets and used
Lydia E. Pink30
4 24 15
1
0
Totals
ham's Sanative
Giants.
Wash. I am a
AB. R. IT. PO. A. E.
well woman now
Bancroft, ss.... 3 2 0 0 5 0
I can
1
4
2
2
0 and have been for two years.
2
Groh, 3b
2
0
2
1
1 work as well as any one who is
5
Frisch, 2b
K. Meusel, If . . . 4 0 1 1 0 0 younger and as I am a farmer's wife
4
0
2
3
u I have
0
Young, rf
plenty to do for I cultivate
3 0
1 15
1
0 my own garden, raise many chickens
Kelly, lb
Cunningham, cf 3 0 1 3 0 0 and do my own housework. You may
Earl Smith, o . . 4 0 1 2 1 0 publish this letter as am ready to
4
0
1
1
0
J. Scott, p
1
do anything to help women as I have
and happy since my
Totals ......31 3 12 27 15 1 been so well
E. T.Galtroubles are past"-M- ra.
x Batted for Ward in seventh
xx Batted for Hoyt in eighth.
loway, Carter's Creek, Tenn.do.
If
Most women find plenty to
By Innings:
Yankees
000 000 000 0 they are upset with some female ailGiants
000 10X 3 ment and troubled with such symp.....002
e
toms as Mrs. Galloway had, the
Summary:
Schane. Stolen hnsn Pin,,
smallest duty seems a mountain.
rilices Frisch, Kelly.
Double
If you find it hard to keep up, if
wara
ana
piuy
Pipp. Left on yon are nervous and irritable, without
bases Yankees,
6;
Giants ' 9 ambition and out of sorts generally,
Base on balls Off Hoyt
give the Vegetable Compound a trial
Bancroft) off J. Scott i
1
(Witt); off Jones,
(Cunningham). Struck out By Hoyt 2 (J
B"ncro"): by J. Scott. 2
(Pipp, Elmer Smith). Hits Off
7 'nnlntW off
Jones,
1
Hit by pitcher By
J
The Norwegian "FisherScott, 1 (Ruth). Losing pitcher
Hoyt. Umpires Mccormick
man Mark" of quality and
i
umpira in chief at plate; Owens
goodness that is on every
(A) first base; Klem (N) second
bottle of
base; Hildebrand (A) third base.

Ruth, rf
Pipp, lb

THREE MEIMFINED

SLEEP BETTER

Phone 305

Giants)

??"'
yt'.llj!l

P. M., MEAT DAY

2 and 8 o'clock Professor
Becker will
prepare a dinner for 15 people, all in one pan, in
one hour's time, consisting of a
roast,
sweet potatoes.
Irish potatoes, parsnips with
3
dozen
honeycombed dressing,
baking powder
biscuits and everything will have its own flavor.
From 8 to 4 o'clock Prof. Becker will lecture on
general cooking of meats, steaks, fowl, fish, soups.
This lecture will be worth $25 to .every lady
present.

for third he went out, Frisch to
Groh.
No runs, no hits, one error.
Giants '
Kelly up. Foul, strike one. Strike
two.
Foul. Foul. Foul.
Kelly
got a single which Ward was barely
able to knock down.. Cunningham
up.
Kelly went out stealing,
Schang to Scott. Strike one. Dugan threw out Cunningham at first.
Smith up. Smith got a long hit into left for a single.
He took no
chances with Bob Meusel's arm.
Scott up. Strike one. Foul, strike
two. Scott whiffed.
No runs, two hits, no errors.
Fifth Inning, Yankees
Schang up. Foul, strike one.
Foul, strike two. Ball one. Ball
two. Foul. Schang went out,
Kelly to Scott. Ward up. Foul,
strike one. Striko two. Ball one.
Ward sent up a high one which
Cunningham took. Scott up. Strike
one. Scott fouled out to Groh.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Giants
Bancroft up. Ball one. Foul,
strike one. Strike two. Ball two.
Bancroft fanned. Groh up. Groh
bunted but Dugan came in fast
and threw him out. Frisch up.
Foul, strike one. Ball one. Strike
two. Ball two. Ball three. Frisch
walked. Meusel up. Foul, strike
one. Frisch went out stealing,
Schang to Scott.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Sixth Inning, Yankees
Hoyt up. Foul, strike one. Ball
one. Hoyt got a single into right.
Witt up. Strike one. Witt forced
Hoyt, Bancroft to Frisch. Dugan
up. Strike one. Strike two. Dugan filed to Meusel. Ruth up.
Mingled cheers and hoots greeted
him. Strike one. Ball one. Ruth
went out to Kelly unassisted.
No run3, one hit, no errors.
Giants
Meusel up. Ball one. Meusel
filed out to his brother in left
field. Young up.
Strike one.
Young shot a single over Scott's
head. Kelly up. Ball one. Ball
two.
Foul, strike one. Kelly
fouled out to Pipp. Cunningham
up. Cunningham went out, Ward
to Pipp.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
Seventh Inning, Yankees
Pipp up. Frisch throw out Pipp
at first. Meusel up. Foul, strike
one.
Ball one. Ball two. Foul,
strike two. Meusel got a single behind the pitcher.
Schang up.
Schang got a double into right,
Meusel going to third. Elmer Smith
batted for Ward. Smith up. Strike
one. Bali one. Ball two. Strike
three. Strike two. Smith struck
out. Scott up. Foul, strike one.
Bali one.
Bancroft
threw out
Scott.
No runs, two hits, no errors.

October 7, 1922

LATHIM'S CASH & CARRY
GROCERIES
New dates, new fresh figs, new crop seeded and seedless raisins, new
prunes, large size, cranberries, fresh spinach, head lettuce, celery, Florida
grape fruit, fresh strawberries.

MEATS
Leg of spring lamb, pot roast of fancy beef, spring chickens, young hens,
fancy veal, pure pork sausage.
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LIBEL SUIT IS
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TITLED AMERICAN GIRLS MAY REGAIN CITIZENSHIP
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Judae M. E. Hickey Over
rules Carl C. Magee's

r

Motion Seeking to Make
Raynolds His Indemnitor.
Following the overruling of the
motion filed by Carl C. Magee, defendant in tho $50,000 libel suit
started against him and the
in
Journal Publishing company,
which tho defendant attempted to
as
S.
Kaynolds
SrU,ablish Joshua
indemnitor on the grounds of his
of
the Mornsubsequent purchase
ing Journal with an alleged understanding that he was to secure the
dismissal of tho suit or stand as indemnitor, the Jurymen for the case
were chosen yesterday
morning
and the case proceeded to trial on
its merits.
Members of the jury are George
C, Wolff. Henry C. Turner, Jose
Ambrosio Chaves, M.
Cervantes,
TruJIllo, Antonio Sanchez, Albert
Horace
Korber,
Strong, W. C.
Raabe, n! E. Dietz, Julian Trujillo,
and Beseslado goto.
The suit arises out of a series of
editorials published by the defendant In tho Morning journal while
he was its editor .and which are alleged by the plaintiff, A. B.
to have damaged him to the
extent of $50,000, the amount sued
for in the case.
Mr. McMillen. according to his
testimony, has been a resident of
Albuquerque for the past 29 years,
during which time he has practiced law and been identified with

(

vr4 xy
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&
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Page Three.

Golden CJiule Slore

ARE

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEX.

AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW

HOMELESS

SPIRIT

Town After Town Is in
Ruins as the Result of
Forest Fires; Government
Officials Visit the Scene.

Cobalt, Ontario, Oct. 6. After
leaving relief supplies here and in
half a dozen other places in the
urea. Premier E. C.
Drury and a group of other pro-tovincial officials have returned
Toronto, having been assured by
townspeople that they have done
all that is possiblo at present for
tho sufferers in the district, where
forest fires claimed twenty-nin- e
known dead and possibly sixty.
Tho heavy rain this morning
quenched the flies and the premier's relief party has provided
temporary relief for the homeless,
estimated at approximately 6,00(1
The premier's party today visited
Englehart, New Liskeard, Iteaslip.
Charlton, Thornloe and Earlton
Junction. As tho train pullei!
slowly over unsteady tracks upon
charred ties Into town after town,
the sight was appallingly tho same.
Smouldering ruins, brick or stone
over
chimney stacks, tottering
cellar spaced, filled with blackened
timbers, marked what was a town
Sooty-face- d
men and women
gathered eagerly about the track
when tho relief train came, and in
most cases somebody on board was
1
obliged to nsk tho name Of the
place, for signs and once familiar!
buildings had been swept away in
tide rf flamo which had passed
the
fievernl lflrcrA hllainecifi nnnfii-ndAnhours
this way a scant twenty-fou- r
the
..
Na'
Bin
city, including the First
before.
iuMi.ii uann, or wnicn ne nas Been
Tales of heroism, of mlraculc s
attorney for that period of time
escapes and of peculiar tricks of
and a director for the past 28
fate, cropped up as the relief party
years, and the Occidental Life Inwent forward. No fewer than three
surance company of which he has
cases of childbirth during the conTeen president and attorney for the Above, left to
have been reported. In
right: Lady Decies, nee Vivien Gould; Princess Anastasia, formerly Mrs. William B. Lecdt flagration
past eight years. He testified to
only one instance was it said that
Lady Ribblesdale, fonnerly Ava Willing Arrtor. Center: Mrs. Jacques Balsan, nee Consuelo Vandei
filing tho suit for the collection
well,
mlt; Duchesa of Roxburghe, May Goelct Delow: Princess Boncompafrni, formerly Margaret Drapci theAtbaby was doing
of a note which was claimed to be
Haileybury the story was told
Countess Szechenyi, Gladys Vandcrbilt, and the Duchess of Marlborough, Gladys Deacon.
due the First National bank from
of how A. McLennan, a youth em- '
lOarl C. Magee.
The suit for
Thousands of American women
ployed in the Union bank, drove a
"the right of any woman to
an. The law will affect approri
was filed, he stated, upon
motor truck laden with refugees
will regain citizenship rights lost
citizen of the
a
naturalized
6,000
women,
mately
including
direction from the bank. This suit by foreign
until, blinded by smoke and cin-- 1
United States shall not be drni.i
marriage- - IT the equal
165 "titled Air.ericass." This law
to touched upon In several of
he ran into a tree. Then ho
ders,
the rights bill is signed by President or
makes it possible for an Amerabridged because of .' or sex or
ditorials complained of.
guided the party on foot across n
The
bill
because
Harding,
that
married
she
is
a
wom
provides
Cross examination, which was
ican to become queen of Grccee.
Another
plowed field to safety.
parried on at the start by Mr.
boy In Haileybury, who had been
who is also an attorney was
for
nppendicitls on
operated upon
filled with technicalities.
Saturday, walked to safety.
Magee,
RAILROAD
EMPLOYES
In Charlton only one house was
tlpon an adverse ruling by the
Court, gave way to H. B. Jamison,
standing. James Desire's wife
ENTER THE NEBRASKA left
Canton Crepe, Crepe Back Satin, Satin Face Crepe, Roshmara Crepe, Crepe tie
in the local hospital. He man- was
of
lie
his
attorneys, who complet- 2 d the
CAMPAIGN
to
POLITICAL
out
before
her
tho
Chine, and Poriet Twills. The latest inovations of fall fashions all new styles in
aged
carry
Mr.
flames reached the building and
Jamison attempted to ask a num-- ; Issued by tho Extension Service, New Mexico Agricultural College
Plain and fancy braids, beaded and emnavy, brown and black sizes 16 to 44
1
her of questions intended
STATE COLLEGE, NEW MEXICO.
Lincoln, Neb., Oct. 6. Railroad made his way with her to ,a shalBoth miss and matron will find the wide selections of styles a
effects.
broidered
low
of
tho
waist
whether
tho plaintiff had suflake,
where,
part
fou
of
members
jut
the
employes,
fered financial loss in his business
deep in water, he held her In his:
real inspiration and not one but many are irresistible.
n account of the alleged libel ediIt Is a fairly safe guess that when starts in the spring, frequent and brotherhood shop crafts, entered arms until the danger was past.
the
Nebraska political campaign
torials, but the court ruled out the one is in need of credit, it can be light irrigations give best results.
secured at a lower rate of interest
Questions.
yesterday when they put forward
I The
It is much more economical to a composite "slate" as being the MAN WHO ORIGINATED
remainder of the afternoon by going directly to a bank or some
H'as spent in reading the editorials othw commercial source, than by buy a few new rubbers than to can accepted ticket of tho unions. The
THE PHRASE, 'SAY IT
upon which the suit is based. The buying on time.' Tho bank was a lot of fruit and vegetables that endorsement was a feature of the
All the new sport shades, also staple colors, plain and fancy weave, all sizes.
convention now in session.
trial will be continued this morn- created for the specific purpose of do not keep.
WITH FLOWERS,' DEAD
to
manufacis
facili
The
the
and
"Klato"
has
It
endorses
9
R.
How
B.
permissible
o'clock.
loaning money,
ing at
In the motion filed by Magee and ties for doing so in the most ecw- - ture cider for conversion into vine- ell, republican candidate for Unit
Devils Lake, N. D., Oct. 6 (by
ed States senator, and Charles W.
overruled ' by the court yesterday nomical way. The merchant who gar without violating the eightPress). N. P. Llnd
me defendant alleged sells on time usually does so mere eenth amendment if a permit is se- Bryan, democratic candidate for the Associated
niuining,
mm ne naa sola me Morning Tr.ni.. ly to accommodate the customers cured. When apples are not read- governor. A complete list of state berg or Rugby, N. u., the man
DR. FRANK B. MacCMACKEN,
HOUSE ROOMS
nai io an unknown
niirchnaoi- - and to draw trade, and not because ily salable on the market, it is of- and national officers is named and who originated the phrase "Say
Dli. DA1SV B. MacCKACKICJ. BITTNER
whose agent was Sidney M. Weil he is in the business of supplying ten economical to convert them this list includes candidates from it with Flowers," was instantly I
3191b Sontll first.
Phone 221-Physicians.
Osteopathic
N.
at
near
killed
here
to
last
D.,
into cider vinegar. This process is each of the three parties actively
Penn,
and who, through Mr. Weil, agreed credit. He is not in a position
K. P. Building. Phone Office 89-I
automobile
his
when
to either have the libel suit started refuse credit as readily ns is the not a difficult one if a few simple waging contests the republican
Jumped
night
Residence 89-- J
Adv.
i
pinning him beneath. His
uemocratic ana the progres a grade,
ogaiiiHt magee oy A. B. McMillen bank and his loss because of mis- precautions are followed, according
Mrs. Grace Rafflter and Mrs.
Phono KK2-421 W. Central
to specialists of the Mew Mexico 'sive
wifo was seriously injured and now
dropped or to act as indemnitor. placed confidence is necessarily
to
crry
shoe
Winkle,
biiop
Reglna
eijccthio
representatives
A campaign committee was se is in a local hospital.
The unknown purchaser, he stated higher. This loss, as well as the Agricultural college
Llndberg the
687-I'linne
Soulb fterond.
tl3
at
Rebekah
Clayton,
assembly
was
born
busi57
was
in
and
old
cider
should
costs
of
a
the
After
credit
years
other
lected, by the unions. Thi3 com
pressing,
doing
developed to be Joshua S.
i'rre Call and Delivery. Adv.
N. M., returned to this city yesDrive It Yourself New Fords
ness. Is naturally passed on to be put in new or sterilized barrels, mntee will engage
in Denmark.
actively
and DodgoB, Coupes and Sedans
It was when he attended a na terday.
filling the barrels not more than electioneering for the "slate."
Beautiful
Answering the motion, the plain- those who buy on time.
ferns.
Ives Greenhas
K.
Clovis
C.
of
Comstock
three-fourtor
full in
tiff claimed that he had never
tional florists' convention in Chi
AI.BCQl KRQI E
houses. Phono 732 Adv.
Better and larger sweet peas can order that air may have access to
cago ten years ago that "Say it returned home after two days
i:klkss cak co.
entered into a contract to drop the
THE INDUSTRY
OF
The bunghole should 80
Cars Delivered.
be secured when the seed is plant- the cider.
Flowers"
was originated spent here.
with
libel suit against Magee and
that
Harry Grove of Taft, Calif., will
When he Introduced himself, one
Sidney M. Weil, Instead of acting ed in the fall. Fall seeding is then be loosely plugged with cotton
IN SAN FRANCISCO
IS of the delegates asked: "What can arrive in the City this morning to
in order that air will be admitted,
f0r. Joshua s- Kaynolds. feasible, however, only in tho lower
but
insects
out.
winDa
The
spend several days on his way to
and dust kept
ON OPEN SHOP BASIS you raise up In that barren,
fact been the agent of Carl sections of the state where the
COAL-CO- AL
Tampico, Mexico. He is a former
ters are mild. Seeding in Septem- addition of one cake of compressed
kota country?
Purse and pair of glasses left
ber and October have given best yeast, well mixed into the cider
answered: "Up there resident of Albuqueque.
Lindberg
San
?ffind89 M.B- Hlckey Thursday results
Transfer Is prepared to fill
6.
SO
Oct.
Guy's
in
Francisco,
W.
was
in
pofined $30
J. Allen
Fully
Call
postoffice last night.
in the tests made by the may accelerate the first Working or Per cent of
It with flowers."
and taken under advise- the lndustrv of S:in weAeay
your bin with either Gallup lump
1213.
Reward.
lice court last night on a charge
use
to
New Mexico Agricultural college, fermentation.
tne
was
motion
put
or
Hagan coal. Leave your ora car while intoxicated.
After the cider becomes hard. Francisco now is conducted on the
at an altitude of a little less than
"Say it with Flowers" as of driving
ders now and avoid tne rush.
the clear liquid should preferably American plan of open shop oper- phrase
florists' slogan and Three men who were with Allen
4,000 feet.
the
national
ation
323 South Second.
a
while
decade
the
ago
city since that time the phrase has be were dismissed. They told Officer
When fall seeded the plants be run into another new or stem was
LIVES OF PRO AGENTS
Phone 871
N. Phone 2122-completely unionized, Robert ca mean
of Carter, who mado the arrest, that
should be kept moist to prevent ized barrel In order to get rid of Newton
International
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- they had tried to get Allen to stop,
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The number of Ir- - tho sediment.
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the San Francisco
than three manager
h iriven with not be filled more
that
and humorists in vail but he paid no attention to them.
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ous forms.
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Dr. D. R. Murray, Osteopathic and
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BATTERY MATES AGAIN IN BIG SERIES AFTER NINE YEARS
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First Big Football Battle of
the Season to Be Played
Field;

At

Both

b;'Hi:3.....

Teams "All Set."

'
.

,
;

finishing touchnight, putting thoLobos
have been
es on plays the
practicing especially for this afterthe
exception
With
noon's gamo.
of Captain John Popejoy, tackle,
who is on crutches with a badly
sprained knee, and Bryan and Har-- i
ington, end and halfback, respectively, who have been 111 with colds
for several days, the Lobos are In
good condition and ready to put up.
the fight of their lives in the hard-est gridiron battle that has ever
confronted a Lobo squad.

i

:

m

The Denver University Parsons,
strong, with Coach
Bingham,
and
Manager
Murphy
Inst
arrived in town at 8 o'clock 2:30
nt
night, ready for their gnme
the University
this afternoon with
of New Mexico Lobos on varsity
field. Tho X'arsons, heralded
year's champions
dopesters as this
of the Rocky Mountain conference,
are in good condition for the
Immediately after eating,
game.
Murphy took his
last night, Coach M.
C. A. for an
the Y.
suad to skull
practice, then sent
hour of
them to bed early.
Coach Jolfhson of the Varsity,
put his Ixibos through a light
workout yesterday afternoon and
two-hoskull practice last
twenty-thre- e

;

i

,

Pitcher Joe Jush, left, and Catcher Wally Schang.
Bullet Joe Bush,
It was against the Giants, too.
campaigns
Tliis doesn't concern whatever
He beat Jeff Tesreau C to 2.
and
Wally Scha. 7,
pitcher,
success Joe Eush and Wall;
Both
Schang caught Bush.
catcher, find themselvets onco
world'-serie- s.
,
in
the
have
Schang may
more battery mates in a fall
drifted about the league in
The interest in tho above
classic. Bush, then nineteen, won
only to come together at
the psychological time on h
the third earns of the 1913
photo lies in the fact that after a
Yankee roster.
world's series for the Athletics.
lapse of cine long big league
lau.-years-
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Piatt
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Beal
McLoughlin
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Pearce
Hopkins

j
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160
155
160
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of x. m.

Weight. Position.

!

Q.

L. H.
R. II.

K.B,
C.

UO,

.175

Gceenleaf

',

R. G.

.....200

L. T.
It. T.
L. K.

.180

155
Bryan
160
R. B.
Kelly
Substitutes for Denver U.: Quarter, McCauley: full, Ainsworth and
Gibson; left half, Sullivan;
right
half, Boyd; center. Cooper; left
guard, Crlmmins;
right guard,
Vinsonhaler; left tackle, Peverlnl;
right tackle. Prentice; left end,
Mitchell; right end, fcpargo.
Testerday afternoon, at 4 o'clock,
University students paraded the
principal streets of Albuquerque In
automobiles decorated with the
varsity colors, cherry and silver,
advertising the game. A unique
feature of the parade was an old
Autocar of the vintage of '9S or
thereabouts, covered with banners
urging victory over D. U. and carrying a cowboy and an individual
of
sanctimonious appearance,
garbed in black, representing the
University of New Mexico and the
Denver Parsons, respectively. Each
this week from 7 to 7:S0, a
night
' Pep" session
has been held on
varsity field for the purpose of
Practicing songs and yells for tho
same.
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MAN BREAKS

ICS

BY

strange man entered the

ily Shoe

Fam-

store. 115 South First
street, early laet night, and nsked
10 see a pair of shoes, P. M. Ellas,
proprietor of the store, showed the
; man a
pair of cheap shoes. The
''ustomer bent one of tho shoes
sharply, and, it is said, cracked it.
j Tliias demanded
payment for the
An
The man refused.
damage.
altercation took place, and worked
lis way onto the sidewalk In front
o the tore. A crowd gathered
nd Policeman Fred Renfro went
to the scene. When he arrived,
Ellas Is reported to have called him
names and made sarcastic remarks
nbout the time of his arrival. The
officer, unable to quiet Ellas or restore order, cited the man to appear in police court this morning
on a charge of disturbing the peace.
The man who damaged the shoe
got away while Ella was arguing
with the officer. This is the police version of the case.
i

I

6 (by
White Plains, N. T., Oct.
n
the Associated Press.)-T- he
far
divorce fight appeared the
from ended tonight, despiteJustice
fact that Supreme Court down a
Morschauser today handed
of
decision confirming the report in
Kcferce Daniel J. Glcason,
which the dismissal of the divorce
suit filed by James A. Stlllman,
wealthy banker, against Mrs.ofAnna
the
Stillman, and affirmation
of the legitimacy of her youngest
child, Guy, was recommended. loom
At least three more actions
on the calendar of the supreme
court and after that there is every
indication that Stillman, if he continues to play a losing hand in the
lower court, will go to the appellate division for a review, then to
the court of appeals and possibly
eventually, to the United States suare
preme court. Two hearings mosot for tomorrow, pne is on a
for
Judgment on
tion by Stillman
tho referee's report, filed in the
siinreme court at Nyack. The oth
er is a motion for confirmation of
the report, filed at Poughkeepsle
by John A. Mack, as guardian of
tho interests of Baby Guy.
Mack, having Joined with Mrs.
Stillman in tho motion just granted
by Justice Morschauser, is expect
eil to drop his Poughkeepsle ac
of
tion. Cornelius J. Sullivan,
counsel for Stillman, announced,
on
be
would
hand
however, that he
at Nyaclc to support Stlllman's mo
tion. John F. Erennan, chief of
bo
Mrs. Stlllman's counsel, will
there to oppose it.
Mrs.
law
Next Friday
Stlllman's
yers will submit to Justice Mor
schauser for his signature a copy
of a formal Judgment recording tho
opinion he handed down today, and
assessing the costs of the action
against Stillman.
At the same time, arguments are
scheduled on the matters of fees
for the referee and for Guardian
Mack, and on the question of allowances for Mrs. Stillman's costs.
These arguments are expected to
throw some light on the question
of how much the famous diVorce
case has cost Stillman.
Estimates
of the cost so far range between
$250,000 and $500,000.
And when all of these odds and
ends of litigation have been cleared
away in the supreme court it Is almost certain that Stillman will appeal.
John F. Brennan, Mrs. Stlllman's
chief counsel, asked today as to
was
reports that Mrs. Stillman
planning to go to Paris and sue
there for a divorce, declared he
had no such Information and that
he "did not believe the report."
He added that Mrs. Stillman had
given him no instructions to prepare a separation suit either.
"We don't have to bring a separation suit to get money," he said.
"Tho law is that a man must support his wife. If he docs not he
can be sent to Jail."
-

THEjEITOR
Two-Year-0-

New York, Oct. 6 (by the Associated Press). The perfect control
of John Scott, curve ball pitcher,
ago was
who several months
thrown Into baseball's discard, was
tho outstanding feature of the third
game of the world series, according
to McGraw and Hugglns, managers
of the Oiants and Yankees.
McGraw, considered the best
judge of pitching ability in baseball, who picked up Scott, a cast-oin mid season, said ho knew
the "Deacon"' had plenty of Btuff
but that his control was a thing
to marvel at.
"Catcher Earl Smith told me,"
said McGraw, "that not once during the game did Scott fail to put
the ball where he wanted it. His
curves were breaking perfectly and
after a couple of innings I Just let
him and Smith work as they
pleased.
"I thought that our team should
have counted more runs on their
hits, but with Scott's pitching, that
didn't matter. We won and the
credit is all Scott's"
Huggins, tho Yankee leader,
also pratacd the Giant r'tcher's
work.
"We thought," he said, "that
Scott would bo easy far us, but his
control was too good.
"I think that the error credited
to Ward Inst the game for us. It
was a bad ball and Ward was
it, but
hardly to blame for kicking
that was one of the 'breaks'."
HugglnB eaid he would start
Mays in tomorrow's game and McGraw, who now can afford to take
a chance. Is to have McQuillan and
Ryan ready.
ff

SHOE:
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M'Quillan and Ryan Are Manager Lelivelt's Home Thomas D. Taggart's
Trotter Finishes
Run With a Man on bee
Ready for the Giants;
in Sensational Style on
ond Decides the Contest
Scott's Perfect Control
in Favor of Tulsa Team.
Caused Yanks' Defeat.
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OILERS DEFEAT

MAYS TO START

p.

Least Three More Actions
Loom on the Supreme
Calendar; Two
Court
Hearings Set for Today.
Still-ma-

mmm

JYobablo Llne-VCoach Johnson has not given
Une-uLobo
but the prob-- ,
out the
with the
able line-utogether
;. Parson line-u- p
follows:
Renter University.
Weight. Position.
. Bowman
130
Q.
1 50
L. .II.
Williams
!

TO OPEN
IN
HEADQUARTERS
BUILDING
LOVELACE
The democratic county central
announced
yesterday
committee
that it
through Chairman Coors at
once
would open headquarters
In the Lovelace building, corner of
The
Fifth and Central avenue.
headquarters will be maintained
until after the election. A special
campaign committee, to be named
by the chairman, will be anMembers of the
nounced shortly.
committee will be in charge of the
headquarters night and day.

Senator Lodge says lie knew
Colonel lloosevcit intimately for
thirty years and never heard him
say damn or anything of the kind,
and we guess if a progressive man
could go around the Cabot for
thirty years and never cuss he
wouldn't under any circumstances
whatsover.
Columbus, Ohio, State

Journal.

Mobile, Ala., Oct. 6.

Tulsa

de-

Lexington, Ky.. Oct.

!d

The May

feated Mobile today after eleven Day stake, worth $12,250, said to
innings of play.making the series be the most valuable race for
between the Western league and
trotters ever contested,
Dixie champions, 3 to 1, in favor was won in sensational stylo today
of the Oilers. Manager Lelivelt's by Thomas D. Taggart's The Sena-

n
with Davis on second decided the contest.
The game furnished a pretty
duel between
"Lefty"
pitching
Fuhr for the Bears and Boehler for
the Tulsa team. When the latter
threw up his glove in disgust over
decisions a! Umpire Holmos on
balls and strikes and at a time
when Boehler was losing control,
he was put out of the game. Black,
a southpaw, however, pitched well.
After Mobile had an earned run
In the eighth. Tulsa came back in
the ninth with the tying score.
substitute
Shortstop
player after Mullen was ejected
from tho game, in handling an easy
grounder by Lamb, threw the ball
into the stands. Two more errors
quicklv followed and Tulsa scoreda
the tving run without getting
base hit. With the bases full,
f,
Shortstop Leathers. Manager
Huhn and Schulte pulled oft
a triple play.

home-ru-

Leathers,

Xie-hof-

tor.
The Commerce event for
pacers was also won In sensamiles in 1:59
tional time, the
and 1:59 respectively making the
fastest two heats by a pacing mare.
The May Day proved almost as
big an upset as the Transylvania
raced Thursday, as the Futurity
winner, Jane lievere, was expected
to win easily. She capture
the

to

first heat In
tor was best

2:07
In the
in
and
2:06?i
ning

but the Senanext two, win-

2:07.
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The Varieties
Peaches

sliced, Mclba, and yellow

riety.

Raspberries

Blackberries
Loganberries
Strawberries

AT ALL
GROCERS

va-

Royal Anno Cherries
Spinach
Asparagus
Jams and preserves

Apricots

Higher Than Ever in Quality;
Within Reach of Everyone in Price
Green Hill Cut Stringless Beans.

Ask for
Them!

Royal Gorge Tomatoes.
Suprema Red Pitted Cherries-
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No reward 1 offered, beeaw. thsy
are lost foreverl No question will b
asked, except one question, "How
did you lose them?" There is but one
answer, "I cut out new fad treatments and guesswork; I used one ol
a.
the most oowerful
rs
and f 1 e s
known, and that la S. S. 8.1 Now mi
face is pinkish, my skin clear as a
rose, my cheeks are filled out and my
rheumatism, too, le gone!" This win
be your experience, too, if you try S.
8. ti. It is guaranteed to be purely
vegetable In all Its remarkably effec- tlve medicinal ingredients. S. 8. S.
means a new history for you from now
dorloai feeling that on! 8. 8. 8. is sold at all drug; stores
clear, pare, ruddy com in two sizes, tqs larger sue u tne
more economical.
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the Season
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UNIVERSITY
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fruit Is that onlj
the most perfect i
You don't
canned.
have to buy a bushel to bo sure of t
frond peck.
Everj
Glass Jar LabeJI car
or
of fruit
vegetable
Is the very best ob
tn limbic. There is
no such thing a
second I est or al-

.

ASK

WAITE HOYT

lt

pres

t season, the
early varieties just
packed.
There has never
hecn .a year when
fruit was more luscious. The Glass Jai
Label Brand retnlnt
the freshness of the
orchard and garden, and protect;
you front the gamble of poor and me

e n

is taxed fifty per cent more under the new'

tariff.

CHINA

John Scott almost caused a liaseball var when ho reported to
the Reds from the Braves last epring with a sore arm. Tho Ileds
him go and McGraw took a chance. Friday he allowed the
but four hits and held them scoreless. Waite Iloyt was signed
when 17. Ho was sold to the Ked Sox ly New
ly the forYankees
2,D00 and traded to the Yankees with Schang.
He was
the
out
in
taken
eighth innlriK of Friday's world's series game after
be was touched for eleven hits.
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BRINGING UP FATHER.

oh: me oh:ms:J

diocre fruits and
vegetables.
The
value of good canned

are the

Good m orning!

The Board of Commerce stake
was won by Margaret Dillon.
The 2:08 pace went to the favorite, Peter Daphne, nfter Wrack
had won tha opening heat in
2:03. After tho first heat the
son of Peter Donna was clearly
At last we are convincing
o
best.
Let Fly won the second division
that our foreign policy is not
of the 2:13 trot after the first had an endowment policy. Houston
Press.
gone to Dodd Hart.

under her constitutional rights as
a direct descendant of colonial of-

0.

These

fruitsof and
the

ay
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COAST LI2AGCE.
Los Angeles, 2; Son Francisco,
Seatile, 4; Sacramento, 3.
Portland. 7; Salt Lake, 1.
Vernon, 3; Oakland, 2.

Distributed to Albuquerque
Grocers This Week and
Now On Sale.

OKDINANCK
No. 127.
Uo It Ordained by the City Commission of the City of Albuquerque:
Section 1. That it shall be un
lawful for
firm, corporation
or association of persona tb keep
or maintain any stable, yard, cor-- 1
ral or other place for the accom- modatlon of more
than three
steers,
donkeys,
horses, mules,
or
other
livestock, or
beeves, goats
in which are kept more than three
goats,
mules, donkeys,
horses,
steer3, beeves or other livestock,
unless and until the firm, corporation or association or person so
keeping or maintaining such places
as aforesaid for the accommodation of said number shall maintain
a stable with a floor constructed
entirely of cement or concrete,
which floor shall slope to a drain
that shall be connected with the
city sewer and which floor Bhall be
flushed daily and kept in an en
condition.
tirely sanitary
Sec. 2. Anv one srnlltv nf n. vln- lation of tha provisions of this or- dinance shall be fined in a sum not
more than twenty-fiv- e
dollars and
each day when a condition violative of this ordinance continues
shall be deemed a separate offense.
Sec. t. All ordinances and parts
of ordinances In confll. t herewith
are hereby repealed. This ordinance is hereby declared an emergency measure on the ground of
urgent public need, and shall take
effect on and after thirty days
after Us passage and legal publication.
W. It. WALTON,
(Seal)
Chairman City Commission.
Attest:
IDA V. MALOXE, City Clerk.
Approved September 12. 1922.

FOR SENATOR

ficers who served with General
Washington at Valley Forge.

Glass Jar Label Brand
Fruits and Vegetables

COMMISSION

to The Journal

There is no
statprovision in the New Mexico
utes under which the secretary ot
clerks
state may certify to county canthe name of an independent
didate for United States senator,
on the request of such candidate,
advised
the attorney general has connecthe secretary of state, in
tion with tho reaueSt of Mrs. Maud
Casad Mandell of Mesilla Park.
The attorney general says tne
only provision for certifying candidates is the requirement for the
chairman and secretary of the
state conventions of tho political
Darties to certify the nominees to
the county clerk in the county in
which tho convention is held.
Mrs. Mandell wrote the secre
tary of state that she desired tocan-be
registered as an independent
didate for United States senator

Santa

Of the Famous

1

FOR AN
INDEPENDENT TO FILE
IN SENATORIAL RACE
l

j

Nine per cent of the fires in Albuquerque last year were caused
by hot ashes. Nino per cent were
caused by trash and rubbish. These
facts were stated yesterday by Firu
Chief Robert Henderson in a talk
about fire prevention.
Ashes will retain fire for days
and even weeks, the chief said, and
should be kept in a metal can or
bin. or If this is impossible, should
be piled as far as possible away
from fences and barns.
Trash an rubbish make handy
places for fires to start, and often
are set afire by spontaneous comPie adbustion, the chief Bald.
vised that all trash be burned by
each household regularly, in small
amounts. If it is burned outdoors,
he said, it should be at least ten
feet away from any building or
fences and the ashes should have
water poured on them. "Never
burn trash on a windy day," the
chief said. "If possible, use a trash
burner to prevent the sparks from
flying."

NO PROVISION

A representative government
is
one that elects six mon in favor of
wona thing and six against it, and
ders 'Why something isn't done.
Warren Chronicle.
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EQUALLY TO BLAME FOR
9 PER CENT OF. FIRES
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Answers to Questions.

ROMANCE

JANE POFXPS

CORA VISITS MR. KOB1NSOVS Nellie if anything happens In the
office you'll tell me, won't you?"
OFFICE.
"You mean if I find that nlargar
in the woodpile? Sure I will."
"How are you and the bookkeepOne Saturday afternoon Cora
er getting along?" Cora queried.
ens nau ius "Ho
stopped lor iNeine.
doeB look like a grouch."
been anxious to see the place where
"Ho looks what he la! We don't
KobMr.
see
to
talk none unloss we have to. He
she waa employed,
inson. Nellie was busy taKing aic- - and the boss's wife whispered some.
to
wait.
down
sat
she
I thought that was funny, and she
and
tation,
Sho told tho bookkeeper she waa didn't look at him through them
to
not
a friend of Miss Kileys,
glasses on a stick, either."
tnrh hpr until she had finished.
"Oh, well, perhaps Bhe has an
"If you're a friend, look out for Interest in the business and wanted
breath, Viaa to know how it was going." It was
her," he isaid under VitahisfurA
na
inni.
the only reply that occurred to
eat at Cora. , She was vaguely troubled.
Nellie
to
where
over
glanced
she could not understand.
Mr. Robinson's desk.
TTlAHn?
It Why,
TTFkn, ,111 .Vie. man
Everything seemed all right, Mr.
Robinson was a gentleman, an old
might be ho had a wrong Impression of Nellie because of her im- man, and the bookkeeper Innocuknew
he
be
or
ous.
it
Surely Nellie 7as as safe there
might
pudence;
she disliked him and he wanted to as anywhere.
get her out of the office. But it
Cora's work was very much
added to Cora's uneasiness.
Nellie insisted upon Introducing more strenuous than in her former
Cora to her employer. He greeted position and Bhe was half sick
her nicely, with just the right shade when she took it. In consequence,
of dignity. His white hair, his after working about three weeks,
manner reassured Cora. The book- she became really ill and was
keeper was perhaps, as Nellie had obliged to remain in bed. She sent
said, a cranky sort with a grouchy Gladys to toll them, and they rather curtly informed her that they
disposition.
'Isn't grandpa nice?" Nellie ask- would wait a couple of days, then
if Cora were not back they would
ed as they hurried away.
"He seems a very nice old gen- have to fill her place..
abbit
a
answered
"I can't blame them," Cora said
tleman," Cora
sently. She was thinking of what when Gladys reported. "They are
the bookkeeper said.
terribly busy, and have no more
"Yes, he's nice, all right. Say, help than they really need not as
Missis!
see
the
much.
"I shall be all right in two
should
Cora, you
She was in the office today. My, days."
But she wasn't!
she's a swell dame all right. But
In two days she was very 111 Inthe way she looked me over with
stem.
It
on
a
them eyeglasses
deed, a low fever, the doctor said
long
made me feel cold and shivery all when he was called too late to
break it up.
up and down my back."
For two weeks Cora remained in
"Did she talk with you?'1
that
"Oh yes! Like this, with
bed, tho girls waiting upon her
me
looked
she
at
cheerfully,
through
thing
sharing everything with
She said: her. Then for ten more da,ys she
up to her eyes.
do you're the new stenographer, remained at home until Miss
sent word she had a place
are you?'" (Nellie was a perfect
mimic, and she raised her voice to for her, this time an easier position
a difforcnt
pitch, and added a with a small firm who employed
drawl that was ridiculously funny. hut two girls. Often while she was
"I said 'yes.' I didn't dare to say Iill, Nellie had brought l er flowers
anything more, she had me scart and fruit. Cora complained of the
all right, then she said: 'Don't you extravagance.
"Don't call me extravagant,"
think you would look more like a
decent office girl it you put a net Nellie returned, "grandpa gave
over that hair?' Then I let go, oh. them to me. If I want to pass
don't' look frightened! I didn't say them on to you that's my business."
"He's still nice to you, Nellie?"
much. I Just told her I was decent,
and that hair didn't have anything
"Peaches and cream, Cora." but
to do with people being good 'Oh, In spite of the light answer, a slight
very well,' she said. 'It might as frown appeared on her forehead.
well be you as another.'
What do i a peculiar look in her eyes.
Tomorrow Nellie Is Invited Out
you suppose she meant?"
"I'm sure I don't know- - but 'to Dinner.
v

(Any reader can get the answer
to any question by writing The
Albuquerque Journal Information
Bureau, Frederic J. Haskin, Director. Washington, D. C. This
offec applies strictly to information. The Bureau cannot give advice on legal, medical, and financial matters. It does not attempt
to settle domestic troubles, nor
to undertake exhaustive research
on any subject. Write your uuo3-tio- n
plainly and briefly. Give full
name and address and enclose two
cents in stamps for return postugo.
All replies aro sent direct to the

inquirer.)

tho term
Q. Who originated
"durk horse?" C. 1). E.
A. This has been attributed to
Sam Flynn, a horse trader of Tennessee. His horse' "Dusky Pete,''
was quietly entered in a country
race meet, and unexpectedly won
the purse,
Q. How much glass Is used In
the manufacture of automobiles?

P. F.
A.

Mc-Bri-

one-ha-

Drain
vinegar.
again, and cover them with tho following spiced vinegar. letting them
stand in this for one week.
Spiced Vinegar: To bIx cups of
hot vinegar, add one ounce of stick
cinnamon,
ounce
of
one-ha-
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wonder whether my men
readers would be interested in the
experiences of an elderly man who,
for business reasons, had to make
his face look young, and who did
so through exercise. Perhaps even
some of my women readers will
find a hint or two, though women
are popularly supposed to prefer
cosmetics.
This man used one cosmetic, a
little white vaseline rubbed into the
skin after shaving, but ho never
used it when massaging or exercising the face because he claimed
that the friction produced by the
dry palms of the hands was more
beneficial than oil or cream.
The daily face friction or mas
sage will eliminate wrinkles and
tone up sagging muscles by drawing up fresh blood and fresh supplies of fat to go under the skin
to build it up. But for the first
several weeks the beginner must
expect the face to be thinner. This
is because a certain amount of
loose fat is rubbed away before
the new firm flesh begins to form.
This man massaged the muscles
of the cheeks firmly with the palms
of the hands, pressing upward and
back toward the temples, about 10
or 15 movements altogether. His
mouth he 'massaged by Inserting
the little fingers at the corners of
the lips and alternately pulling
and relaxing. The forehead was
rubbed briskly toward the temples,
the chin rubbed vigorously at its
point, the jaws rubbed backwards
from the mouth to the ear. This
facial massage was taken In bed
These treatments
every morning.
were also taken in connection with
various other massage and exercises for the entire body. The face
would naturally benefit by all these
other exercises as well.
After the massage vaseline was
rubbed into the skin and wiped
off with warm water.
K. M. R.: Olive oil is not a
hair tonlc.so you would not benefit
by using it except to relieve dry
ness of the scalp. If tho hair Is
inclined to be dry heated curling
seven
Unable after
hundred irons are Injurious. Consult your
years to lick Ireland, the English doctor regarding the dark circles
are nowwisely letting the Irish do around the eyes.
it. New York Tribune.
Louise May: I should not at

PENNILESS ACTRESS FIGHTS FOR RELEASE
OF CHILD HELD FOR SUMMER CAMP BILL
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wheat and barley, JNature

places the elements which

Try a dish of appetizing
with cream or
good rich milk for breakfast or
lunch. It is completely nourGrape-Nut- s
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AND FOUR BOYS

'

Heavy Load of Humorous
Terminology on the Way;
to the Pacific Coast.
Driving

a

1910

model

gends of various descriptions, a
party of four young men drove
into town yesterday from Colorado
One of the announceSprings.
ments on the car was "We're for
Andy Gump for congress, 100 per
cent."
Another read: "Gump's

Publicity Bureau."
The young men are musicians,
and did some orchestra work for
the Elke at the circus last night.
They also put their car in the auto
show. They are Merrill Morris and
Carl Perry of Pontine, 111., and
Jack Anderson and Win Kyle of
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brown haired boy, Raymond
'Way up In northern Michigan
Dunphy, weep every night for his mother to come and tuck him in bed
with a good-nigkiss. In the meantime his mother, Mrs. J. F. Dunphy,
known in film circles as Annette Andre, is frantically trying
obtain
a board bill con- custody oi xne cnua wno is being neid to satisfy
- ivr uia smy , vmup ruewnun, ,r,

vu

j

Milk
Infant i.
Invalid &
Children

The Original
for All Ages.
QulckLunchtHome,OmcefcFountairuu
Malted
Grain Extract in
RichMilk,
Food-Drin-

ht

lac,

of Pork Roast,

pound,

INTERNATIONAL BOYS
WORK SECRETARY OF
Y
TO VISIT HERE

35c

Best Cuts of Pot Roast,

The Hl-club held Us weekly
business meeting and luncheon
yesterday at noon at the Y. M. C.
A. Plans were made for the Initiation of a number of candidates
In the Y gymnasium on Tuesday
evening, October 10, when the full!
ritual will be used.
It was announced at the meeting
that the boys' department of the
Y would entertain next Monday If.
P. Demand of Denvor, an International Y. M. C. A. secretary who
has charge of the boya work. Mr.
Demand will address
the high
school students at 10:30 o'clock,
and at the noon hour he will be
the guest of the hoys work com-- !
mittee at the Y. In the evening hej
will attend the regulnr monthly
meeting of the board of directors.

pound,

20c
Roast of

Milk-fe- d

Veal,

pound,

25c

Leg of Spring Lamb,

pound,

40c

'

3

California Ripe Tomatoes

FOREST FIRES WIPE
OUT CANADIAN TOWN!

pound,

15c

Caulifower,
pound,

20c

lurries

Come

and

k

Nouriihlng-Nacooki-

L

is

the Poole Jr. today. Examine it
and see how it works. We'll he glad to demonstrate
it. You will find it a very valuable help.
see

REALLY DISTINCTIVE

A SPECIAL VALVE IN

LADIES' NECKWEAR

YARD WIDE SATEENS

Dainty new arrivals In filet and Irish
crochet,' laces combined with fine nets, novelty, designs and charming effects, with Individuality in every article.

High quality, lustrous, yard-wid- e
sateens, in
black, white and popular colors, a very special value at

45 Cents

$

the Yard

SAVE THE DIFFERENCES
YOUR TOILET NECES-

SITIES
Witch Hazel Soap, 3 for
Hind's Ploney & Almond Cream
Pepsodent Toothpaste
Pebecco Toothpaste
Pasteurine Toothpaste
Palmolive Shaving Cream
Palmolive

19c

39c
39c
39c
21c
29c

.39c

Shampoo

f. ..3 for 25c

Palmolive Soap

Mulsified Cocoanut Oil Shampoo.
Youthcraft Dandruff Cure
Azure Face Powder
Durand Face Powder....
D'Terkiss Face Powder
D'Jerkiss Talcum
D'Terkiss Vegetal
D'Terkiss Toilet Water
Cot'y's L'Orefron Toilet Water
Cory's L'Orepon Perfume

.. .45c
89c
90c
40c
45c
25c
$1.25
$1.75
$3.50
$6.50

EDUCATOR SHOES f
FOR CHILDREN
t
have been the standard for health and
wear for many years. We can fit your
little boys and girls of every age, with
Educators, make them comfortable and
save you money.

Men's Mercerized Lisle Sox
A Big 50c Value, three
pairs for $1
We can sell these sox on this close basis only by volume
sales; you save, we pain a steady customer.

.

Battle Creek, Mich.

35c
Loin

Today wc are iilacing on sale in our third floor
household section the POOLE JR., a compact and thoroughly scientific washer, which will turn out a personal
The price is
washine; in five minutes.

touring

car that bore upon its surface, in
addition to the marks of age, le-

Annette Andre.

Made by Pottum Cereil Company,

Pound,

Staggers Into City Under a

ishing, convenient, economical
a wonderfully sustaining and
satisfying food for these fine
October days.

a Reason"

Prime Rib Roast Rolled,

Pastime Theater Today Is the
last appearance of Sessue ilaya-wakstarring in "The Swamp,"
and "Golf," starring Ijarry Semon.
The Reuben Ray Night at the circus company also appears for tho
last time.

'

Chicago, Oct. 6 Uncolored news
is a myth, the
of a
breathing corpse. Carl Sandburg,
author and newspaper man. told
the Medlll School of Journalism of
Northwestern university in an address last night.
"Neither historians, poets, artists
nor news writers can live and grow
without passlo.is, prejudices, preferences,1 he said. Ho added that
newspaper writing of today Is more
vital, direct and straightway than
ver before.
"There is no standing definition
for news. Tho thing called news Is
as elusive as the thing called art
or poetry."

s!

everywhere

"Sherlock
Lyric Theater
Brown," with Bert Lytell as the
the
leaves
star,
Lyric after
leading
the shows tonight; also repeating
two-re"Spooks," the
comedy.

Washing

I

oill-nes- s.

MYTH, SAYS SANDBURG

pre-diges- ts

Sold by grocers

tempt to remove moles with acid,
as a bad scar could b the
result.
Mop a little witch hazel or
;
water on the nose to relieve toil.
At 19 years, 5 feet, 3
you
should
wclh about Uo
Pounds.
Miss M. T,. F.: You can easilv
rid yourself of all those black- heads over your body, if vou take
a daily hot bath using a hathlirusli.
After the scrubbing, cool the bath
water until at the end if will be
cold, or better still, finish with a
cold shower. A number of Turkish baths would clear out these
blackheads in less time than the
work you could do for yourself
Grace: At 23, 5 feet, 7 inches,
you should weigh 130 pounds. To
gain in weight drink milk and use
plenty of butter.
Lou: A canton crepe of extra
quality makeg a good choice for
a dress that must be worn for a
long time and for different oceit- slons. With brown eyes, dark hait
and olive skin you would look well
in brown, relieved with orange or
tan in the facings.

UNC0L0RED NEWS IS

--

AStttt

el

Cobalt, Ont., Oct. 6. A heavy
rain toay hud virtually quenched
the forest fires
about tho city
which took a toll of possibly 60
lives and wiped out the town of
Halleybury and several smaller setpoint before pouring bassador, also was
over tlements.
it over the melons.)
seal the results of the optimistic
partially
Thirty-thre- e
bodies have been renight's deliberaJars, process in hot water .for 1J
tions, expressing confidence that covered in the scarred wreckage
minutes (to seal airtight), comall
would
be
well.
ft
that
week ago was Halleybury.
pletely seal and store.
Tomorrow The Newest Thing in
Bridge Cloths.

1

man perfects and utilizes as
food for health and energy.
These nutritious grains reach
their highest development of
flavor and food value when
scientifically converted into
crisp, delicious Grape Nuts.
The
baking process
the starch,
partially
and makes Grape-Nut- s
a food
which digests easily and assimilates readily.
There is no other food
like Grape-Nut20-ho-

H ""a FOOD

ar

'

Colorado Springs, Colo.
'I tie young men are traveling on
no wagers, and so far as Is known
have no views for publication on,'
the new tariff or tho crisis in the
Near iSftst. They offered to pose
for their" picture without persua-sion.

kernels of

plump1

lf

"B" Theater For the last time
(icorgo's goats huvo won
today the Paramount picture, "The a Lloyd the
politician who can ger.
prize:
Greatest Truth," is being repeated;
goat will win a
George's
also repeating "Start Something," Lloyd
the laughable two-rePercy and prize. .New York Herald.
Ferdie comedy.

Edna Kent Forbes.

new-mad-

&

an-

Theaters Today

I

BEAUTY CHATS

18--

worn

With

lf

budy-guar-

Nature's gifts

6.

one-four-

traiu-lngan-

,

Oct.

EFFICIENT

There was 16,500 square feet
of glass consumed in 1921 in the
manufacture of passenger cars and
trucks. The greater part of this
was plate glass.
Q. Please describe tho condition
of corn when It Is ready to bo cut
for tlie silo. C. C. A.
A. The Department of Agriculture says that when corn is ready
to be cut for ensilage the lower
leaves will be dead, some of the
husks will have turned down, and
the ears wll be hard, but the stalks
and upper leaves of the plant will
still be green and succulent.
Q. How is the liydogrcn gns used
In airships stored? F. T.
A.
The Air Service says that
the following three methods are
used in storing hydrogen gas after
First, Btorage in a gas
generation:
holder (fabric or metal) at a pres.
sure of from one to 9 pounds
greater than atmospheric presure;
second, storage in medium-pressur- e
tanks at 300 to 600 pounds per
square inch pressure; third, storage in portable cylinders at from
1,800 to 2,000 poundj per square
inch pressure. The selection of the
type of storage system Is dependent
on local condition.?. Most British
air stations have all three systems
installed, but the medlunirpressure
,
system is not in favor.
What arc tho dnnlssurios?
Q.
A
F li.
A. In 1330, the Turkish ruler,
Urkhan or Orkhan Issued an edict
compelling each city or town to
contribute a quota of male children, usually about 7 years of uge,
for the service of the Sultan. Requisitions were made about every
four years, and from four to seven
taken from each city or town. The
d
children were given special
I
the troops thus formed usd
ually, constituted the Sultan's
and were known as the JanBy WAIjT MASON.
recruited
issaries. They were also
from captulve Christian children.
f.
and
The troops mutinied in
5
doodle Baxter, can't help us much, the force was suppressed.
THE yCACK
if. Please state some of the suit seems:, then we would have the
connected with loudd.
With us he deftly mingles, and
perstitions
with all his hopjoint M. It.
,
asks to save our lives; he has his quacRster,
dreams.
His tales of Injun wizA. The toad is not an attractive
cures for shingles, for bunions and
him how to cure, animal and it has always been the
ards who
the hives. From evils that attack when we taught
have aching
gizzards, object of curlou3 beliefs or superus he'll promptly set us free; he'll don't seem
so wild or poor. His stitions. 4s Small boys believeonthat
its
If one
killed and turned
stop the pains that rack us, however fierce they be. When we yarns of Chinese scholars who back there will be rain before night.
heal
to
will
likely For ages trie general public has
are well and hearty we1 laugh at showed him how
all his claims; he is a brazen get our dollars when colio makes held to the belief that warts were
allures
us
r.iarvelous
The
squeal.
in
his
games.
smarty, and low down
produced by handling toads. Other
He learned to cure diseases away us when pains within us buzz, and t.aditlons credit the toad with tho
us
in Yucatan, or where the Arctic so the faker cures us, or makes
power of poisoning infants with
its breath; of bringing good forfreezes the whiskers off a man. think he does.
e
tune
to the house in the
Some desert chieftain taught him
cellar of which one is found; of
his wondrous healing scheme, or
BARTON IS ARRESTED.
maybe angels brought him his
Dublin, Oct. 6 (by the Associa curing children of stammering if
knowledge in a dream. We call ted Press). The army bulletin an rubbed on the back of tho neck;
him a deceiver, when we are feel- nounced the arrest here of Robert and of causing a cow to dry or
ing fine, when we've no burning C. Barton, former minister of eco- give bloody milk. If she accidentHe ally kills a toad while being driven
fever, or kinks along the spine. nomics in the dail cabinet.
And then at last we're ailing, and was one of the signers of the home from the pasture. The works
getting worse each day, and pink Anglo-Iris- h
agreement for estab- of the early writers on natural hisseem made to lishing an Irish free state but aft- tory teem with vague unsubstanpills, unavailing,
tiated acounts of the venomous
throw away. Our doc, Whang- erwards opposed its ratification.
qualities of the breath and sputum
of the toad, the medicinal value of
toad skins for treating certain ailments, and the valuable toadstone
or jewel to be found In its head.
Q. What tg a tickler coll? F.
A. N.
A. This is a coll placed In the
plates circuit of a vacuum tube receiver to transfer part of the energy of the oscillating plate current back into tho grid circuit in
order to produce amplification and
to enable the tube to generate oscillations of high frequency.

RIPPLING RHYMES

Washington,

other 24 hours of generally fair
weather forecast for the entire section of the country from the plains
states eastward, the United States
HOUSEKEEPING
weather bureau saw no Immediate
prospect today for a break In the
By LA IRA A. KIRK MAN,
protracted drouth which has gripped a greater portion of tho country. Attending high temperatures
the season, which yesterday esounce of dried for
RECIPES FOR "MANGO"
cloves, and
tablished
records at a number of
PICKLES. .
ginger root (this can be obtained points in the
east and middle west,
from a drug store); boil this mix- also were
to continue at
d
The
preserve closet ture for five minutes. (Double this least until expected
tomorrow
night.
as Tnany times as necessary
contains a few jars of "mango" recipe
extent
the
Despite
nnd Intensity
to cover tho number of cantaloupe
of
tho
pickles for use on guest occasions.
the
drought,
damage to
melons you wish to pickle.)
The real mango is a fruit, forWhen the cantaloupes have soak- crops has been exceedingly small,
declare, The most
merly found only in southern Asia, ed fur a week in this cold, spiced agriculturalists
serious effect has been the retardbut now grown in nearly all sub- vinegar, take them from it (saving ing
of
winter
wheit
sowing.
the spiced vinegar), remove
a
tropical countries. In addition to small
The menace of forest fires, altho top of each ready
its use as a fruit, the mango forms melon, disc from
causing
huge
damage and
out
the
interiors of
scoop
the basis of most chutneys of the each, and
threatening additional loss of life
stuff them with the fol- in
in
Canada
addition
to areas, agEast India type. Tho mango lowing mixture:
about 100 square miles,
melon is a small round melon with
Stuffing for Cantaloupe Man- gregating
goes: one pound of ginger soaked now burning in northern Minneyellow skin and white flesh.
"But the term 'mango' is now in brine for two days, until soft sota, is by far the most feared
of the drought.
applied to stuffed pickles, and the enough to slice; one ounce of consequonco
A summary available from govhousewife of today who talks about ground black peppers, ono ounce
ernment records today of the five-yeher 'mangoes' has never seen a of
pound of
from 1916 to 1920
real mango melon; she refers to garlic soaked for two days
in a showedperiod
timber and property de
any small green melon stuffed, weak brine, then dried; ono ounce
struction
more than $85,715.- of
of
burr gherkins stuffed, or stuffed
crushed celery seed, one ounce
due to forest fires that burned
The following of mace; one-hagreen peppers.
ounce of cloves, 000,
pickles aro called "mangoes" in ono cup of grated horseradish and over an area of 66,600,000 square
four ounces each of white and miles, more than the area of the
this country;
Cure yoilow mustard seed. (A pint of slate of Utah.
Cantelope Mango Pickles:
in chopped, sweet pickles or preservtiny green nutmeg canteloupes
brine, as follows: Use one pound ed watermelon rind will improve P0IIMCARE AND CURZ0N
of salt to every six quarts of water the flavor of this filling.)
Mix all
HOLD CONFERENCE ON
needed to cover the melons, and these ingredients together,
then
weight down the melons in this add to them one teacupful of salad
TURKISH
SITUATION
until
(Hy oil. Put one teaspoonful of brown
"frothing" ceases.
Paris, Oct. 6. Tho conference
"frothing" I mean the small bub- sugar into each melon, chop up between
Premier Poincare
and
bles which begin to appear on top any melon which Is broken nnd
of' the water after you put the add this to the mixture also, then Lord Curzon, the British foreign
which
minister,
last
began
melons into the brine, indicating begin stuffing the melons. This
night
upon the arrival of Lord Curzon
that fermentation is taking place. recipe will stuff about four dozen from
London to discuss the TurkAfter several days, however, the melons. When packed full of the
ish situation, was ended shortly
bubbles will disappear.) When the mxture,
replace the skin-dis- c
2 o'clock this
morning.
you previously removed se- after
frothing ceases, the melons must which
In reply to questions, the British
be soaked in clear, cold water for cure it In place with toothpicks
foreign minister declared:
two days. After this soaking, scald pack the melons In sterilized
"I am
but we have
them in a kettle lined with spinach Jars and cover them with glass
the done good exhausted
work. We will continue
or with grape leaves, in water to spiced vinegar used
but
previously
9 o'clock this
at
now
morning."
cover; drain, and boil them for 16
sweetened to taste (bring it
Huron Ilnrdlnge, the Hrltlsh amto the boiling
minutes in weak

Many more persons are aligning.
Train loads of
food, bedding and other supplies are
to aid tho 5,000 homeless who have
wandered into Cobalt.
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t&" Avoid Imitations and Substitute

with every
Remember,
purchase to ask for S &
II Green Stamps. They

are exchangeable for valuable articles in a wide
range of utility. Sec
some of them on our
nezzanine floor.
--
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Something for Nothing

By BERNARD HUGHES- unbelievably immenso
ALMOST amount annually taken
from the confidini; American
public by tho schemers who don't always take the trouble to invent new
swindles. Tho oh ones are still potent, and especially so when put to
work in new ways.
The average human being is generally willing to accept something for
nothing, and it is this inveterate
weakness the swindler takes advantage of. Hundreds of thousands of
dollars a year aro drawn by him under various guises and firm and corporation names, but the main avenue
through which he works is the Post
Office. Of the good name of that tho
Government is sensitively proud; it
is zealous in its efforts to protect It
and at the same time to protect the
money and rights of the large number of citizens who are susceptible
to the schemer's lure.
"There are no spectacular cases In
view at tho moment where brains

Stillman a letter proving that Canadian witnesses hud committed perjury in tho divorce case. She turned
the letter over to the Post Office
Department, which is after him.
They believe that lie Is the man who
similarly attempted to defraud Mrs.
Theodore P. Shonts, Mrs. Thomas
and W. E. D. Stokes.
The Family Crest Maker, who carried on n thriving trade in family
trees by tho aid of a rented typewriting machine and desk room on
the main street, is out of durance
vile and busy again. But he no longer
offers his wares, under the imposing
title "American Heraldic Instltu-lion,- "
but asserts that he is a former
member of the Ancient Order ot
Heralds instituted In the time of the
riantagcnrts, and is able by means
of his familiarity with documents
end family papers to trace anybody's
lineage from Henry VHf. down. He
has increased his price for this service.
As a humble American he
formerly provided a family tree with
innumerable branches for $5; now

fenses against banks and private
Individuals.
However, he agreed
that all signs seem to indicate that
our people Instead of growing wiser
appear to become less sophisticated.
In 1914 and 1915 more fraud orders
were issued. Later the Post Office
authorities cut them down In the
belief that It would be, wiser to
prosccuto criminally the operators of
Neither plan
fraudulent schemes.
alone seems to deter the crooks.
Business is sometimes continued
"at tho old stand" all through tho
periods of arrest, ball, trial and even
Imprisonment.

Queer Companies.

The fraud order, on the other
hand, puts a quietus on business
conducted through the mails. Therefore tho authorities are now using
both methods.
In tho list of what the Post Office
calls inn il swindles aro inducing betting on "fake" horse races and
athletic contests, selling worthless
goods
through misrepresentations,

have been used to invent new schemes
to defraud," said United States Attorney Maxwell S. Mattuck recently,
"but a great many cases of ingenuity
in employing old ones have been dug
up. Every now and then a fresh
avenue of fraud Is opened; the
scheme may bo old but the victims
pf it are new."
In the Department's recent activities flagrant violations were discovered whereby several thousand dollars were bilked from Innocent victims who were ambitious to rank as
The fakers
composers of songs.
posed as song publishing concerns
and guaranteed, for sums ranging
from $75 to J 100, fabulous profits to
writers of singable lyrics.
Alluring advertisements were sent
out broadcast with reference to the
vat fortunes that authors of "Two
Little Girls in Blue." "Alexander's
Rag Time Band," and more modern
popular song lilts had made. In consequence a vast horde of innocent
persons knit their brains to compose
verses, and when they thought they
had succeeded they forwarded them
tn the song publishers with the $75

or

$100.

In due time they received fifty
copies of their songs set to music,
printed on cheap paper. So far so
good, but a longer time of waiting
brought In no profits, and when the
authorities took the matter up, they
found that nothing further was intended by the fraudulent publishers.

Entree to Heaven.
Among the fraud orders issued by

the Post Office Department In the
first six months of the present year
were a number against the same

man. He lives in Canada, although
he is really an American citizen.
Under many firm names ho has been
writing to the disappointed aspirants
for prizes in newspaper, magazine
and other contests in sympathetic
terms and promising, for tho insignificant sum of $1, to put them
"right" in contests that he said were
While It might not
forthcoming.
seem that many persons would be
likely to be caught by this bait they
were almost innumerable who came
up with the dollar. And then they
waited and never heard another wold
from their sympathetic friend.
Thousands of colored persons in
all parts of the country were sending
a swindler ot their own race last
winter and spring $10 for the "Keys
to the Kingdom." They expected to
get for their money some magic
token that would lnsuro them ready
admission to Paradise. What they
did get was a pamphlet containing a
Jumble of unintelligible words. The
swindler was caught.
Ho Is at his game again In another
part of the country, but this time he
is selling a salvo which, if you
anoint yourself with It In the full
moon, will bring a remission of all
your Bins.
The swindler in Rochester who
writes sympathetic letters to anybody who gets into the newspapers
unpleasantly or otherwise is a sort
ot kin to tho Canadian prize "tipster," but his game Is to offer for a
mere $100 a letter that "fell into his
possession" and that will clear up
For this
some doubtful point.
amount be offered to sell Mrs. James

as a servant of the Britannic office
he charges $15 for tho same service.
At tho former figure he trimmed, it
is said, Judges, Senators, Governors
and society women,
A mean game which started up
shortly after the return of our service men from Europe is still being
kept up. although exposed by the
arrest and punishment of some of Its
perpetrators. It trades In the affections and sorrows of tho parents and
relatives ot the boys killed In France,
and the capital of tho swindlers is a
list of their names. They carry to
these bereaved homes C. O. D. packages addressed to tho dead veteran.
Always there is a pretty steep bill
attached to tho package, but it Is
promptly liquidated. The man who
takes the money gets out even more
Quickly, and what is found Inside the
package is always worthless.
Get Short Sentence!.
A reason for the continuance of
these confidence games is thought by,
some lawyers to be a defect in the
law. Long time sentences cannot be
inflicted, and the offender gets out
soon and is able to begin all over
again under a new name and in n;w
surroundings.
One of the lightest sentences ever
served was that given to a pretty
Polish girl who called herself Blna
Inawaska. She got one day in th
society of the U. S. Marshal.
Bina's was a matrimonial swindle.
She advertised in Western papers for
a husband, and to the numerous meri
who answered her she sent a photograph, not of herself but of an even
prettier girl. When that bait caught
she wrote to the men to send on
traveling expenses. From many of
she received
her correspondents
money in amounts varying from $'.'3
to $100.
The men who- remitted
money never heard from her again.
Bina frankly admitted her guil'.
but pleaded that she was hungry
and promised to reform. After serving her short term she disappeared.
By no means all tho mail swindlers
of the United States are arrested,
though fraud orders stop their operations efficiently where tho fake game
aro carried on exclusively througn
the Post OfTlcc. It often happens,
too, that the Post Ofllce inspectors
aro unable to get evidence to convict,
so they do not hale these offender
to court. Very often also the fraUiU
of the swindlers never come to the
attention of tho authorities.
A corresponding type of crime is
said by Burgess Smith, formerly Inspector of technical work for tin
United States Bureau of Engraving,
to net the thieves annually more
than $35,000,000. This is the Ion
obtained by check and draft manipulators and forgers. Mr. Smith left
last week for England to investigate
protective measures taken by that
country against such criminals.
CarelefFncss In tho tiso of checks
explains in a measure this large perof
dishonestly
acquired
centage
wealth.
Mr. Mattuck said there was comparatively little forging done In
Government paper because criminals
are afraid of handling it, the penalty
being greater than lu similar of- -

obtaining commissions on fraudulent orders, selling divining rods
for locating
"gold" and other
minerals, guaranteeing stocks and
bills
bonds,
,of
using
forged
lading, brokerage frauds, getting
money by impersonating other persons, getting goods under falso pretenses, establishing fictitious agencies,
using "no fund" checks, matrimonial
schemes, running sham employment
bureaus, selling Interests In nonexistent moving picture theaters,
and, In a word, the list includes
almost all kinds of plans to do the
"sucker," from plain three card
monte juggling to blackmail.
It will pay anyone who would
ltke to attempt to measure the
credulity of mankind in affairs of
business where humanity Is expected
to have a little caution, to read oyer
a list of securities
of wildcat
variety that were noted In a will the
other day. Tho very names tell
what they are, but at least they
were floated somewhere;
Blue
Pickle Aromatic Company, Syrian
Banking Corporation of Staten Island. Blue Pencil Investment Association and Incorporated School for
Mercantile Ideas.

Wins

Fortune
on an Option

the immigrant can pick
up in the streets of
New York Is still an accepted
legend in Calabria. Other and wiser
Immigrants laugh at the story. But
It is true and here is a current verification of it.
by
Iteccntly a man acquired
plunging his small savings in the
on
venture of a twenty year option
a small building on Thirty-fourt- h
street, adjoining a hotel. His purpose was to improve it and, having
the land, he went among his relatives and business friends to form a
closo corporation and put up a fine
In this attempt
modern building.
he utterly failed and all he saw was
a struggle to pay taxes.
But he wasn't the kind to brood
over failure. Instead he put up a
sign on the place announcing that a
fourteen story building would bo
erected on the site and work of construction would begin September 1.
Then he waited two weeks. An emissary from the hotel came to see him
and ask what he would take not to
put up a building which would make
Inside rooms out of a number of outside rooms. They offered him $100,-00- 0
not to do it, and they increased
their offer every time he declined it.
Finally an agreement was signed by
which he was to receive $5,000 a
years. On an
year
investment of about $600 he will
reallzo $150,000.

THAT

A

Polish Spelling

picnic spelled Pik Nik,
naturally think the
word had been submitted to
phonetic treatment, Jjut it hasn't
Pik Nik in two syllables is the way
the Poles writs tt.
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Going to Grasse

By BLANCHE McMANUS.
EE Naples and die!" Soe
Grasse and breathe
the
breath of all the myriads of
perfume flowers of its gardens and
live to sample the rare floral perfumes of the world!
French perfumes encircle the world
with a magic ring of sweet charms.
In this industry France standi
unique, at the very head, and even
nbovo the Parisian creations does
the mondalne covet these rare essences, the fragrant souls of flowers
that the laboratories of Grasse alone
distill in secret from the warm
d
bosoms of their
hillsides.
Between this old French hill town
of tho Mediterranean and America
In a link of sweetness long drawn
out and strengthening with every
revolving season. Tho United States
is the best of patrons ot the perfumes, the Scandinavian countries,
curiously, coming second.
Grasse, littlo metropolis of some
Iwcnty thousand souls, composes Itself naturally into a picture. Herewith is Its portrait as one sees It
loming by tho uplapplng white
stretches of winding roadway running through the "plan," or plain,
of Grasse, really a plateau, snugly
ensconced In the folds of the circling
mountain hinterland of tho French
Riviera.
Cannes, the first of the big fashionable winter resorts of the Riviera,
Is the front door to Grasse, Cannes
Is on tho shores ,of the Medlter-raneaGrasse Is a dozen miles back
and up in Its mountain eyrie. Tho
Grassois speak of their brilliant,
mondalne Cannes as the port of
Grasse. So it Is, but all the Riviera
pleasure seekers pay Grasse a visit
to see for themselves how the souls
ot flowers aro made Into tangible
forms, also costly forms. A small
flacon of Grasse perfume In the new
flat vestpocket shapes makes a hole
In one's pocketbook all out of proportion to Its size.
Grasse, like all other hill towns' of
Mediterranean
France, sits on a
rocky pinnacle, enthroned in Its
medieval ramparts liko a queen
whoso feet, are bathed in a sea of
flowers. The plan of Grasse Is covered with the allotments and property of flower farmers, Interspersed
with terraces of gray, old, gnarlel
olive orchards, with oranges and
lemons Intermingled.
In this sheltered garden spot aH
grown throughout the year all tha
perfume plants of the nkhemy of
the craft. Within a length of a
bare fifty miles, with the barrier of
the 'Alps to shelter it from the icy
northern winds and the Mediterblue meetranean of a lapis-lazuing a sapphire sky of endless sunshine before It, these gardiuis of perthemselves
terrace
fume flowers
laboriously up hill and down dale.
Five thousand acres are under cultivation in the rarest of essence
yielding flowers which give their
nectar to the dressing tables of
beauty throughout the world. Carpets of violets In all shades of purples and mauves, fields of tiny fra- grant red roses, delicate, Jasmine, ser- - '
ried rows of white narcissi, mimosa
that rivals the golden fleece In
magnificence, heliotrope In trained
branches of overpowering fragrance,
stately tuberoses, mignonette, carnations of varied hues, basil, verveln'i
(which we call lemon verbena) lavender both wild and cultivated
marjolalnc, lilacs and lilies of the
valley, all are here, row upon row
and rank upon rank,
Ten thousand flower workers grow
and pick these blooms for the alembics of the perfumo factories on the
heights above. In the spring the
'
plain Is seen at Its best, the flower
fields filled with pickers men and
children with big baskets on arm,
the women with their blue and white
aprons turned up like big panniers,
picturesque figures all in their country costumes of bright colored print
dresses and crossed fichus, their
heads shaded with flapping straws
banded with black velvet, with perhaps a great kerchief draped over
the back of the head as a further sua
Watteau-lfk- o
efTccts they
shelter.
make as they move through tho
fields of tuberoses growing near by
as high as themselves, wandering
up lanes of starry white jasmine or
bending over beds of fragrant vion
lets under the
shadows
of century old olives.
They gather the blooms and blossoms by great handfuls, tossing
them Into basket or girdled apron.
The men workers, too, give a measure or rustic coloring In glistening
white shirts, big, baggy blue and
brown velveteen trousers, buttons
galore at ankles and yards of red
sashes swat thing their middles.
Thus unfolds the series of animated pictures of delicate hue as ttm
flower pickers of the garden plain
climb the crumbling stone stairs
leading from one terrace to another
higher up, and finally the town. One
fancies that theso were the inspired
motif of the painter Fragonard, he
of the celebrated four panels that
have been so disputed by art collectors" and that finally found a
resting place in a cadre worthy of
their fame and beauty In a New
York art collector's gallory. Fragonard and perfumes are inseparably linked together In Grasse, where
his former birthplaceMs conserved
as a museum of treasures and a
shrine for art worshipers ot all the
world.
Copyright, ItC:, by Tin New Tork Hcrtld.
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They carry to these bereaved homes C. O. D. packages addressed to the dead veteran.
Always there is a pretty steep bill.
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One rises up from this high tide
of floral delights of the plain to the
town itself, the roadway corkscrew-

ing itself around tall houses of many
stories of stone, with weathered
roofs of tiles of orange and rose,
with here and again a lonesome
pasha's palm punctuating this landscape of a perpetual springtime, a
natural greenhouse that resembles
nothing in its setting If not the
white walled towns ot Mediterranean
Africa.
Still up through narrow streets
past the circle of mnyenanc ramparts
and the crest of Grasse Is reached at
the quaintly named Jeu de Ballon.
y
Grasse
is much as it was
centuries before the secrets of perfumes were developed, It Is said, for
the service of Louis XV., who refused to bathe his royal person, preferring that essence of Jasmine,
roses and lilies should take the
place of mere plebeian water rites.
There are villas on the garden
garlanded slopes and not a few big
hotels, but the factory chimneys admonish the touring visitor to the
effect that Grasse, the Perfume Capital, is a hive of busy Industry
and not merely a shrine of gayety
like Us sister cities down by the
shores of azure.
Perfume secrets are guarded Jealously here, banded down In families,
as ships go out to sea under sealed
orders. Entrance to the most holy of
holies of the laboratories, even to
observe the transmutation of the
spirits of flowers, Is denied most
folk. Occasionally one of the usines,
or factories, will open its doors as a
policy of business astuteness which
realizes the value thereof.
Thus it is that insistent hordes of
winter visitors migrate like birds to
this enchanted Mediterranean coast
of blue and endless sunshine, all In
search of something not elsewhere
to be found.
Synthetic perfumes, like coal tar
dyes, are cutting In on the trade ot
the genuine article, but not with
those of discriminating taste. Nothing has really happened, or Is likely
to happen, to discount the distilled
product of the flower fields ot
France whose head center Is here in
this warm little orner of tho Mediterranean shore, the benign climatic
virtues of which were known to the
Romans when they invaded Gaul In
the seventh century. Perfumes are
supposed to be as old as the Pyramids: those of Grasse are at least
as old as the Romans.
At one of the biggest of these
we
were
Grasse establishments
obligingly given a welcome by perhaps the most popular maker of all.
You are shown into a large room
where the blossoms are heaped up
high on broad tables. It all depends upon the season as to which
flowers will be most in evidence, the
white orange blossoms of early
spring, the red roses of high summer or the violots of midwinter.
From here one passes into the lard"Little pigs and fine
ing rooms.
flowers!" Yes, that is the astonishing blend of beauty and tho beast.
It is from this combination of elements that are born the essential
oils and essences of fine perfumes.
"The best and healthiest of young
porkers Is the first requisite for the
extraction of perfumes," your cicerone will assure you, "and then only
the fatty slab sides are used."
The white lard is carefully stripped
from tho lean, resembling white
tissue paper.
These white tissues of lard are
laid In great, shallow pans and over
them are sprinkled the petals of
flowers, each variety distinct unto
Itself. These traylike pans are then
taken to the rooms where, lined up
in rows, are the copper alamblcs
with their snaky coils and all the
mysterious apparatus of a laboratory
of the old time alchemist for distilling
his potions, these only a trifle more

i
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The picturesque labor element
at least.
known blends from their own recipes
and paste their traditional
Here, after the layers of fresh pork
fat are thoroughly impregnated with
names and labels on cutglass
the odors of the blossoms that carpet flacona and satin lined ecritis.
So It is that the ncroll, the crude
them, the mass of perfumed lard is
put into tho stills, when drop by drop essence of the orange flower. Is the
big output of the Grasse factories, as
through
copper colls the esIt Is the basis of a largo majority of
sence, the sweet souls of the flowers,
is arrived at. And through the aid
perfumes, especially that which Is
of pork fat curious vehlclo for the
popularly known as eau de cologne
most recherche of the altar accesat least that which Is recognized as
sories that adorn that temple of the "type." Grasse
produces
an eau de cologne that can more than
beauty and art the modern woman's
competo with that of tho famous
dressing table!
d
At this first distillation does not
German article of become forth tho wonderful scent which
fore the war, which latter, by the
we have always believed French perway, as Its name Indicates to those
fumes to be from their birth. Not by who recall what was supposed to be
any means is this so: a perfume Is a the genuine article, was nothing
German at all originally but Italian.
creation, indeed, of many component
It is true also, in the first analyparts and as Intricate an assemblage
as are any creations.
sis, that perfumes were of Italian
The first essay at the llqueflcatlon
origin, though true also that the Italof an odor is a very crude beginning.
ians got their flower secrets from
the Persians.
perNevertheless,
Anybody could carry the procedure
a certain part of the way. The art, fumes owe their modern debut to the
as well as the secret of tho art, of French godfathers, the perfume makthe perfumo maker lies in the subtle ers of the little town of Grasse In
blending of these various essences in southern France, with Its narrow
thirteenth and four
picturesque
rightful marriages and just proportions. Hero is where the perfume
tecnth century streets and ruellcs.
The perfume industry is one that
makers of Grasse take their proper
gives every one good returns. The
place as the great, master perfumers
market gardeners around find It
of the world.
The curious fact is that no single
profitable to plant rows of perfume
flowers' among their prosalo farm
commercially known perfume is the
essence of any one single flower.
products, hence vineyards and wheat
Evidently each flower has not only fields are mingled with choice blosone soulmate but many soulmates.
soms; roses and cabbages and JasMost polygamous are perfumes! For min and beans grow side by side.
During the flower gathering seaexample, a violet perfume requires
son workers flock from all the mounthe admixture of three or four "essences" of as many different flowers tain countryside to the north down
before the captivating breath of to tho plain and valley for the harvest of blossoms, and this to the
dewy violets is given out to charm
the olfactory sense.
great discontent of the luxurious
villa population of the Riviera towns,
One of the biggest features of this
which complains loudly that ten
Grasse perfume industry is the distillation of these essences "in their francs a day paid the girl flower
pickers empties their houses of ser-- i
simple forms, selling them In bulk,
vant maids. These, of course, are
in demijohns and estagons and
to the wholesale perfume makafter the war prices, three, four and
Ave times what they wore ten years
ers, tho fabricators and the second
the
fusion operators throughout
ago. Possibly this is one of the
reasons why perfumery Is a high
world. It Is they for the most part
who concoct the commercially well priced article.
modern In appearance
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the fifth round. Being a novice,
Johnson became excited when he
saw Martin's condition and in his
anxiety to land a knockout, was
unable to place a decisive blow
through Martin's lowered guard.
The Californian showed tremendous hitting power and a clever
left hand, but he was slow.

p inim inn
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run

GIRL

KNOCKED OUT BY

FREEDOM

FLOYD JOHNSON

COAST-TO-COAS-

a,

guard,
noon of Nov. 11, as an Armistice
Xay celebration, it was announced
yesterday by Captain John F.
Harn. The meet was planned for
earlier in the season, but had been
postponed.
The meet will include a variety
of mounted drills, hurdling, races
and sabre exercises. Thera will
be rescue races, Roman races, Cossack races and shoes races. There
will be also a mounted tug of war.
, .Prizes will probably bo offered for
excellence In each event.
'The arrangements for the meet
are under the direction of Sergt.
M. 3. Angel. Sergt. H. O. Claggett
will assist In preparing for the
meet. The affair will probably be
held at Huning pasture.

RECKLESS FORD TRIES
,

The papers were served on Savage in a town in Cass county,
Minn., Winnebigoshlsh Dam. He
did not apear to contest the suil
today.

JOE

WINS SEDAN

IT

Dr. C. H.

Policeman Braden, on West
avenue at 8 o'clock last night,
saw a Ford car pass at high Bpeed.
He called to the driver toN stop,
but the car only seemed to gain
momentum, and turned into North
Kleventh street. Shortly afterward
the policeman heard a loud crash,
and hurried to tho scene. He found
the Ford almost Imbedded In the
rear of a big Packard car belonging to Miss M. Fortune, parked in
front of the residence at 414 North
Eleventh.
The Ford was Jammed
s
Us former
up into
The Packard's tire rack
length.
was jammed against its body. M.
T. Maldonado, driver of the Ford,
got a bad cut on his left hand. He
also got an escort to the police station,, where he wa booked under a
charge of driving while

Joe Napoleone, of the Napoleone
Taxi company, was the winner of
the
the Ford sedan given away atwinElks' circus laBt night. The
'Q."
ning number was 4057, Seriesholder
Dr. C. H. Carnes was the
of the lucky number in the ThursThe winning
day night drawing.
ticket was 7457, Series "A," and
he had
know
Dr. Carnes did not
won the machine until he saw the
number of the ticket printed in the
Albuquerque Morning Journal yes.
terday morning.
Today, tho circus will start at 1
o'clock and at the close of the afternoon performance, a sedan will
be given away, and another one at
the close of the circus at midnight tonight.
A large number of articles wero
won by lucky persons at the show
grounds last night, among them,
DRAW
two prize hams which were won
Oct. 6. Midget by Mrs. Henry G. Coors, 116 South
O.,
Canton,
Smith of New York and Jack Walter street.
Wolfe, Cleveland, bantamweights,
boxed a
draw here
two-third-

OWNER SEES STOLEN
BLANKETS IN TRUCK;

SUSPECTS ARRESTED

Energize
with Raisins
Use more raisins with' your
foods and get more energy.
Raisins furnish

calories
of energizing nutriment per
alio.
pound. Kich in
A prime fruit-foo- d
that everybody would be better for.
Serve stewed as a morning
dish. Use in puddings, cakes
and pies. Let the children have
them with oatmeal.
Raisins should cost
you no more than the following
prices:
Seeded (it IS . Hnt
.l 20
1560

food-iro-

n

'

Sun-Mai- d

Seedleea (in 15 i. rtd
rSc
Seeded and Seedleie (11 (.)
ti.)l6e

Sun-Mai-

d

Raisins

Whil.

rtrlvlnfl

In

hpr inl

vpntor- -

day' Mrs. D. A. Macpherson recognized in a passing truck two Navajo blankets that had been stolen
from her house, 1114 West Central avenue, on September 2D. The
ponca were notllled
and the
blankets were traced to the home
Hogan. Guevara declared that he
naa oougnt tne blankets from
"Speedy" Guevara, his brother, the
police said. He was not held.
"Sneedv" Guevara wnn nrrpainH
with Julian Mora, who also was
said to be implicated.
men
are being held for investigation.
Had It not been for the fact that
xHievun uuevara was moving yesterday, Mrs. Macpherson probably
would not have seen the rugs.
Early yesterday
Mrs.
Bernica AT. Tin flaoll evening,
7A7 a7ao
..!, i
avenue, telephoned the police that
a ravajo rug had Just been stolen
from her front porch. Officer
ltomulo Salazar, who went to investigate, arrested on the street
at Fourteenth and Gold, Kamundo
Gallegos and Liberado
Chaves
who he suspected of the theft. The
men denied
of
knowledge
the
V
v.T
blanket
Th
wemg uum iur
investigation. j

te

'
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AT
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CO1

Strictly Fresh Ranch Eggs,
per dozen
mu. m:
Fort Brand Catsup,
each, large bottles . .i.j.:a.j.

....

t) U C

.

97 L

Monarch
Catsup ....
APPLES! APPLES!
Buy them by the box. . ,A.
Del Monte Brand Spinach

ford

PA

...... ..j.

,..i

............. Q1
J)x)D
.

Big Show Open with Special Attractions for
the Kiddies

can

L2::.

,

,.,.,,..i8c

.,

...21c
tf
QA
M.iU

25 pounds of Sugar, packed in Muslin
Bags, for
Iola Brand Tomatoes (packed in New Mexico)

cans

2 No. 2

edan Given Away in the
Afternoon

...... iii.m JL

...

Carnes Held the

Lucky Number in ThursLoday Night Drawing;
Hams.
cal Woman Wins

TO KNOCK A PACKARD
CAR OUTOF THE ROAD

-

Gold' Medal Flour

1

il

GUEST;

S

No.

THE EjXGIRGUS

DON'T FORGET

A

North Platte, Neb., Oct. 8. Mis.Lillian Gatlin, flying from San
Francisco to the Atlantic coast aa
a guest of the United States Air
Mail Service, arrived here at 4:35
p. m this afternoon, accompanied
New York, Oct. 6. Floyd John- by three other planes. The party
son of California, advanced a notch will remain here over night and
in the heavyweight division to- leave for Omaha, Neb., early in
If the trip is sue- night by winning a technical the morning.
knockout in the tenth round over cessful. Miss Gatlin wll be the firs:
Bob Martin, heavyweight champion woman to have crossed the contl- nent in an airplane.
of the A. E. F.
Martin's seconds threw a towel
Into the ring, thirty-on- e
seconds
after the tenth round started. MarTCBERCCLOSIS
tin opened the session by rushing
Dr. aim eis uoeltlve
to meet Johnson as he sprang from proof he Is M to our
his chair. But Martin missed, his tuberouloali by Inhalation
any ollmete.
only chance had gone, and he was Id For
further
absorbing heavy punishment when address THB T.Information
F. GLASS
the surrender was made.
INHALANT CO.. MASON
Johnson jumped into the lead BU1LDINO, LOS ANGB-LEIn the first round, had his opponent
CALIFORNIA.
dazed by the end of the third and
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
ivas in undisputed command after
Adv.

'

1P0LE0I

T

MAIL SERVICE

Former Director of Railways Brings Suit in the Supreme Californian Advances Notch
in the Heavyweight
Court to Have Her MarDand A. T. Hannett Schedin
uled for Address
ivision by Defeating
riage Annulled, Charging
Champion Bob Martin.
Misrepresentations.
querque October 14.
New York, Oct. 6. Geneva SavWilliam O. McAdoo, former secretary of the treasury and national age, formerly Geneva Mitchell, n
director of railways, will make a "pogo girl" In the Follies, today
public address In Albuquerque on brought suit in the supreme court
Saturday, October 14. Mr. McAdoo, for annulment of her marriage on
whose home Is now In California, March 3 to Robert Savage of
a tour of several westwho was then pretpernmaking
states in behalf of the demo- paring Calif.,
to enterYale university.
cratic congressional and senatorial
Mrs. Savage, who Is 17, seeks
nominees.
His address here will the annulment
on the grounds that
be in tho evening, according to the ceremony. was performed upon
Henry G. Coors, chairman of the misrepresentations and that Bhe
democratic county committee.
was not oldenough to marry, as
A. T. Hannett of Gallup,
who she claims to have done, without
was an aspirant for the democratic her mother's consent.
nomination for governor, will acA letter, alleged to have been
company Mr. McAdoo here and written
by Savage from Milford.
will address the same meeting.
Conn,, to the Follies girl whom
McAdoo will go from here to
he first saw in the New York reto support
view and Introduced
the first contention of Mrs. SavCAVALRY TROOP WILL
age, says:
got your license at the town
HOLD FIELD MEET ON hall"I yesterday.
I swore lies to all
It does
ARMISTICE DAY HERE answers requiring lies, and run
benot matter in the long
cause when the minister seals our
A field meet by the Headquarever
sepbonds Sunday, no one can
ters troop, New Mexico National arate
us without our consent."
will be held on the after-

FROM
AS

GIRL IS FLYING

Paare Seven.

,..ZDC

for

,.
nice
extra
Grape Fruit,

12 C

Roswell Brand Fancy Table Peaches
New Mexico

(Packed in

24 C
f OC

Empson's Daisy Peas,
each, can
Wisconsin Sifted Sugar Peas,
,

,t...

OK
... ., .LiOC

Wisconsin extra selected Sugar Peas,
each, can

QA
OUC

each, can

IV..

Ford Sedan Given Away At Night
-

Last Chance to See the
Big Show

17 ACTS

17 ACTS

nr

Banquet Brand Apricots,
swDC
each, can
..L
Van Camp's Chicken Soup,
Q
each, can
Gold Bar Grated Pineapple,
f rj
each, No. 1 can...
,.X I C
Oranges, Lemons, Vegetables of every kind at the
lowest prices.

tC

he Albuquerque Morning Journa

DRY GOODS DEPARTMENT
Big Lot Men's Ribbed Union

suits ,
Extra Special
in all sizes

fl

--

rv

...,....tbi,iy

Men's Scout Shoes,

tDJ-sl-

,

For Saturday only, Extra Good Feather

Pillows, each

a

.

REMEMBER

O

ftO
OC

.. v

Extra heavy Men's Ribbed Union Wear,
in all sizes, special, each garment-- ......

QQ

The Leading Newspaper In New Mexico
THE PEOPLE READ IT;

nfn
.UtC

BECAUS- EIt has a paid circulation of over 8,400 subscribers.

,

J It is independent, conservative and constructive,

YOU'LL ALWAYS DO BETTER AT

tj

It is published solely in

the interest of New Mexico.

clean and unsensational and publishes the most
important news of the nation, state and city.

1$ It is

SWISS CHEESE
Just received a wheel of
genuine imported highest
quality Swiss Cheese. It
is of finest flavor
QA
and taste. Pound

tUC

-

Smoked Salmon
Smoked Whitcfish
Kippered Salmon
Jjicdcrkraui Cheese
Neufehatel
Cheese
Genuine Rye Bread
English Cooked Corn Bee!
Shrimp Salad

EVEIW ONE A KEAL FEAST
TRV THEM.

,

Extra

Selected Fresh
Oysters
Fancy Home Dressed
Spring Chickens
Young
Ducks, Hcni,
'
Squabs
New Dates, Figs
Fresh Cocoanuts

Cranberries
Finest lino fresh frails
and vegetables in the

city.

FREMONT

HAGEN'S PUTTING IS
MORE POWERFUL THAN
THE BOY MONARCH'S
.

.
Pittsburgh
nr,f
w-- .
uC vuy mo Associated Press). The magic
in the
putting iron of Walter Hagen wa
two holes more powerful
today
than thA ffnlf TirWa--- ., barazen the boy monarch nf
American professionals.
n I....
The first half nt
special match was witnessed by
the greatest crowd that ever trod
the course at Oakmont and the two
champions will start the final 88
holes tomnrrnnr en t li . H . i
course at Rye, N. Y
with Hagen 2 up.
Sarazen fought an
battle
all day, chiefly becauseuphill
his putting
was erratic, but the
great
gallery
cheered him until the 86th hole
was played.
Par for the course is 74. Gene
and Walter shot the 36 holes in
160 each.

f

410 WEST CENTRAL
PHONES

83S-- J.

SELF-SERVIN-

GROCETERIA

G

WAamVKMvcKOMT

DISCONTINUE SEARCH
FOR BODY OF MINER
Jackson, Calif., Oct. . Search
for the body of William Fessel, one
of the 47 miners who were trapped
in the lower levels of the Argo-nau- t
mine, August S7, by a fire,
and who died before rescuers could
reach them, has been discontinued
temporarily as a result of the fire
breaking out anew in the Argonaut shaft, mine officials announced today.
The flrA xonn -vnJenAAA
J, U I L'. w,kAM
I, I . I
the bulkhead which ', had been
in
to
the shaft
facilitate the
placed
rescue work was removed.
It
spread to such an extent that tht
bulkhead was again installed. The
KM is so heavy in the mine that
It cannot be entered by rescue or
work crews.
11

BECAUS- E-

CO

Gold'Medal-Elovr-

J It is read by more people than any other newspaper
in New Mexico,

I It has the best and largest classified advertising
tion of any newspaper in New Mexico.

Roofing
See the new FORD LOX-OSHINGLE; they
cannot curl and cannot blow up.
N

-

Cash" Grocery
and DELICATESSEN

ADVERTISERS USE IT;

GALVANITE-SLATE-AGU-

A

PROOF R00FNG

J. Korber & Co.
Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store,
Just Across From City Hall.

fll

nil

nn

.

sec-

n

une HiDuquerque Morning journal

The Leading Newspaper In New Mexico

October 7, 1922

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL'
BY THE

Albuquerque Morning Journal

The big stick of today is the woman's
club.

INDEPKNDRNT NEWSPAPER
PuMiHhed By
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
AN

JOSEPH TAUSEK.
Office
Telephones

.

.

No matter how many wars are lost,
Europe can generally find them.

Managing Editor

810 West Gold Ave.
66 and "7

matter at the postofflce
Entered as second-clas- s
of Albuquerque. N. M.. and entry In Santa Fe, N.
of
act
under
Congress of March 17,
M.. pending,
1879.

SUBSCUIPTION RATES
One month by carrier or mall
Three months
Six Months
One Year

!

Peggy Joyce denies that she will marry
again. Matrimony has lost all the kick
for Peggy-

ADVERTISEMENTS.
The Journal reserves the right to reject any
advertising matter that It may deem ofImproper. resthanks,
Calls for society meetings, cards
no- -,
olutions, society and church socials, lecturesSunday
(except
church
meetings
for
tices, calls
and
church programs) are considered (is advertising
will ba charged for at regular advertising rates.

seem to overlook

the fact that it passed only 1,057 bills of
the 13,000 that were s introduced.
Statistics gathered from a thousand
bathing beaches this summer revealed an
of strain on
unprecedented lightness

MR. HINKLE, ROADS AND OVERHEAD hickory

The voters of New Mexico will do well
to follow the statements made by some
of the democratic candidates regarding
the conduct of the state's business. If
the fitness of these gentlemen for office
may be measured by their seeming mis-of
conception or their willful distortion
the facts, then their present campaign
methodg will serve a useful purpose- The
practice on the part of candidates of
making extravagant statements in the
hope that they will remain uncontradicted
Campaigns
is altogether too common.
are conducted for the purpose of enabling
voters to determine the candidates' qualifications for office.
Mr. Hinkle, democratic candidate for
Governor, in a recent speech charged that
a dirt fill constructed by the State Highway department across a lake in Roosevelt county was fifteen feet high and
cost twentv-fiv- e
thousand dollars. The
fact is that the only fill across a lake in
Roosevelt County constructed by this de- partment was tnree ieet nign ana cost.
one hundred and nine dollars. Had Mr.
Hinkle's charges been based on fact, the
voters would be justified in demanding
an explanation from the present adminBut if this statement, which
istration.
was entirely without foundation of fact,
may be taken as an illustration of Mr.
Hinkle's knowledge of the details which,
in the event of his election, would come
under his supervision, the voters are entitled to assume that he is not qualified
for the office of governor.
The democrats have been vociferous
in their charges of waste in overhead expenditures, and lay particular stress on
the overhead costs of the State Highway
department. "In this department," said
Mr. Hinkle, "the overhead cost in New
Mexico runs from forty to one hundred
and twenty-fiv- e
per cent." A "look at
the inside of the books" discloses that
the actual overhead charges for last year
were one and twenty-thre- e
hundredths
per cent, or one hundred times less, than
Mr. Hinkle would have the voters

$7,411,-757,00-

Even people who never understand an
income tax blank usually know how to
underestimate their income.
Critics of congress

i

limbs.

'
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Those who are urging a return of light winea
probably are seeking an opportunity to get "lit up."
An artist's wife, seeking a divorce, says he hurled
a paint brush at her In October and threw her
into a bath tub In November. Probably she thinks
for too long.
he put off the cleaning-u- p
4

j

Chicago cops have been Instructed to arrest the
ghost that has been terrorizing a neighborhood.
Why not send out the prohibition squad, which
should be more experienced in locating spirits?

.
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TODAY'S

Chicago Board of Trade.
Chicago, Oct. 6. Although warlike aspects of tho Turkish crisis
gave tho wheat market an upturn
at the opening today, buying power
failed to broaden, and prices declined under persistent
selling,
largely of a profit taking character.
The close was unsettled at the
same as yesterday's
finish to lc
to
lower, with December $1.06
$t.06
and May $1.08 to $1.08.
c to
o to
to
Corn lost
c to
oats gained a shade,
Vc, and provisions finished at 5c
to 67c advance.
The fact that the wheat market
had been on the upgrade for four
days and that the foreign outlook,
although disturbing, was still asserted to be for peace had much
to do with the enlarged selling and
the lack of any aggressive new
redemand.
Besides, Winnipeg
ported greater hedging pressure on
account of expected
heavier receipts, Whereas the outlet for Ca
nadian wheat was further restrict
ed by lako freight rates rising to
8 cents a bushel, the
highest charge
ever known. In addition arrivals
of wheat at primary points in the
United States continued liberal.
Showers relieving the drought
which of late has retarded the
sowing of winter wheat was a further bearish influence. On the
other hand, domestic milling call
for wheat was said to have improved in many sections, and exporters
at the Gulf of Mexico were bidding
1 cent or
higher on wheat in position to he shipped without delay.
eastern
The
seaboard, however,
sent word that exporters
there
were reluctant to offer wheat
abroad, being deterred by the un
certainty or obtaining supplies.
Corn was weak from the start.
Talk of Argentine competition In
export business acted as a handicap to bulls. Oats were strengthened by comparative absence of fu
ture offerings.
Provisions were firmer in line
with hog values and as a result of
packers buying presumably against
shipping sales.
Closing prices:

lc

lc,

Timo Consumer Wanted
Park Wait a minute, 1 want to
stop in this store and order a set
liy tlift Associated i'reftft.
of encyclopedias.
Wood What in the world do
J
"Let's take a boat ride," whispered several men
V
you want with a lot of books like
tlint?
at a hotel door In New Orleans, expecting to be
Wall Street.
Park I like to have something
admitted into the presence of something to drink.
New Yolk, Oct. 6. Confusion in
to read whilo I am waiting for my
as
the
featured
The ride they got was in the patrol wagon,
movements,
by
wifo to get ready when we go out. price
heavy speculation in oil ishares,
officers had gotten there first.
Youngstown Telegram.
stock
market
marked today's active
vdlk
-session in which the ultimate trend
Strongly Impressed
Judge McCIellan guarantees a square deal to
was
upward.
witA stono carver was on the
1 was out playing with the felundoubtedly
the client without a lawyer who comes to probate
Opening weakness
ness stand describing the way In
court. Perhaps he thinks it too much to ask him lows last nlto and it started to get which he had been assaulted by was due to disturbing overnight
news
tho
Near
from
to get the defendant.
East, which
to make a similar guarantee to the man who has dark proving it was starting
induced profit taking and renewal
bein
into
I
I
better
and
thawt
walked
"He
late,
go
my
yard
right
on
silent
the
subject.
a lawyer, as he remains
of short selling, the general list
fore I was sent for, and I went in and slammed me up against one of
quite heavy. Tlio market
tombstones," the witness said. turning
inv
climba
the
for
back
change,
way
reversed
however, when
itself,
the
Another sure cure for raising hair on bald heads
he
"Did
hurt
inquired
you?"
bullish demonstrations were staged
over the fents to make it more court.
ing
headed
bald
a
isn't
But
there
discovered.
been
has
in a number o specialties, but fell
Intristing, and wen I got half ways
"Hurt mo?" roared tho witness. back
man in the country who believes It.
uver I thawt I felt something funny
again in response to a bear
'Sacred to the raid on
I've
got
"Why
Mexican Petroleum and
1
1
und wen
got all the ways over
over
all
my
of
stamped
memory
Seaboard issues.
pop painted tho fent back." Philadelphia Bulletin.
A number of fellows are said to have become remembered
Licclui-atloof a 200 per cent
afurnoon, thinking, G
fur lined, however, from drinking too much hair yestidday
by the Standard Oil
good nite, no wonder 1 felt some- ' "Could you let me have a five-sp- stuck dividend
of
York was the
New
Company
tonic.
thing Bticky.
for a few days?" asked Blith signal for a rally, which was accelAnd wen I gpt in the kitchin I
confidential
whisper.
erated by the publication of unofwas ersuy in a
A big gusher has been discovered in San Juan looked at my clothes and there
"Hero it is!" shouted Mr. Urump-soficial estimates
indicating an inyello stuff all over them, yello bean
voice.
is
it
his
of
whether
not
know
we
at
crease of between 750,000 and
do
the
yet
but
top
county,
ing the color pop painted tho lents,
U00 tons in the unfilled ton"Thanks, but why so loud?"
oil well or a press agent.
me thinking, Holey smoaks look at
"I was hoping I'd bo able to im- nage of the United Ptates Steel corme.
memon
the
your
transaction
poration when the September figAnd I went up and stuck my hed press
There is a maid who daily wades, barelegged, in
ures are made public next week.
in the setting room door and pop ory." Birmingham
The upward swing was restrained
the everglades. Some day she'll meet an aUigator, 1 nthe setting
room reeding diffrent
somewhat by a marking up of the
IJglit Worker
and then her friends in vain will wait her.
parts of the paper, me saying, Hello
Blink What kind of a fellow i call money rate.
PROTECT THE PUBLIC.
ma, look at my shoo. And I stuck
Standard Oil of New York, which
one foot In the door and ma sed, Jones?
In the baseball report it might be written: Wat
Blank Well, he is one of those is traded in on tha curb market,
all
did
werld
in
the
you
get
To anyone who walks at the intersec- "Kelly filed out, J. e." (In this case 1. e. means over
fellows who always grabs the stool jumped twenty points to 696 on anyour shoe?
nouncement of the stock dividend,
tion of Central avenue and Fourth street to Witt.)
G, that's nuthing, ma, you awt to when there's a piano to be moved." added 48 more
by touching 644 and
Farmer.
Prairie
I
sed.
And
stuck
I
see
my stocking,
the need for traffic supervision must be
slipped back to 634 at the close.
one leg half ways in, ma saying,
N
Standard Oil of New Jersey, which
N
apparent. The absence of regulation at
At the Counter
For goodniss sakes.
is traded in on the "big board,"
this point not only impedes traffic but
He (rapturously) You accept sold off five
If you think thata enything you
points at the opening,
Tws&
I
a
see
to
me.
Then
it's
bargain.
my pants, sed, sticking
Ago awt
jumped ten and yielded four on
jeopardizes human life. Pedestrians and
I
aH
in.
one
Certainly!
Sho
the
ways
(calmly)
leg
J
taking for a net gain of one
motorists alike are hampered by lack of iv
Yee gods, come In heer, pop sed. shouldn't have considered It if it profit
point. Houston Oil also profited
direction with the result that pedestrians
Wlch I did, and he sed, My fents, wasn't. Boston Transcript.
from the heavy
demand for oil
J. F. McN'ally, Santa Fe superintendent, last jest as I thawt, my newly painted
shares.
often find themselves standing precaristill
The
I
and
sed,
After
paint's
Mexican Petroleum, a speculathe city council's attention to t he fonts,
ously between cars headed in every di- night called
that's the hole trubble.
First Gentleman Did you get tive favorite, was the target of a
and wet, never
saw eutch a site In my home last night before the storm? heavy bear attack, receding
rectionI
This is a matter which should necessity of painting the Coal avenue viaduct,
more
on behalf of the railway company, to bear life, ma sed, and pop sed, That
That was than four points.
Second Gentleman
receive the attention of the City Commis-sio- n offering,
me
ruined
to
is
after
Christian
be $700.
which he estimated
fents
Steel shares became quite active
proberly
when it started. Western
and should not be left to the chance half of the expense,
In the afternoon. United
States
spending 3 hours on it this aftir-noo- Advocate (Cincinnati).
common climbing close to 106
Steel
that because accidents have not thus far
Herbert O. Brooks has decided not to go to CoBut look at Benny, ma sed.
for a net gain of 1
points.
happened one may not happen in an un- lumbia University to finish his mining engineering
I see him offen enuff, pop sed. WOMAN'S CLUB HAS
Heavy tradinir In specialties, esmoment.
went
flash
his
lite
and
some
And
he
of
the
with
got
course this year, but will work as an assayer
guarded
high grade inpecially
PARTY vestment
to see wat the fents looked 25TH BIRTHDAY
issues, was another feaa powerful corporation that is developing mining down
like and ma terned me all crround
IN TOWN OF CARLSBAD ture. New peak prices were estabproperties near Magdalena. He has had two years to see wat I looked like, and pop
lished by National Biscuit, Fisher
WELL OUT OF THE MESS.
in the Colorado school of mines.
came back saying, O well, Its not
Body, May Department Stores,
l
to The Journal
Wells Fargo Express, Du Pont
of
so bad. Meening tho fents, and ma
6.
One
Carlsbad. N. M., Oct.
That the United States is well out of the
Meen-ln- g
frltefill.
Mtas Rica Baer has returned from Boston, where sed, Its simply
most enthusiastic women s Powder, Corn Products and United
tho
the net gains ranging as high
me.
ever held here was the Full,
political entanglements of Europe 13! eho has been visiting relatives.
And today my clothes smcllfd so meetings
at the as eight i oints.
banquet Wednesday night
proved by the equanimity with which we
d
Total
sales were 1.266,700 shares.
I
a
bet
celebrated
strong of gasoleen
Crawford hotel, which
can look on the present turbulence on the
money opened and renewed
could of followed me with tho twenty-fift- h
Mrs. A. J. FiBher of Santa Fe is the guest of
anniversary of the at Call
per cent, advanced to 414
its eyes shut.
other side of the Atlantic. Greece and Mrs. T. J. Curran.
Carlsbad Woman's club, and mark- and 4U
thence to 5, where it closed.
ed the beginning of the new club
Turkey, who began the present hostilities,
Foreign exchange rates were iryear.
German marks touched
were merely the pawns of two much more
women were seated regular.
Attorney E. L. Medler has returned from a short
Eighty-fou- r
4V4 cents a hundred, a new low.
After-DinnTricks
St.
Louis.
powerful nations pulling the strings of visit to
together, four of the original 16
Closing prices:
being present, American
charter members
Old World diplomacy.
45
Beet Sugar
speeches, American Can
who in the after-dinn66
one
most
Miss
of
Grace
the
Hawks,
highly
and
France
have been manipEngland
told of the early organization in American
&
Ref'g.. 62
young ladies of the city, will be marthe pioneer days of this country. American Smelting
ulating the wires, and their puppets have accomplished
Sumatra
Tobacco., 39 14
was
the
A
of
the
feature
C.
evening
124 i
American Tel. & Tel
been dancing, at least those of them who ried here tomorrow to F. Lebo of Fort Grant.
large birthday cake with its 25 can- American Zinc
19 '4
have not been put under ground with
and decorated with violets, Anaconda Copper
dles,
62
The republicans of Santa Fe county will send
the club flower.
their throats cut or a bullet through their
107
Atchison
j
were
to
convention
territorial
tho
the
Plans
for
given Baltimore & Ohio
contesting delegations
year
GBTi
heads. And it is with nations who are at
Raton.
by the chairman of the various Bethlehem Steel "B"
73
committees
and will include a Butte & Superior
willing to sacrifice hundreds of thousands
i... 34
course in art and civics, with California Petroleum.
study
64 74
of lives for their own lust for conquest,
Oil drilling is In progress at Santa Rosa, and
a series of debates, also a study Canadian Pacific
146M.
both territorial and commercial, that we indications are said to be good for oil.
The Centra Leather
club on musical appreciation.
41
club officers for the year are: Chesapeake & Ohio
were supposed to join in an international
74 Vt
Mrs. Flora Stone; first' Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
President,
82
Frank W. Clancy went to Santa Fe last night.
peace pact.
vice president, Mrs. L. G. Ryan; Chino Copper
29
second vice President. Mrs. .Inn Colorado Fuel & Iron
33
jWertbelm;
secretary, Crucible Steel
recording
S5
BIG CROPS AID BUSINESS.
Mrs. George
corre Cuba, Cane Sugar
13
O'Connor;
sponding secretary, Miss Jennie Erie .
16
B1SSTT
Mrs.
KinFrank
40
IJnn; treasurer,
The looked-fo- r
Inspiration Copper
N. 5 Metal Floats on Water
depressing effect of the
i
dle.
63
Int.
Mer.
Marine
pfd..
coal and railroad strikes has not materiA A metal disc thit floats when care- ,
85
Konneeott
Copper
fully placed In a (lass of water la quit
& NnBhvlllc
138
alized, large crops, authoritative reports
t cariosity, but wnen tne same disc SANTA FE ROAD WOULD Louisville
SALVAGE.
Mexican Petroleum
..180
links when placed in the ilsss by somi
show, having been an important factor
Not what you lose when all your ships
28
ABANDON BRANCH LINE Miami Copper
me otter than the performer, the exin stimulating business activities.
24
Missouri
Poclflo
d
Go down upon some
shore,
periment become a mystery as well.
96
This bears corroborative testimony to
Oct. 8
On the New York Central
Ban 'Prnnr-Urn- .
But In reality it is not the same disc,
Where frowning rocks and foaming surf
86
two are used, one made of aluminum. frrmn1 that SearchTicht. Nev.. "has Northern Pacific,
the improvement in conditions that agriWill keep them evermore,
48
,
the other of tin or steel, cut from sheets changed from a wide open mining Pennsylvania
Rav
Consolidated
culture has been registering under repubThose stately vessels that went forth
s
steel
disc
in concealed in town to a graveyard of tumble
Copper.... 15
t metal. The
78
:he fold ef a handkerchief.
lican administration. Crops were large
After the down buildings the California, Ari- Reading
From Youth's fair port, one at a time,
68
ilumiuum disc has floated and some one zona and Santa Fo railway, sub- Republic Iron & Steel
of many kinds,
With treasure-trov- e
in preceding years. But under the de&
36
Oil
Sinclair
Refining
Irishes to try the experiment, the perthe
of
Atchison,
Topeka Southern Pacific
sidiary
94
Bound for a distant clime.
former obligingly wipes off the disc for and
pressing conditions, chargeable to demoBanta
Fe
company,
Railway
25
Southern
lira and during that action retains rhi has
com- StudebnkerRailway
to
the
railroad
cratic control, their size did not mean
applied
Corporation ,,..132
ilumiuum and poshes forward the steel. mission for permission to abandon
'Tis what you save from out of the wreck
60
Texas
much.
is
whenerei
The exchanf
repeated
its line from Goffs, San Bernardino TobaccoCompany
When tears and vain regret are past;
63
Products
necessary.
It ia to adjustment of economic condito
Searchlight.
county,
Union Paeifia
.150
Have you a soul made strong by pain,
CeevrtffM fctf JB14o T.rCjtr Company
.
of the road Is 63 United States Steel
The
tions under the present adminstration and
length
105
A faith that holdeth fast
miles. It began operations in 190S Utah Copper
68
to the improvement in market conditions
A courage high that beckons on
Massachusetts
authorities ore to serve what was considered very
worked by the emergency tariff and
but
Pun's Review.
Through tempests where the coward flees?
urging the public not to waste coal. promising mining territory,
New York. Oct. 6. Dun's tomorThe public should also be careful since the decline of the mining inpromised by the permanent tariff that
Then, with your guarding star in sight,
a row wtll say:
at
been
has
not
waste
it
to
its
diamonds
and
operated
dustry,
the present importance of large crops as
Set sail for other seas!
With few
watches. Minneapolis heavy loss, according to tho petiexceptions,
major
platinum
a business stimulant is chiefly due,
movements in business continue in
Mary Spain Vigiia
j :.
Journal,
tion!

AJbitpcrip

4s,

4a

dancing
One of these cheese-clot- h
academies has been opened in the Yosom-it- e
and it is assured that there is no objection to letting a mountain peak.

TO OUT BY

0.

4per

One thing is certain: The treasury
official who keeps track of European
debts t- America doesn't have to know
anything about double entry bookkeeping.

-

33'34c;

lc;

a comeback to it.

PRLS3
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED entitled
to
The Associated Press Is exclusively
to
credited
news
of all
the use, for
also
it or not otherwise credited In this paper and
the local news published horelrt.
1922
Oc'ober
SATURDAY

PRODUCE

25.

In this divorce age many a father has
found that marrying off a daughter has

J9.(H)

7.60; stock pigs steady to 16c lower, mostly $8.60 9.00.
No fat
4,000.
SheepKecelpts
natives
lambs offered;
western
arounfl 25c lower; best. $12.50; odd
lots steady; feeding lambs, $13.00.

Chicago.
Chicago. Ort. 6. Butter Market higher. Creamery extras, 43c;)
firsts, 35 37c; extra firsts, 39
stand41c; seconds,
ards, 39c.
Market
higher. Receipts
Eggs
standing feature, about 1,600,000 3.150
cases. Firsts, 3135c; orditons of rails having been ordered
miscellaneous.
firsts.
nary
and
25ji26c;
1923
for
delivery
large quantities of rolling stock purchased, 28 30c; refrigerator firsts,
26c.
and production of both pig Iron
Poultry Alive, higher. Fowls,
and steel has recovered substanroosters,
14(&'23c;
springs,
tially from the low level of the 13
c.
summer.
56
Total
cars.
Potatoes
Receipts
Weekly bank clearings,
U. S. shipments, 1.174 cars. Wisconsin bulk round whites, 75 i?
85c cwt.; Minnesota sacked whites
w York Money.
No.
1,
cwt.; partly grad
New York, Oct. 6. Call money ed, 75 90c(?!)$1.00
85o
Minnesota bull
Firmer. High and last loan, 5 sand land cwt.;
cwt.;
Ohios,
per cent; low and ruling rate, 4U Minnesota sacked Red75(fi85c
river Ohlos,
per cent; closing bid, 6 to SV per 95c$1.05 cwt.: North Dakota
cent.
70 80c cwt.;
North
Mixed col- bulk whites,
Time loans Firm.
Dakota Red river Ohios, 80 95c
lateral. 60 and 90 days, 4
South
Dakota bulk Early
per cwt.;
cent; four and six months,
Ohios, 7080c cwt.
cent; prime commercial paper, 4
per cent.
Kansas City.
Kansas City, Oct. 6. Eggs, butForeign Exchange.
ter and poultry unchanged.
New York, Oct. 6, Foreign
easier. Great Britain demand, $4.41.
New York Metals.
New York, Oct. 6. Copper-D- ull.
lilx-rtBonds.
Electrolytic, spot and fuNew
York. Oct. 6. Liberty tures, lie.
londs closed: 3V4s, $100.62; second
Lead Firm. Spot, $6.50.
$100.00; sec4s, $99.66; first
Zinc Firm. East St. Louis spot
third
ond
Ka, $100.00;
and
nearby delivery, $6.65 $S 6.70.
$100.00; fourth iin, $100.28; Vicl'oreign bar silver, 69 c.
tory
(uncalled!, $100.40; VicMexican dollars, 62 e.
n (called), $100.12.
tory

The king business seems not to have
grown in popularity since the war.

,. .850
.$2.50
.J4.75
.

the direction of improvement. Recent weeks have brought a practically general advance, following a
seasonal lull In different trades and
a setback in some industries
through labor troubles, and sentiment Is unmistakably stronger.
While uniformity of gain in volume of transaction is lacking, and
though obstacles to progress are
still present, activities in various
interiors have expended considerably and in certain instances the
best previous records have been
closely approached or exceeded.
The noteworthy demand for railroad material has remained an out-

THEY INSIST ON "HORNING IN" ON THE BIG NOISE.

WAY.

ft.

.....

TIOMT

V

storm-washe-

I

MAN BLOWS HIMSELF
A
TO PIECES WITH
STICK OF DYNAMITE
Hammond, Ind.. Oct. 5. Placing
a stick of dynamite on his breast
after he had lain down in a secluded glade in the woods near
Dyer, a man identified as Fred
son of Herman
Tapp,
Tapp,
wealthy road contractor of Fort
Wayne, Ind., lighted the fuse nnd
blew himself Into eternity.

'

Isn't it something a curious commentary on our political system of
"registering tht people's Will" that
we
after three years of bone-dr- y
have to depend on a poll by a
weekly magazine to find out what
the people's will is? St. Louis
t,

PERSONAL
Jewelry work. 115 South Pfcond. In rear
share part of expenses with
party going to California in car. W,
C. W., cur
Journal.
YOUNG lady wishes to Juin party driving to the coast. Willing to help defray
cxpensea. Ad dress B. li,, care Journal.
ATTENTION NEW MEXICO
S
Charter of local branch American Federation of Musicians la open during October at reduced foe of Fiv Dol
lars. Apply to Earl C. rorterfield, Sec'
retary, 611 West Lead, or Citizens National ban k, Albuquerque.
GENTLEMEN in good health, spending
the winter in his mountain home, desires the companionship of nnotiier congenial and educated man. Easily accessible,
telephone, etc. No
tubercular
considered. Highest references required and given. .15, W, Pago,
WOULD

f'owlefl,

N. M.

CARPENTERING
FOIt ODD JOBS and oontraorworkTcail
1675--

PAINTINU, paper hanging and kalunra- Irwnn; fr-- e estimates. Phone 1972-1PAINTING and kalsumlnlng-- , by day or
contract, vv. A. HetU, phone 16SI4-PAINTING l'aper hanging and kalaom- May,
Wheat
Dec, $1.06;
L. w.
ining; all worn guaranteed.
July, $1.01.
Owens. W) South Edith, plrona 1344-- J.
$1.08;
Corn Dec,
May,
SEE US for carpenter work; remodeling
July. 63 c.
and repairing; day or contract.
Call
Oats Dec,
or 215 South Edith. Rot.
May,
phone 1058-her & Hatch.
July, 38 c.
IatA Oct., $11.45; Jan., $9.27.
I WANT you to Investigate my low price!
on any kind ot a building proposltloa
Ribs Oct., $10.75.
you have In view. A. E. Palmer. Bunga.
low Builder. Bon 41, city. Phone 1768-SEW'WORK or alterations; all-w- ork
guaranteed; estimates tree: will make
very close figure on a Job In highlands
or heights. Phone 1755-Chicago.
E. E. JohnChicago. Oct. 6 IV. S. Depart son. fil John.

60c;
38c;

62c;
39c;

LIVESTOCK

ment of Agriculture) Cattle Receipts 6.600. Market slow; native
scarce,
beef steers comparatively
largo proportion of run being
western grassors;
quality plain.
Best native beef steers, Jiw.uu in
load lots; one bullock at $12.25;
bulk native beef steers of quality
and condition to sell at $7.50 (ffl
9.75; she stock and bulls steady to

FOR RENT

Storeroom

i'o'U" HUNT

jSuiding at 41'ii' West
per; suitable for garage. Inquire H. K.
Sherman, at First Savings Sank and
Trust Company, phone 9.
WILL arrange to suit tenant a 26x100
foot brick building; good condition:
opposite Santa Fe shops; reasonable
terms, see or write U Heyman, 109
North First, Albuquerque, N. M. .

weak; veal calves unevenly lower;
stockers and feeders largely 25c
WELL CONTRACTOR
off; bulk desirable bologna bulls, WELI.P
driven and repaired;
$4.00)4.15; bidding, $10.00 10.50 pumps, DRILLED,
towers. J. F. Wolklnr.
on desirable veal calves; few selec 4!S West tanks,
Msrhle. phon
1452 W
to
tions $11.00
outsiders.
15.000.
Market
FOR
RENT
Hogs Receipts
Office Rooms
slow, steady to unevenly, higher. FOR
RENT Oflce rooms, Central aveBulk 170 to
averages,
nue, above Matson'e Book Store. Knr- $10.05 paid;
good
$9.7010.00;
am, Company.
Aufn Department.
butch br
and choice 276 to
ers mostly $9.40 (tS 9.60; bulk packPROFESSIONAL CARDS
ing sows, $7.608.00; pigs around
$9.00; big packers holding back, WILSON AND
WILAOX.
talking lower; heavy, $8.709.90;
Attorneys,
medium, $9.70010.00; light. $9.35 Rooms 15, 17 and
!
Cromwell Building.
9.85;
light lights, $9.10 9.60;
fnone 1153-"
packing sows, smooth, $7.50(8.25;
PMMH:IAN
A.NIt HI KClKONg.
packing sows, rough, $7.007.60; DB. S. h.
Ul'HTON,
killing pigs, $ 8.60 9.25.
Diseases ot the Stomach
Sheep Receipts 12.000. Market
Suite 0. Barnett Bulldlne;
opened slow; fat lambs steady. UK. MAKdAKKI CAKTWHIGI1T.
Early top natives to packers.
nenoencc
23
Eaat central
six
$13.76; native quality plain;
671.
cars choice Idaho lambs, $14.35 UK. 8. M AIlI.i; Phon
SHEETS.
with 600 out; feeders dull; no early
Oateonnthle Physician.
fifll.W aw, tn9.T
sales; few early sales sheep around Citizens T4nnk .Rlrio,
steady;
receipts include about UK. 8. c. ri.AHKSr
T
Eve. F.ar. Knu anil Thmal
3,300 direct to packers.
250-pou-

310-pou-

j.

1 1

ti

Phone IM.
Building.
Office Hours
I to 11 a. m.. and I to t p. a.

Barnett

Denver.
6.
Oct.
Cattle ReDenver,
Market steady. Beet
1,450.
ceipts
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
steers, $6.50 $ 7.50; cows and heifPractice Limited to
ers, $4.00 6.25;
calves, $8.00
URINARY DI8EA8E9
GEBflTO
9.00; stockers and feeders, $6.00
AND DISEASES OF THE SKJ
7.25.
Wassermaa Labomtory In Connection.
250.
Market Citizens Bank Bins. Phono HS.
Hogs Receipts
steady. Top, $9.50; bulk. $7.50

F. C. BAKES, M. D.

9.50.

Sheep Receipts 16,550. Market Disease of tbe Eye. Glasses Fitted
steady to weak. Lambs, $12.00
removed to 114 N. Secfeeder ondOffice
12.75;
ewes, $4.005.25;
et. Ground floor. Phone (42.
lambs, $12.7513.00.

Kansas City.
Kansas City, Oct, 6 (U. S. Department of Agriculture). Cattle
Canners and
Receipts 6,500.

calves

$2.50
steady. Canners,
2.60; best vealors mostly $9.50
10.00; beef steers and fat she stock

CHIROPRACTORS
1U

Chiropractic.
and to ArmUo Building.
a
e-- T
S

Albuquerque-Sant-

DAILY

'

SI'AUB

I'o laoe (Bead liown)
Leave
J:!o a. m.
151u a. m. ,
Arrive
11:10 a. m.
Leave
Leave
:0t p. m.
Arrive
i.... H:lp,m.
To Aibnejaerqoe (Bead Dp)
Albuquerque ...Arrive... 1:00 p. m.
Santa Fe......,.ave.,. 4:00 p. infanta Pa
Arrive. ..13:45 p. taWi
Arrive. .,11:11 a. m.
Eapanole
Tao
Leave... 7:14 a. an.
FARE TO SANTA FB, $tM,

weak with yesterday's lower time;
d
one prime load
steers,
bulk cows, $3.ou4.6u;
$12.35;
few around $5.50: many heifers,
$4.254.60; all other classes slow
to about steady with undertone
.......
most cutters, 3.0U(8J.2t
......
weak;
bulk hulls. $2.25$. 50.
6,000.
Mostly
Hogs Receipts
TO TAOS. (11.64. .
steady:
light lights 10c lower; Albuquerque
Mingling
Headquarters
some later sales off more. Shipper Brothers'
Cigar
Store, 110 West Central
top, $9.66: packer top, $9.45; bulk Aval . rnoae no.
sows
ot sales, $8.769.50; packing
Santa Fe Hailn"srteit Bans Confec
10c tp 15c higher, mostly $7,25
tionery. I'biiM (21.
1,604-poun-

I
fft

October 7,

1922

Sj'

Elf SSEIEMf S

CIA
KINGSBURY'S

KOLUMN

IN I'XIVEKSITI
HEIGHTS
Five rooms, modern, furnished,
porches,
fireplace,
basement,
full size lot, chicken yard. Can
be bought for only J3.950 cash.
LOCATED

-

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1

--

We still have a rew lots left
for sale In the Lincoln addition on North Fourth street;
large lots, alfalfa and shade;
$20 down and $10 per month.
D. T. KINGSBURY
Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans and Insurance.
Phone 007-210 W. Gold.

Health Seekers Paradise

$500 cash and $55 monthly will
buy a new
house, bath,
sleeping porch, fireplace,
hardwood floors; price is right; only
two of these left. See

Ackerson

and Griffith

Realtors.

120 S. FDiirtli.

Phone

411.

FOE SALE
fo.SOO
moil-

-

white

itucco

i, hardwood floors,

bungalow,

(food

base-

ment, furnace, Karaite, sidewalk, lawn;
near Luna Boulevard.
14.000
brick cottage, modern.
North Fourth St.
3,500
pebble dash dwell-In- ?,
bath, etc., corner lot 100x142, one
block-fro- m
Central, Highlands, close In,
frame, modern, fine shade,
good location. 8. Walter St.. close In.
Some good buv
In business
Lots and houses In all parts of property.
the cltjr.

LOOK AT THESE
brick
with
porch, garage
In a
and other
good location and In good condition for $3,050.
Four rooms, bath, and two
porches Is renting for $30 and
is a buy at $2,100 with good
terms.
If you are looking for a
homo see me. 1 probably have
just what you want.
A four-rooglassed sleeping

No.

REAL SNAP IN A HIGHLY
home on
modern four-rooCornell, with front and screened sleeping porch, fireplace,
Areola heat, garage and shade
trees, east front, only $4,250;
$50
$750 cash, balance
per
month, Including Interest.
FOUR-rooA REAL HOME IN A
modern brick with glassedfront
-in
porch,
sleeping
etc..
lawn,
garage,
porch,
Fourth ward, only $3,700,
terms.
IF IT'S A HOME, LET US
show you.
Selling homes Is
our business.

Ill

THE PLUMBER,
216 North Third.

PAT,

Plumbing and Heating.
Repair Work a Specialty.
PHONE-

-

201.

m

FOK HUNT
Furnished four-rooapart- ment. 1424 East Silver.
Foil ItE.NT New modern furnished
worth Manle.
jjparrment.

modern house, two
porches, In Fourth ward, for
A very attractive
only $3,850.
home for the money. Let us
show it to you.

t,

Martin Co,, Realtors
A,
Real Estate, Fire and Auto Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold.

Insurance Real Estate
218 W. Gold.

Loans
Phono 210.

rhono

Nice

FOR RENT
furnished

hoUEe In Highlands,

156

HOMES-BARGA-

INS

modorn frame stucco,
lot 50 feet, hardwood floors,
porches, shado, lawn, good location, a bargain, terms like

rent.

frame on Forrester,
garden, chicken tiouse, garage,
lot 185 feet; $1,800 on easy
terms. This is a real snap.

BUILDING LOTS
We have some choice building lots in tho Fourth ward,
priced right.
216

Oestreich,
Vt

W. Gold.

Realtor
l'hono 099

brick

A nice
$50.
on Gold ave-

ground floor office
nue, $40 per month.
R. McClughan
201 W. Gold.
Phono

Accident.

Automobile
Insurance.
w
i..
U.,.us
nuiiiin, KjUUI1,
8.cuitij
f ourth Street,
Phone 674.,

-

Jas. M. Johnson

A. FLEISCEIE1, Realtor
Fire,

RFALTOR
The man of worth is h

NEW AND NIFJY

does his best,
lives he in east
or west
Eaqor to be of uso in his own
D is very best
fctnte.

It eniembering
are great.

the true alone

E ntluring disappointments when
they come
A ncl, 'spito of loss, preserving
his .iplomlv
Life holds for him no pleasure
more worth while
Than giving honest service
tvllh a smile.
O n hl3 good works the country's weal depends,
Regard him, then, as one of
your best friends.

Realtors
Insurance

Loans,

412-.-

J.

D,

Rentals

211 W. Gold.

Rrightwood Addition
down $10.00 per
month
STARES & PFEIFFER
Real Estate and Insurance
Rentals and Loans
$20.01)

321

W.

a old

Phone

163

largo lot, easy terms.
'An investment; new building in
location that will increase In
valne; rents for $133 per month;
$7,ooo; e.iey terms.

McMILLION

n

'

Gold.

Loans.

Company

Realtor Insurance
226 West Gold Avcnuo
SALE

Four-roonew frame, modern,
good location, $3,800; terms, $500
cash.
Four-rcromodern
stucco,
sleeping porch, bath, close in,
Fourth ward, $4,000; terms.
Five-roomodern stucco, hardwood
new; worth the
floors,
money; easy terms.
m

DO YOU

VT.

WANT

Prompt Adjustment and Service? Let Van Monty Company
have your Insurance.
Over State) National Bank,
Telephone 698.

For Sale on Easy Terms
New concrete hlock bungalow.
4
rocms, bnth and closets,
select oak floors,
and all tho built in features;
largo front and black porch.
Rood basement.
Don't fail to
see this beauty before you buy.
l'hono Owner, 412-or call at 116 Columbia St.
fire-plac- e,

wFOR
I'fii

OK RENT

noime.
J
L".U h.W.U,
elionp If taken

i'OR SALE

run

Mur-Miu- u

It Lasts

Better Grade $15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
CalUwith Wagon
Terms Cash

.

McKinley Land

&

Lumber Co.

Albuquerque,

New Mexico.

BERNARD A. SLEYSTER
All Kinds of Insurance.
REAL,
ESTATE.
SoutU

Third street.
14

two lots

1.173--

at

Modern

Fourth ward.

$1,600.

Cheap,

.

$10.00 Per Load

112
Phone)

Houe

SALE

As Long; As
A

& WOOD

Realtors Insurance
JOS

Shelley-Brau-

Cfeup

house in Fourth
built-i- n
strictly modern,
hardwood
.features,
floors, garage,
six-roo- m

I'hone 4i0.

Very Desirable

HOME SITES

New
ard,

Keleher, Realtor

m

Subdivisions.
221 W. Gold.
l'hono 657.

5 rooms, 2 screened
porches,
modern except heat, built-i- n
features, desirable location in
central Highlands, $4,250; easy
terms.
5
rooms, glassed Bleeping
porch, front and rear porch,
strictly modern, Areola heat,
oak floors, new plastered adobe
in
location
choice
house,
easy
Fourth ward,
$5,250;
terms.
to
$G00
Cozy little homes

For Rent:
brick
home on Fourth street, hot
water, bath, 3 lavatories and
house is completely furnished;
sleeping porches, splendid orchard and 2 acres of fine
ground included.

FOR

Franklin & Company

OPPORTUNITIES

SPECIAL

who

'eping

noose, fiirnlalia.l
once., 1215 Virginia

furnished five-rooporch, close

lhonel siu . w.

In

National

Investment

Co,

Kealtora

Insurance AH Klndi.
Iieal Estat
Mst Tour Property With TJ
200
Phone BS5
j W. Gold.

modern, furnished
Brightwood addition
waiter; easy terms.
very easy terms.
For Rent-Room- s
with Board FOR SALE Miscellaneous .v.iujie.iiti on aoutn
rooms;
canvas
banta re.
South Hlh
FOR SALE Ry owner,
FOR RENT Houses.
!"'";
I'hone 1608-J- .
mort'
ROOM AND f!OAR, 19 a week. 611 QUINCES.
HOUSES FOR RENT MONET
1'OK KENT
ern pressed brick home, with hot water
Half house, three rooms, i''OK ItE.NT Tliree-rouSouth Jiroaclway.
FOR SALE Hard coal heater, large size.
TO LOAN.
house, lurinsli-eil- .
and
625 South Arno,
im-k- ,
bath.
sleeping
none
'
Home and Investment
"'"'
RC CMS AND GLASS
Phone 314.
ROBERTS-TURNE- R
Oall 1300 South Walter.
CO, svit is i.
sleeping porch With
PIANO A bargain If taken at once. 821
KoustKeepIng
tA,'k "y owner, seven-roo- m
ap&rtmeiu. KUU KENT Two larKe furnished rooms,
""iiru; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
Double
modern and
&
furnished complete. 215 North
Stares
Pfeiffer
adobe,
stucco
Seventh.
house,
218 XV. Gold.
Phone 407.
coal
South
Third.
shed.
garage,
CONGENIAL
porch, yard. 7 02Nort i T hlrd.
yirl to share sleeping porch,
porches, splendid location, oloae
Priced to sell. loofi North Fourth
JOUr-rooI'Ul.
fnrnlha
nomo:
1436-TH
nice
BUDDY'S
BEST
board.
IN
.'Done
Two-rooTOWN.
FOR
MILK;
Real
and
Insurance.
In, furnished, renting for $80 per
Estate
RENT
rurmshed house,
ern house; no sick. Inquire 208 South
New Mexico State
Members:
vTTTT
FOH SALE Three-roo,,,
Phone 2413-HOHIO hTA K hoarding house; room and
with porch. 1022 South Walter.
321 W. Gold.
Thono 168.
" corner; bargain for quick month. Will sell. If gold quickly,
Realty Association.
"""rd. r,12 South Broadway, ph. 1971-FOR SALE New, Underwood typewriter mlo.
for $1,000.
houite at A'a- mho
Foil KENT Three room, and bath, un- FOH RENT Four-rooSouth
Apply
Walter.
No. 6. Address C. 1., care Journal.
I'OH It L.N I Nicely furnlsned rooms with
Reasonable.
meda, partly furnished.
furnished, new and cheap. Apply 724 Phone
New
bALh,
modern
1424-11nrsi-cias- s
t;oo
FOH SALE Iron bed and springs, iaua- - i'uu
J. P. Gill Real Estate
table board. Phone 1327-down and monthly paymentshome,
like rent.
IIP South Arno.
furdrywrlnger; 317NorthThlrieenth.
Ju.
riione 770.
Foil KENT Desirable apartment; large FOH RENT New, cozy three-roo323 W. Central
Silver.
HELP WANTED
Aiammond;824jat
1 OR RENT
FOR
RENT
n
nished
FOH
SALE
room
house.
"ruiiKe.
A Home
Rooms
1712
Comfort
and glassed-iBoard,
Lights, water.
'
west Central South Edith.
,u'tu- I(J!:n(i'AT'li hu"r new houses,
rents
17S5-In
new
805 South Arno.
1818
I'hone
sleeping
house.
Cheap.
porch,
Ala lu.
phone 100.
J..0I.
FOR RENT Furnished room. 612 North r.aat central.
Corner. 11776. SO per cent grosa
FOU RENT Two-rooincome.
ROOFING
furnished house,
FOU KENT Two furnished
Inquire 1709gouth Edith.
WANTED Milker.
Phone 2413-Krooms, for
PoKCH, tu,m and board for two In EXPERT guaranteed work. Phone 1834-J- .
, .
......
newly painted and remodeled. Inquire CHt, 1.
r
FOR
..uuBunt-vping- ;
SALE
New
no
ck
r
6S(F-auuits;
no.Mi
712 West Marble.
urnianea room. 710 South
WANTED A milker. Call
206
724 South Second.
prlvato
South
family.
Walter,
FOR
SALE
WANTED TO RENT
Adobe brick, iilT lmjulre
south Hlch: vi.ru
v.u way.
.,.,ii
phone 1257-EaBORBUS ja.00 to 53.25 per day.
FOU KENT Several new furnished cotPhone
Pailro
r.0.1.
22:'2
South
Williams
First
Turtaglia.
National hunk building!
A
"fc.M
nice apartment with
An
'
KtiiNi
unfurnished houso, with
cool
COS
room.
front
FOR
RENT
Good woman cook, $50 per month. EmWest
room
Room
tages, very reasonable.
7, First
and sleep
Large front
M ANZANO
large sleeping porch and one sleeping Notional
GINGER ALE
w.i orti.a uy owuei, suburban home.
4 bedrooms, bath,
i none zmz-j- .
Bank building.
ployment Agency, 110 South Third.
ing porcn and board; suitable for two. HELPS digestion and a nerve tonic.
kitchen, dln-in- gf
four rooms and sleeping porch,
nionn necona.
110
FOR
RENT
North
city
Several
Maple.
rooms, unfurnished.
TWENTY-FIV- E
room, living room and
FOH RENT Houses, all Klnds;rurn!shed
HKAI,THSUGKKEltS (O LINCOLN Apartments
water, fruit trees, grape arbor. Postof- "FOR SALE Large heater
124 South Edith.
Completely fur
RENT
ono
and
drink LOUDENS pure Jersey milk
room
-& Wood,
McMilllon
for
unfurnished.
not
For
less than one
i.T.
""
onl sleeping
city.
njsnea apartments, steam heat, hot Realtors, 208 West Ould.
Cheap. 2U5 South Edith, phone l.'MO-FOH RENT
13o per quart; nono better at i uy irlce.
porch, with board In private home. FOli
Nicely furnished room. 124 1301
year. Call on REAL. ESTATE
1,1, ,e in.
.tia rsoutn Th rd.
SA LK OfflcuTiesk an"chair, ufso - v... i..,
uul, wm sacrifice four new
South Walter.
South Waller
Crump's Cash Grocery, 325 South Second. FOlt KENT
FOR RENT An exceptionally attract-l-- e
furnished
409
EXCHANGE.
West Copper
d
four-roocottages,
better
520
than
cabinet.
paying
South Third, ph me 0
filing
WANTED A C(mipetentstenograplrer who
and well furnished modern four-roor- n FOR rent '.ovciy room; six windows. BOAltl) Good home cooking, rates by 2102-ltper cent. liooin 7, First National
.
very desirable location.
120 South Walter. '
can write English and Spanish, for plyapartment,
tne meal or week. Mrs. Knight, corner
bank building.
bungalow, phone 1730-J- .
m ii west MiirDle. phone 1462-- Ap
ten-roFOR SALE Five
mercantile concorn, out of town; must
dry goods
RENT Clean and well furnished, FOU RENT Furnished room and garage Broadway and Gold.
Three-rooSALE
un i.r..i inree pleasant rooms, bath FOR
house with
counters. Apply Kahn'a Store, 102 FOR
be efficient and have good references;
FOR RENT Have lovely vacancy for two
four large rooms and sunny enclosed
Apply 414 West Roma.
chlcKen house for two hundred chickens
nu rroni porcn. completely furnished
North
First.
1100 a month to start with.
Address
c
212 South High.
w.
Mrs.
sleeping
FOR
porch.
li.
RENT
onvaiesccnta,
no
and
lights
Reed,
112
phone
water.
1205 West
Furnished
children.
rooms.
Nlnth.H
218 South 15W-Jnosick;
South
C. M. B., care Journal.
REAL Silk Fashioned Hosiery; guaran frage,
406 South Wer.
Iron, phone 4IMI-Walter. Phone 1667-J- .
Talk About Your Bargains
modern bungaFOlt KENT Three rooms, furnished. FOH KENT Four-rooteed; now four pairs for 85. Phone Fun SALE
1'Ciiuile.
ROOM
AND
low,
BOARD.
In
water
orlvate
furnished;
FOR
nicely
iiy owner, new
RENT Furnishec room, 122 South
firepluce,
highlands, cl se In. nrlvatt
Look at 1415 North Sixth
nurse care, tray service. . lod
625 South Arno.
home;
house
In Fourth ward, modern In
paid, garage: no dogs.
729-WANTED Experlenculi waitress,
Ap- - mm uam,
Seventh,
rnon 1388-phone
after 7:30 FOH
bun-saloFOR SALE Small used safe at hall every respect; bullt-l- n
street, niftiest new
207 North High, nhone 174S-.1- .
meals
p. m.
RENT
new brick bun
ply at Liberty Cafe.
lot:
features;
GRAYSTONE
large
rooms. 213
Write
me
West
West
Gold.
Fruit or pn
tol
terms. Call 138U-Yprice.
city water, lights, garage,
Foit KENT Nicely furnished front room.
galow, modern, choice location, fur
Phone 210-WANTED Girl for general huusewo'k.
OK KKNT
Mrs. E. Guldl.
Furoiihed apartment, four nished
and
fenced.
or unfurnished. Phone 1H49-suitable for ono or two. with board, on
Immediate possesIOI4 SALE Three-roorouma, modern; also two-moApply 1224 South Walter.
house,
front
FOR RENT Furnished room; private main
apartfloor. I'hone 1472-and back porches;
For price and terms
618 West FOR SALE One hard coal heater,
dandy orchard sion.
WANTED Girl to do housework by the ment With BleeDlnc DOrch. 11)4 Nlnrth LIST your vacant houses with the City
aoutn Broadway.
oil heater, A No. 1 condition.
Fruit.
started; on a large corner lot; terms.
' hour.
Call at 416 West Granite .
tteaity Co., for prompt and efficient LARGE, cool room,
See Gonce
Virginia boulevard.
beautifully furnished. FOH RENT Beautiful room for two South Tenth.
service. 207 West Gold, phone 667.
KENT Apartment,
WANTED Experienced washw .man. In- FOU
oam. mi west Roma.
unfurnished,
118 W. Silver.
with board. Best of eats. Two men FOR SALE Pears for canning and pick- FOK SALE Furnished
Phone 471
new, modern, three rooms, lartte sleep-In- s FOR RENT Nicely
4
three
house,
very
furnished,
quire 510 West Roma betwejn
OR
RENT
1215
Two
ling. Lynch'a orchard,
Also board for two others.
Forrester,
light housekeeping preferred.
looms, bath, electric lights, city water,
modern new bungalow, glassed-i- n sleepporch, heat and hot water, furnished.
and 6.
1474-rooms, 816 South Edith, 1576-1S11-phone
SlOEast
,0
TVS
Central,
phono
Karaite;
foot
:,00
lot,
801
East
down and 130
ing porch1lnqulre
South Edith.
Centra,
'ijWANTED
Cumpetent woman for gen-- r
1300 SouthArno.
RENT Nicely furnished bedroom i'AJILK BOARD
Can accommodate two FOH SALE WllBon heater, stove tape per month.
KENT Two-rooRENT Furnished and unfurnished FOR
eral housework. 1122 West Tijeras, FOU
housekeeping FOR
and sleeping porch. .22 North High.
or three persons for n.eals by the and zinc board all In good condition. FOlt SALE
A real
numes in all parts of the cltv. Roberts- bargain
apartment with porch, first floor, pri
4,600;
'phone 253.
seven-rooMrs 618 West Slate.
FOR SALE
modern brick; very close
vate
;
rooms, hot water heat: no week; only105a short ride from town.
reasonable; idults; no Turner Co., 218 West Hold, phone 407. FURNISHED
WANTED Experienced girl for general on.iv , entrance
South Cedar, phone 1B78-no children.
Fleming,
In; owner In Los Angeles; must be sold
FOR
SALE
sick;
414
rulibit
Bourn Arno.
Ong
dio
West
A dandy little grocery store
Silver.
three-rooFOR
RENT
new
Dandy little
housework; good place for right party. FOU
at
once;
MRS
a
cash.
801
If
part
onuo.
MARSHALL'S
South
nutcu;
taken
at
nrlvute home for
Inquire
bargain,
KENT Mudern furnished aparthouse, close to shop,; water and FOR RENT Nicely furnished Bleeping
and a good business In a good
Phone 16.10-Eilith.
convalescents, excellent meals, table 710 West Lend.
rooms. 420 South Edith, phone 1541-ment, two rooms and sleeping porch, electric llBhts; no hath, plume 1032-Vlocation.
WANTED Woman to do cooking and close
and tray service; reasonable rates. 1107 FOH SALE Ladles' Wooltox cout,
Four-rooFOU
SALE
nd
in, ground floor and private en- FOlt RENT Two five-rootwo
FOR
frame,
RENT
large
sleeDln-a'Nice,
furnished
clean
Ninth Twelth. ritinne IKil-J- .
genoral house work temporarily. Apply trance. 614 West Iron, phone 630-size. Never worn by sick. Call mornporches, garage, shade lot 60x142, good
J.
L, Phillips Real Estate
housekeeping rooms. 121 4 North Third SPECIAL summer
112 South I'rlnceton.
bungalows, 214 and 220 North Manle.
location, nine blocks from town. Price
rates, 6i per month; ings, 1116 Nonh Second.
FOR Rent Two and three-roo'
furnish-e- d Apply 724 East Central.
FOR RENT Furnished room. baThTfur- c. 13. Bynum, owner,
110 S. Third.
WANTED
Middle ""d woman to care
25
Phone 334-excellent board, private room with TYPEWRITERS, all makes, 16 and up; laoiio.oo.
hot
....
and
cold
apartments;
water,
FOR
RENT
Furnished
rooms
two
North
and
for children; a flood" home; wages $15
Third.
ucnj private entrance. 719 West slei ping porch and tray service. St.
J per month. Aibuuuerque Typewriter
lights und phone paid; rent reasonable.
Lead.
dislance.
sleeping
month.
porch,
Hot
walking
431
John's
FOH
rlty.
New
tit
421
SALE
Episcopal Sanatorium, phone
homes by owner; one
South Broadway.
ExchungeKSouth Fourth.
22.s0.
Highland.
Apply 328 North FOR RENT Furnished" roern, parlor bed" JAMESON'S RANCH
824 West Gold; one
The place to gel FOR SALE Stark-- be llclous
FOlt KENT Furnished apartment, two Third.
apples ande 110 North Mapl6, one four-rooroom, heat, lights, bath. 813 South
210
two
miles
from
town:
from
free
well;
Post-ifficotner
s
kitchenette
rooms,
varieties.
and
Farm.
and
Wiley
bath; hot
FOR RENT Nice houses, ail furnished Sixth.
North Maple; terma Call 821 West SilWANTED Will pay good wages to a cold water;
dust and
free transportation to
box 135; phone 2411-Rheat;
modern;
for housekeeping In the mountains. FO" RENT Well furnished front room! and from smoke;
ver, phone 1049-town: good home cookitio, FOR
good cook, for a small fnmlly of three. no linen or dishes. furnished,
313 South Sixth.
SALE Apples of different varieties. FOK SALE Homes.
Cheap rent, fine surroundings. 211 West
steam heat, reasonable,
A Good Roof Cheap
Apply Mrs, D. AVufiiinun, 708 Wet Cop- SEPTEMBER 30,
216
It will be to your
North meals served family style. Phone 2238-.also ch.er, at former DeWItt Ranch,
Ninth.
nicely furnished, new Gold. Phone 410.
per,
interest to see us before purchasing a
FOR HEALTH SEfiKERS
Furniahcd North Fourth
three-roo24H)-J- f.
street,
with
apartment,
bath, FOlt RENT Newly decorated, well fur
phone
we
as
home,
a
have
RENT Nice,
list
rooms with sleeping porches, hot and FOH
large
We will lay you (until furclean apartments,
screened porches, 1502 East Central; no
nished fine modern home, with glassed
SALE Man's muHkrut overcoat, to select from. Hi ieru-TurnCo.. 218
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, 211 u West cold water In each room; steam
children. Apply at 724 Enet Central.
ther notice) a Ruberold roof
heat; exand screened sleeping porches: fire place Central.
size 38. 8100 If taken at once: never West Hold, phone 407.
nd Femiila.
Mule
cellent
with a five-yea- r
board; tray service graduate used by sick. 208 South Arno.
FOlt KENT Furnisned apartments, con- and furnace heat; best location In high- FOR RENT
guarantee at
FOlt SALE Beautiful
WANTED Bookkeeper, yuuntf man or
Modern Sleenlnu- r,.,.n. nurse In attendance; prices reasonable FOH
pressed brick
venient to sanatorlums;
fuur rooms, lands. 1420 East Silver.
$4.75
Your old
SALE
per square.
excellent
used,
five
Player
rooms,
piano,
sleeulnn
Averlll
bungalow,
norch
208
woman; state age, experience and sal- glassed-l- n sleeping
SecApartments,
J, North
on
East
613 West Gold.
de
609
gas;
porches,
Casa
FOR
Is
and
Oro,
Two
roof
RENT
out let us
and
ond
comfortable
cash
furnished
first
double
condition;
care
brick
Investigating
burning
ideal
Journal, i.ity.
pressed
garage;
ary. K K,
Central car line. Call 1321 East Central,
buyer sure to take it.
Phone 10B.
noma near snops.
cottages, li. beautiful TeJanu canyon; FOH RENT Two rooms
for particulars Ingive it a coat of our roofing
for or see McMIIIln
teachers
WANTED Immediately;
Wood.
Phone US.
for light house- MRS. Iierglund. 1416 South Edith. PriAdquire 7011 South Third.
telephone service.
HICKS' DAIRY
vate Tubercular Sanatorium, for win20.
rural schools. In New Mexico nd Ari- FAUKViEW COURT One apartment, dress H. ideal;
preparation and make it betkeeping,
Phone 1456-1024
2!) 7. Dost- li.
Hammond,
CLEAN
phone
steam-heate- d
a
Exwith
cream
ter:
MILK,
Foil
new
SALE
North
two
line;
Educational
owner,
heavy
By
ter than new.
furnished
Second.
rooms; plenty
zona, Southwestern
three rooms and bath, disappearing office box 668, Albuquerque, N. M.
houses close In, lot 60x142, out build8c; quarts. lSo. Phone 738.
pints,
milk
blankets;
and
meals;,
good
egiss;
FOH
change, 117 West Onppfr, cl t y.
bed and other bullt-l- n
RENT
fur- FOR RENT Well furnished
Furnished room with sleep-In- g
features,
d
None better for renting, and Inmodern
fruits and our own chickens FOR SALE Used
and ings.
tractors,
nished or unfurnished; heat hot and cold
for light housekeeping. 208
Guarantee Roofing Co.
bungalow. 6 rooms. 2 sleeping Dorches. South porch,
vestment. Price JICOO.OO for both piiccs.
served; epeciat diet; general nursing;
BUSINESS CHANCES
with ga-nHardware C.
plows.
Arno.
water furnished. K02 East Silver, phone furnace
Good
136S-B.
location.
rates.
garage.
heat;
and
$30.00
Phone
up.
&
Bynum, 320 North Third.
1H17-Deportment. J. Korber
Company.
S. Carmony, Prop.
Box 272.
Will rent for one or seven months be- FOR RENT Nice room, close In, for
i'OR BALE Hotel, Fourth and Central,
FOH
&7xl
SALE
two
lot,
SAXOPHONES and all band Instruments,
fenced;
ginning November 1, or before If neces 319gentleman employed; no sick wanted.
WANTED
Miscellaneous
phone 629-for
new
or
cottages
or
healthseekers;
Instrucclass
poultr?
private
used;
North
FOR
RENT
Furnished
601
front
Fifth,
apartment, sary. Cannot accept sick. Call
FOR SALE Business oportunltles of all
houses; city water, garage, or will sell
tions on above. Fred K. Ellis. Ph. 302-two room, and kitchenette, bath ad- WeBt Fruit or phono 983-To buy a range. 313 Colum-blFOR RENT Nice front room, adjoining WANTED
twenty-five-fokinds. Roberts-Turne- r
Co., 218 West
lot; terms, or will make
FOR SALE A few highly bred and
joining; large front porch; garage If debath,
furnished.
Call
1407
Gold.
offer for cash. 1K21 South High.
nicely
at
special
Airedale
sired; thoroughly clean and sanitary; two
West Roma.
AUTOMOBILES.
pedigreed
puppies; both FOK
WANTED MONEY
On
first male
Well-buigood
FOK SALE Hotel, twenty rooms, pool adult, only and no sick, 124 South Arno,
SALE
1762-and
Adby
female. Phone
practical
FOR SALE Auto trailer.
FURNISHED
mortgagee. McMMIIon & Wood.
ROOM
and glassed-i- n
builder. 1615 eash, or best offer, buys
hal) and bar; good lease. 313 South phone 632-dress Box 464.
Edith.
n
sleeping porch; board next door; ladles TRANSFER and scavenger work done,
and
FJrst.
glassed-laleeplng porch.
SALE
FOlt
Accimatcd
Kanred
919
IN THE THIRD WARD
jureSouth
only.
Walter.
E. A Griffith, 722
reasonable rates.
FOR BALD OR TRADE
r.ie, trio and city water. The best In
BALK Complete shoe bhop, cheap,
winter seed wheat,
70 bushels to town
for healthseekers.
PLEASANT room with steam heat; mcalH East Iron, phone 1970-Palmer. 1822
or 1244-WANTED Position
and good terms. Address Box 3, care
touring car. I'none
2414-Rthe
acre.
Phone
A.
John
1758-South High, phone
If desired; reasonable rate; no sick. MAX BARGAIN STORE, at 315 South
Journal.
Close in, we have a five-roo- m
Box 412, city.
RADIATOR REPAIRING.
O. 608
Wanted Housework ty uie day. i'bou, EXPERT
South Arno, phone 1352-FOU SALE Modern
First, will pay the highest prices for FOH SALE
K. Sheet Metal Works, 217 N. Third.
bungalow, Fourth
brick with jnaple floors
FOR SALB Two-stor- y
brick building.
1646.
ten boxes or more,
Apples,
secomi-iiand
your
FOR
and
ward;
shoes
RENT
good
furnished;
garage;
Fine
partly
eleclothing,
215 South First; location good for any
1
large front room,
per box, f. o. b. Embudo. Hen Da- good basement, farnace and laundry
EXPERIENCED
throughout, sidewalka, shads
Phone FOR SALE Ford touring car, 1917, (86.
stenographer.
gant location, for rent to lady; no sick. furniture. Phone 8f8.
Kind oi business.
Hunter's Garage, 907 West Mountain
vis, Grimes' Golden, Northern Spy, Itam-b1744-trees, lawn and good garage.
room; ljrge porch. Price 10.750; terms.
W AN I ED To buy
one small Jersey
road.
'"i"th ai 12 iMortn Fourth.
A, H. Oosaett, Eml.udo, N. M.
WANTED Tutrade a house and lot in WANTED
This place is going to sell.
I'hrme 124S-heifer cow; must be of good blood and
Washing and Ironing. Phone DON'T BUY that car until
FOR RENT Rooms, newly furnlnhed,
the Luna district for a car and a small
you sea my
suf'T
Heel
19 15 J.
and
arch
Make us an offer.
cushions
spots
FOK
M.
212
BALK
cool, clean, quiet, modern; one block gentle disposition. J.
brick, by owner;
Courington,
amount of cash. Phone 1825-617
roadster.
"est Central. C. E. from
prevent taiien insteps; cures all foot
42.1
ne
car. 823 South Fourth.
rale avenue, city.
Seventh, corner lot, ildo
specialty. Doster.
WANTED A small dairy, on cominls I'VND LAUNDRY-Photroubles. II. Planter Arch Supports. Thos. walks, South
1D27-parage, chicken house, basement,
Hi Chas. Roehl
RCd Cl.EANEHS
FOR RENT Rooms with sleeping porch,
F. Keleher Leather Co.. 408 West Central.
5
slon, with Intention of buying later;
FOR SALE
hot wnter heat, bath room, largtj closet,
Bulck, 8600;
Light
9xU Rugs Cleaned. J1.25.
hot and cold water In the room. 602
four years' dairy experience.
Address WANTED Washing and ironing by tne
Ford touring, Ford coupe, 8400, 116 South
fifteen large front back and deeping porches.
MATTRESSES renovated. 13.50 and up; FOK SALE $50 Victrola, with leather-bounPhone 640.
dozen,
Arno, phone 1721-.call 1703-K. A., care Journal.
West Gold.
Phon
d
records, for 25; set of new
618, or any real estate dealer lr
furniture
and packed. Ervin
law books, with lessons from cor- town.
FOR SALE Hotel Woodard. of twenty PRACTICAL nurse desires patients by FOR SALE Ford touring car with IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms; Redding Co..repaired
89B-613-Corner
of
or
Phones'
Second and Qold.
or
week.
424.
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
I'hone
two rjoms, doing good business; good
day
school, complete, 12. Phone FOlt H A J. fci Modern home, five room
starter, demountable rim and shock Theater.
WANTED Your piano to apply on pur- respondence
2413-Jreason for selling. Address Mrs. G. 6. CLEANING PAPER Kalsomlnlng. John absorber. 1920 Marble, phone 1C39-21H, West Central.
Postofflce box 833.
bullt-l- n
and
featnice
porrtr,
sleeping
chase
new
of
used
player plana FOU SALE Ited Star thrco-burn"Woodard. Box 6, Grants, N. M.
OR RENT Nicely rurnlshed room for
Goodson, phone 634-- J.
FOR SALE Ford ton truck, laJl, in A- -l
oil ure, garage and Wice lot. Will sell furone or two; also glassed sleeping porch; Phone 100 and we will call and quote
stove. 25; also ten 8. C. White Leg- nished or unfurnished.
Also two adobe
FOR SALE Complete poultry
ranch, WANTED
Work by the hour. Call after
mechanical condition, 1250; cash. 1917
values that will make conservative buy- horn
11
rent very reasonable: excellent for man
S.
and largo lot.
C.
ten
Phone
6:30 p. m Phone 1343-Ford roadster, cheap. 407 West Copper. board If desired. 623 West Tijeras.
hens,
Inrgo rooms
White
each;
er sit up and take notice.
George P, Leghorn cockerels,
Ad
and wife; Ideal for healthaceker.
SI
S07 West
each.
ELGIN
HOTEL
rooms
and
60
75
WANTED
Will
SAVE
.eanard.
take
on
work.
Sleeping
to
cent
used parts,
Laundry
per
1977-Mountain
dress Poultry, care Journal.
Koail,
phone
housekeeping apartments, by the
FOlt SALE By owner new California
home or by the day. Phone 2101-- J.
difetc.; full stock for over twenty-fiv- e
wren or muntn. bvj'fr West Centruh- day. KODAK FINISHING 3 TIMES A DAT FOH SALE Victrola used few months,
One- - of the finest cafes In
FOA SALE
type bungalow, east front, In University
Remember.
satisfaction
WANTED Clerical position, by young ferent cars. Mcintosh Co.. 311 West Copguaranteed.
In first-clanorthern Arizona, long lease, excellent
FOR
RENT
as
new.
as
per.
Heigh ts. Five large modern rooms InTwo
rooms
condition,
Send
n
good
for
furnished
estab
a
t
care
fml..
reliable
Journal.
II.
Address
your
J.,
lady.
Owner
hissed sleeping room. Large
town
will
and
trade, good location; two of the partners WANTED
o
sacrifice
light
leaving
cluding
housekeeping; private entrance; lished firm. Return
postage pal
Position by experienced iady
are to leave for Europe; act fulcic.
trees. 702 North Third.
mail orders.
Hanna & Hanna, Inc., for quick cash sale. Can be seen any front and back screened porches. Fence,
of knowledge In clerical work or sales FOR A OOOD used car come and tee porch, yard,
time.
trees
Wrlto
und shrubbery. Garage 14 y
box
AlbuODi,
postofflce box 814. Flagstaff, Aria.
walk,
postofflce
'what we have and those we have listed FOR RENT Light housekeeping room Commercial Photographers, Fox New
Phone 2001-35
M.
querque.
$3,tioo.; f 1, 60 cash, balance
FOR SALE Profitable business, estab- manship.
with sleeping porch. Gas, batlr, phone.
for sale. Oden Bulck Company, Fifth and
to
chil
who
MOTHERS
desire
their
have
month.
disto
owner
wishes
Including Interest. You can't beat
FOH SALE Pianos, player pianos, eleclished five years;
Well people, no children. 416 West Gold.
1200.
DRESSMAKING
or tonus. See J. E. Manton, 2U5
dren four and five, cared for In the Gold, phone
price
trlo
orchestlan
atwith
pose account of having other interests,
pianos,
slot
room, well furnished,
WING by day, J2, or at home
For In- afternoon, may call Miss Ross, phone BARGAINS In used Ford cars, two tour- FOR RENT Frontuse
tachments, phonngranns; pre-wprfoe very low and a bargain.
values, Cornell.
of phone, close In,
1430-adjoining bath,
llf,6-Al- -'
The Denver and Tllo Grands
for quick irllon. phone 108 or write HKAUT1FIIL
terview, address postofflce box
home in Ideal neighborchoice, $100; roadster truck, one or two gentlemen. 703 West Silver.
ings,
your
M.
N.
HANDY man desires work of any kind 1918
Western Railroad System
Work guar- George P. Learnard Piano Co., 214 South hood In Fourth ward, living room, den
buquerque,
Dressmaking.
touring, 1921 touring, priced right. FOR RENT, South room; prlvato en- WANTED
Walter.
1600
the
Would
S.
month.
Fifth.
n
anteed.
by
bullt-lNorth
rents
position
MONTH
prefer
a
book
with fireplace and
Siuzlngor,
$90 PER
See these cars before buying; terma can
good building
cases;
trance; heated new house, close in; fr'lUtiT-CLASbullt-l- n
FOH
room
SALE
handsome
with five hundred loaf oven; this bulld-ha- a In hardware store. Address 1. M., care be arranged.
with
Mcintosh? Auto Co., ill home for nice people.
Large
i
work
wltu
dining
fireproof
223 South Ami.
dressmaaing.
double outer and double inner doors; buffet; breakfast alcove; kitchen with
818 South Walter, phone 1667-West Copper.
plate glass front, Is suftable for Journal.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
Will Employ
small bread factory; gooa opening m WANTED Position by neat appearing
cabinets; large linen cabinets; two
HKMSTITCHINO
Phone also large fireproof safe with burglar many
and pleating.
and
electrlo
light
man. Address Geo.
- Gallup for first-clas- s
housekecplrg;
light
of
chest Inside; also square bank safe bed room with large closets; hardwood
Young man, not afraid
proof
work; expeon-J- ,
CARS
HOBB8
room
Mellnl
QUALITY
building.
Myrtle
water. 1608 South Arno, phone
quarter-sawe- d
and
with
rienced In general L.'rice, lallroad. and A I.ARGfl STOCK to choose from at all ctly
Miksch, Oal'up, N.MSocorro
Competent
machine.
Write
throughout
State
adding
flooring
Slovert.
2068-ouk In living room, den and dining rom;
traffic work. Phone 1944-bank, Socorro, N. Mcx.
times, A demcnstratlon will satisfy FOR RENT Front
Machinists
and box;
side
i
LEATINQ,
accordion,
shade
heatfurnace.
basement
and
lot,
steam
Large
bedroom,
434.
CALL HUTCHINSON
for bouse cleaning you. HOBBS MOTOR CO., phone
215 North USli EFFECTO AUTO TOP and SEAT and fruit trees.
N.
mall orders.
Crane,
This is a rare oppored; lavatory, garage; no sick; in pri,
?Ob'sALE Does and bucksT "721 South and wall cleaning, flour waxing, paint- 513-1- 5 West Central.
dressing, Effecto Auto Enamel. Vals-pa- r. tunity to secure ft real home In a secSeventh. Crane Apartments, phone 14
Boilermakers
1102-vate
home.
611
West
Call
Phone
and
ing, kalsomlnlng,
chimney sweeping
Arno, phone 1528-Valspar Enamel on automobiles. tion of the Fourth ward, where values
Coal.
WANTED
Odd Job Man. phone 2082-- J.
Dressmaking; prices reason- Plymouth
Blacksmiths
Cottage Paint. Homestead are rapidly Increasing and good locaFOR SALE Small pies, four and six MIDDLE-AGEMiss
able; satisfaction
FOR RENT Sitting room bed room
guaranteed.
FOR SALE Furniture
Roof Paint and Cement. Sat
Floor
Paint,
healthy lady, would
weeks old. 705 West Mountain road.
420
West
487.
Paulln Vorbach, phone
tions are at a premium. Phone 22E.S-combined;
entrance;
private
Thus.
isfaction
private
as
like
assured.
F.
old
for
LeathCar
Keleher
housekeeper,
Repairers
Gold.
a
bath.
FOR SALE One fresh Jersey cow, one people; position
318 North Sixth, phone 1166-er Co., 409 West Central. Phone 1C57-home more than wages;
821 V4 South Third.
house.
FOR SALE Real Estate
HEMUTITCHINO done promptly in the
yearling Jersey heifer. J. P. Wilson, leaving city. Address M. J care prefer
evenings.
Jour
H04-HAI.N'T
ASBESTOS
HOOF
of
rooms
and
four
FOR
best
SALE
Piano
reasonable.
phone
FOR RENT Two 14x14 rooms; 8x14
possible manner, prices
nal.
CO., 218 West
7S1-furniture. 407 East Silver.
paint contains no tar, SKK KOBEKTti-TUKNESinger THIS high-grad- e
FOR SALE Jersey cow Klving three and WANTED position with local firm, by
Standard Wages as Prescribed
sleeping porch, and garage In Univer- 117 Gold avenue, phune
flnlcl. fnr real bargains In homes.
and will
pitch or asphalt, is flre-oroone-ha- lf
1103 Setolng Mi.chine Company.
for
See
Called
W.
REPAIRING.
FURNITURE
gallon, of milk. C. C Shirk,
H,
sity
Stlllwell,
Heights.
as
man.
office
by United States Labor Board,
experienced
Qualified
stand the hot, dry climate of the west. LOT close in, in a gu.d reslUenctj disPhonel973-R- .
Phone 2407-R-North
deilevered.
and
Seventh.
We also have a red, maroon und green
correspondent, credit manager, auditor
Strike Conditions
trict. Half block from Central avs-nu- e
FOR SALE Ranches.
Hufus and general accountant.
FOR
SALE Flemish
Giants,
1
health la FURNITURE REPAIRING and upnol- - FOR RENT Close In, newly furnished
All kinds.
per gallon. Our
paint.
and, seven blocks from downtown;
and excellent and I Intend to My
613-or 830-Er
In modern home, with private bull toALii;
Reds, Blacks. Belgians, bucks,
Phone
built-u- p
room,
here
remain
w
new,
roofs
tering.
flnisn
with
some
pebble
have
See this at 116
sewer, pns and water.
splendid
'
entrance to bath, sleeping porch If dee
frying siis rabbits. 710 West Lead, phone permanently. For Interview write E. B. vin Bedding Company.
Roberts1834-will last twenty-fivyears. Phone
propositions in suburban ranches.
North Him street, owner next door,
1925--Turner
B., care Journal.
The Manxano Co.. 110 South Valnut.
FOR SALE Dressers, chiffoniers, Sim- sired. 415 South Third.
Company.
Apply Sunday, Mr. H. B. Pfelrj
phona 2370-FOR SALE OR TRADE For Ford car, WANTED
child's FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room KOK SALE Ten acres of good laud. FIRE! FIKEI1 WOOD We are not trynew mattresses,
mons
beds,
Work.
Have
had
seven
fer, Alvarado Hotel, Albuq,uet
years' crib, leather trunk
n
team of heavy work horse,; also two
of
stock
steam
with
glassed-lon
.complete
sleeping porch;
continuous service as railroad station
RENT Miscellaneous que, N. M.
to arouse the fire department, but FOR
mostly In alfalfa, fuur miles out
choice Jersey heifers, fourteen months agent, now working.
326 South First.
used furniture.
convenient fir three or four peo- Itlo Urande boulevard, on main ditch weing
heat;
Have
had
former
to
ara
winter
you
buy your
warning
!17 North Third.
old.
Address Box IK, old supply of firewood early. An old adage KOli iuJNT Single garage, rear of" 225
merchandise. FOR SALE Furniture.
experience In general
Dining table ple; other sleepln. ' rooms, also. 50 and main road.
West Gold, J5
month. Fearce C.
FOR SALE Thirty head of milk cows; Please state salary
and particulars.
and chairs, Davenport and rockers, West Copper.
Albuquerque, or phone 2109-J2- ,
says dry summer severe winter. Let Rodcy, phona 775.per
sale
for
43
Kolstelns, Jerseys, Guernseys;
years old.
Married; am
Take job base burner and other articles. Almost
SALE OlV TRADE Who ' haa a us make it hot for you. Cedar and Pinion
WANTED Room.
802 North
about the 20th, Address C, P. P.. care new. Also some chickens.
cheap on good terms. 1700 West Mounand
desired
sawed
wood,
house
twentsize,
split, any
and lot to trade for a nice
X
tain road. See owner, 10S West Granite, Journal.
Second, phone 1813-LADY dgffirea loom in quiet neighbory- acre ranch; one and one-ha- lf
miles fireplace logs, furnace chunks, Cedro
phone 1270-hood.
Address from lioro.i, brlge. See Broud Bicycle Canyon Firewood Co., phona 2401 HI.
Give
FOR SALE One oak library tuble. one
particulars.
Co., 2;o South Second, phono. 736.
Prompt delivery; full weight.
oak stand table, two rockers, two dining roomer, care Journal,
MONEY TO LOAN
thoroughbred young WANTED One or two rooms In good FOlt SALE OK TRADE Klve acres in
chairs, twenty-fiv- e
four-roohouse
also
Rhode
Island
reds:
dianear
MONET
TO LOAN On watches,
Frultvalet near paved road; fine grape
Library
location; prefer being
monds, guna and everything valuable. EXPERIENCED elerk wants position with sleeping porch for sale. (01 .East school, with small family; housekeeping or chicken ranch; easy terms to right FOR SALE Hens and
rabbits, cheap.
This seven-rooMr. B. Marcus, 813 South First
to pay for room and board for self and party. Phone 693. or apply room 15 First
where there la a future.' Can take care Grand.
house, with fireplace, hot air heat,
Apply 122J South Williams.
nelce, age 14; southerners; would like National bank, or 701 East Santa Fe.
basement, garage, sidewalk, lawn, and trees.
MONET TO LOAN,
on flrat-cla- s,
real of books. General merchandise store In
FOUND
AND
LOST
3ox
FOK
60c
18,
SALE
Fresh
doxen.
sew.
1400
to
Address
eggs,
Address
liox HHH,
my extra time
country preferred.
RANCH of four acres, entirely- - fenced
fl.OUO,
12.000.
estate;
.1,500,
This house was built less than two years ago and Is
care Journal.
North Second, phone 19U8-care Journal,
and Wood (0(1 West Gold.
three- with rive-fopoultry wire,
LOST A small bar pin with three small
In good condition.
Is well located In the University
FOH SALE R. I. Reds, Barred Hocks;
fourth mile west of Barelaa bridge;
MONET TO LOAN, on diamonds, watohet
diamonds. Phone 1104.
WANTED Agents
Heights, and is offered at $5,600 for a quick sale.
screened porches;
bouse, three
pullets and cockerels. 413 Atlantic.
and good jewelry; liberal, reliable, conLOST Will th person who found
water In house, new garage and chicken FOR SALE S. C. Rhode Island Ktrt rl- fidential. Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. lot N. 1st
WAMTKD
on seat In depot please reAn agent in your urritory a
:"
and tur
old hens. Reasonable.
let and one-yeexclusive representative of the finest houses;alsofull blooded chickensCall
turn to Mrs. Chlldera, 1713 North Fourth,
owner. 714 South Arno.
keys;
furniture; Urma
floor coverings made.
Sold to banks, 241X-J5- ..
TYPEWRITERS
MAlTKEbS RENOVATING as watch la keepsake. Reward.
hotels, theaters, office buildings, public
RINGLET BARRED ROCKS, hens, 11.25
S13 West Gold.
Phone 130.
TYPEWRITERS All make , overhauled MATTRESS RENOVATING; 13.61) and up.
Institutions, text companies, architects,
each; pullets, March hatched, 11.26
FOR RENT Office Rooms eta.
WANTED Real Estate
and repaired. Ribbons for every mad
Rug cleaning, furnHure repairing, furPossibilities unlimited. Leather Mat
Office University Heights Development Co.
puleach; April hatched, $1;
City
806-Exchine,
613-r
or
FOU RENT Oftica space, or desk ruvju. Manufacturing Co.. lac, 840 Sansome St.. lb' You have tionineiis property for sale, lets. 76o each; If taken soon,
niture packing. Phone
Albuquerque Typewrl
,
Mrs.
207 West Gold,
change, phone fi-- S.
Hat it with McMilllon
San Francisco,
lit south Fourth. Ervla Bedding Company,
Wood,
Bailey, Lyndon. Kansas.
-

home-site-

in

s,

iiire
inouern. 620

i.i...

;irsrug.

"""

FOR IMMEDIATE SALE

WILLIAM J. LEVERETT, Realtor

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL?

Tagc Ten.

Cars for Rent

WANTED
OYSTERS
.Another shipment of those good Seal.-4iip- t
large
solid pack oysters in 6 and 12 ounce cans is in.
IT WOULD COST A LOT OK MONKY for us
to buy space enough to advertise every article that you
Mill see advertised today in the papers in our line.
CUT JUST REST ASSURED that our prices
will he no higher and some more than likely lower than
you w ill see quoted.
CO.ME K AND SEE US.

WARD'S

STORElS

CASH

Bt'ii-

Clay.

Always
Worth

Finest

DAriCE TONIGHT
HEIGHTS
AUDITORIUM

ACCOUNT

Wm. n. Walton,

JITNEY DANCE

Coal Supply and Lumber Company
4

Phones 6.'

Striking Shopmen

The Japanese Star

Free

Thomas' Ice Cream

Sessue Hayakawa
Supported by

NEW FLOOR

Packed,
and delivered, $1.00

1--

Gallon,

2

I'houc -

Fresh shipment Crackers and Cakes, Salad Wafers
in tin box, Pandoras, JFipf Honey, Milk Honey, Krega
Kremes, Chocolate Cranes, Chocolate Bon Bons, Cocoa-nTaffy Bars, Fig Squares, Graham Crax, Ginger
Snaps, Pretzels.

by K. K. K.

I.

13

"THE SWAMP"
Larry Semon
in

"GOLF"

There are lots of Peaches in the city, but the
s
Colorado
kind of Peaches we have are
Elberta Peaches and priced, per box
$1.35
25c
Our Dixie Square Bacon, is only, pound
Then we will sell Swift's Winchester today, lb. 30c
Our regular price on Winchester is, pound... 35c
25c
10 pounds Potatoes, for a change
Watermelons are still fine, per pound
lc
30c
Longhorn Cheese and fine, pound
Try a box of our Jonathan Eating Apples, box
We have other varieties at same price. We also
25c
have cheaper apples, 8 pounds
We sell cheaper kind, per box.
.$1.00
$1.00 Orders Delivered Lowlands; $2.00 Orders,

Phone 682

"NIGHT IN THE CIRCUS"

llm.

-

Public Stenographer,
I'll. 303.

8. McJinJ Uldg.

Adv.

Boswell's Cut

ESafe

Phone

GMERA EGG
(Very Satisfactory in
Size)

70
lUt

Oranges
dozen
Lemons
dozen
Swift's Premium Ham,

Q
OOC

40 C

CEDAR

AZTEC FUEL

J.

325-W-

L.

S51

Joe Miller, Prop.

Potatoes,

The Best Little Cafe
'IN' TOWN

-

r
J

-

contuhjocs l to it

p. m.

LAST TIME TODAY

T,nprs

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY
niONR

35.

City Office, 108 South Second.

SAVE

SAVE

better

crime,

wait a few days, for

Is coming to town.

ALBUQUERQUE STORES CO., INC.
TWO STORES

He

is

BERT LYTELL

Broadway Central Grocery Phone 138
South Edith Grocery Phone 636
TR0

Kjgj

'

Disguised as a
BAYARD VEILLER

A

mail-orde-

r

man-hunte-

r

Scenirio by Ltnor Coffee, from
Mr. VeUler'i wory

PRODUCTION

SAVE

SAVE

consider-

SHERLOCK BROWN

ADDED ATTRACTION

"SPOOKS," A

TWO-PAR-

T

COfJEDY

Regular Prices.

Tomatoes,
pound
Concord Grapes.
Baskets.

Prices

nr
r
t)L

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables

$la tO

bar

Ready for Business
Reasonable

(J-

100 pounds
P. & G. Soap,

p

0C
Elberta Peaches.

IP.
..IOC

34c
34c
20c
20c
34c
20c
18c
23c
42c

"Try the Willy Nilly Cash Way and Bank the
Difference."
Cranberries.
Peaches.
Grapes.
Oranges.
Bananas.
Apples.
Lemons.
Grapefruit.
Sweet Potatoes
Onions.
Beets.
Turnips.

Lettuce.
f Mangoes.
Radishes.

I'omatoes.
Celery.
Egg Plant.
Any time you purchase an item at the Willy Nilly
and it is not what you want or for any reason you
should desire to make an exchange we shall gladly
make it.
Orders Over $5.00 Delivered Free.
Smaller Orders Delivered for 10c.

1124 South Edith
Phone 1517
"SERVICE WITH A KICK"
Th HI shot Grade Macaroni
Est NoodUa, Spaghetti and

ethar Macaroni Product

40c
Apricots
No. 2i2 Peaches
40c
No. 214 Grapes
30c
zoc
No. 1 reacnes
'
1 Apricots
20c
Np.
Some attractive prices on canned Vegetables.

Cf.
DUC

CRESCENT GROCERY
Phones 575 and 576.

........$1.25

BREAD

BOX
SOLID COPPER, NICKLE PLATE
HK.
D
TEAKETTLE
'GENUINE AXMINSTER
A
fl
ft
RUGS, 27x54
Jp4.i7D
HEAVY BLUE STEEL, NICKLE TRIM- - (fcrr
MED COAL and WOOD HEATER Jj I oOU

Of

0. K. MARKET
First Street.

501 North

PHONE 319

Fancy home dressed' hens, lb
Fancy home dressed fryers, lb
Milk fed veal roast, lb
Best Eeef pot roast, lb
Baby beef prime rib roast, lb
Shoulder of pork roast, lb
Spare ribs, lb
Pure pork sausage, lb
Best hamburger, lb

Rib boil, 2 lbs
Best short ribs
,

ofbeef,

p

tfi

FOR SATURDAY ONLY

QUALITY MEATS AT THE RIGHT PRICES.
We have for your Sunday Dinner:

lb . . j

28c
40c
30c

20c

22c
30c
20c"
25c
20c
25c
15C

We

fUl LIVINGSTON & CO.
LTU
213-21- 5

OME FURNISHERS
West Gold Ave.

"WXHERE QUALITY

Albuquerque, N. M.
THAN PRICE"

IS HIGHER

CHOCOLATE
afVi- .- m w ft 1 I f

Right ready we are for the fall trade,
with the newest of foot wear for men,
women and children that the country
produces.
We will take pleasure in showing you
at your convenience the bestshoe values
that can be procured ai any stated price.
New Fall Shoes for men from . . . $3.50 up
New Fall Shoes for women from $3.00 up
New Fall Shoes for boys & girls $2.85 up
New Fall Shoes for children from $1.75 up;
New Fall Shoes for babies from ... 75c up
Every price we name stands for the
very limit of shoe value at that price.

CERRILLOS EGG COAL

CREAM COFFEE
rfCS Tb

Combine Satisfaction and Economy
ORDKIt A TON OF

Sell

The Best of Shoes !
A Painstaking Service!
.

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE.

Because It's Rich and Mellow

(V

205 South First Street.

50c

BROOMS
GRANITE COFFEE
POT

tpl .

SKINNER'S
WILLY-NILL- Y

for

2

cf canned goods has

No. 21a

Boxes.

University of Denver vs. few Mex.
University Field Today, 2:30 p. m.
Glass Jar Sliced Peaches, No. 2Vs can
Glass Jar Melba Halves Peaches, No. 2'2 can
Glass Jar Sliced Peaches, No. 1 can
Glass Jar Yellow Free Teaches, No. 1 can....
Glass Jar Apricots, No. 2Js can
Glass Jar Apricots, No. 1 can
GLASS JAR SPINACH, NO. 2 CAN
Glass Jar Spinach, No. 2Va can
Glass Jar Mammoth Asparagus Tips, square tin

Some of our fall shipment
arrived, prices as follows:

You Can Buy

FORMHAL'S GROCERY

With a Delicious Dish of Glass Jar Berries
They Will Not Know Them From Fresh Berries.
36c
Glass Jar Strawberries, No. 2 can
GLASS JAR BLACKBERRIES, No 2 CAN.... 29c
36c
Glass Jar Raspberries, No. 2 can
30c
Glass Jar Loganberries, No. 2 can

Phone 60.

"Percy & Ferdie" Comedy

rt

tr-"

Free Delivery.

2--

South Second

SURPRISE YOUR FAMILY

'

t-

PINION
Fireplnofl

DRINKING GLASSES

,

REVELS!

GEORGE'S CAFE

Meals Served a la Carte and at

Phone

WOOD

Split Wood. Kindling,

r
UL

Milk,
can

Phone 91

821

3 plit Red Cedar

J01--

hillVi'fiAr7--'-"'",1i-

GALLUP

THEY'RE THE BEST

Entirely new stock of goods; everything fresh.

II. CONNER, M. I). 1). O.
Osteopathic Specialist. Tel.

Two-Pa-

SWASTIKA

GET OUR PRICES

Toothaker Cash Grocery
1034 South Broadway

.

Stern Ulds.
Adv.

ROYAL

ing
805-- J.

Sanatorium.

(A Long Burner)

A

it,

BUY FOR LESS

Excellent
complete receiving set, with two
stages of amplification,
with
tubes,
complete
phones and "B" batteries, $100.
Cottage 5, Methodist

C,

RIOTOUS

REGULAR PRICES

822 S. Walter

cm MM

ff

AST) A LOAD OP

FACTORY WOOD
Coats Lens

Hlghatt Gratia Macaroni

Burns Longer Makei More Heat.

HAHN COAL CO.

l

THE

SUGAR1TE
K

.

SEE

V?,;'

If youre

Grocery

612 North Fifth Street.

RADIO

Superior Lump

,

"START SOMETHING"

Highlands.

A.

Wo will plvo a dance at the
Tijoras Pavilion Sunday nisht
and you are welcome to enjoy
yourselves. Good music.
L. J. OOXZALK5.

CDS

at....

Still Entertaining the Crowds
Complete Program of Animal Acting
During Balance of Week
No Advance in Prices

DANCE

WE DELIVER

MlttVTTtl IT
IHlAIUCAi.

NAM) HON

first-clas-

..........

REUBEN RAY'S

G (paramount Qidure

A romance of high life, produced on a lavish, spectacular
scale.
The appealing drama of a courageous woman who dared everything for love. Packed with
tense emotional climaxes.
Directed by J. May.
ADDED ATTRACTION

ROBERT JONES

$1-9-

His Latest and Funniest

3

GOLDEN PURITY BUTTER

PEACHES! PEACHES! PEACHES!

in

af

ut

Music

Bessie Love

A

Let our up to the minute truck bring comfort
to your home.

OF ELKS' CUtCVf

LAST TIME TODAY

ff

President and Mamiger

Dry and solid aawed and split to stove size, also klindins?
A
and fireplace togs. Any quantity, delivered "anywhere.
cheery wood fire is a blessing these cool mornings.

TONIGHT AT HERALD HALL,

.

LAST TIME TODAY

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

WOOD

SYNCOPATORS

Colombo Hall Dark

5T

(Adv.)

the

Music by

d

Tonight

THEAT

1 take this means to announce
myself as a candidate for the nomination of Superintendent of
County Schools, subject to the action of the Repub-

A

On New York and Fourth
Airedale
having
pup; was registered,
collar with number on il; re- ward for return.
Harwood School

Theater

Announcement

and

lican County Convention.
MRS. A A. WOODWORTH.

LOST

3

BaWaat&aaaatfaU

Curs

Touring
COIipCH.

New Cars Drive Them Yourself.
The Pioneer Peoplo of the
State.'
I'liono 080
121 North Third

Phone 28
street

Albuquerque's

Speedsters.

M'KlIAb Tltll"

de loa Frl.lulus Cliff
Dwellings October 7 und 8.
Isleta: Kegular trips Tuesday,
Thursday, Saturday, at !):30.
HOKIl.VI.tlJ TOIHS
311 V. Gold
Phono l.VIO.
JRtto

Orders Delivered for 10c

508 West Central.

-

lor milium? and
eral farm work. Good wages
for tlie right party. Apply at
Sturges hutel Saturday. Chas.
.Man

October 7, 1922

PHONE 91

zrwesT Central Ave?

